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Abstract
Many high throughput sequencing protocols for RNA and DNA require that the
polynucleic acid is fragmented so that the identity of a limited number of nucleic acids of one
or both of the ends of the fragments can be determined by sequencing. The nucleic acid
sequence allows the fragment to be located within the genome, and the fragment distribution
can then be used for a variety of different purposes. In the case of DNA this includes
identifying the locations where specific proteins are bound to the genome. In the case of RNA
this includes quantifying the expression levels of different gene variants or transcripts. If the
locations of the polynucleic acid fragments are partly determined by the underlying nucleic
acid sequence this could bias any results derived from the data. Unfortunately, such sequence
dependencies have already been observed in the distribution of both RNA and DNA
fragments. Previous analyses of such data in order to reduce the bias have examined the role
of regional characteristics such as GC bias, or the bias towards a specific sequence at the start
of the fragments.
This thesis introduces a new method for modelling the bias which considers the degree
to which the nucleotide sequence affects the likelihood of a fragment originating at that
location. This shows that there is often not a single bias characteristic, but multiple,
alternative sequence biases that coexist within a single dataset. This also shows that the
nucleotide sequence immediately proximal to the fragment also has a significant effect on the
fragment likelihood. This new approach highlights characteristics that were previously hidden
and provides a more powerful basis for correcting such bias.
Multiple alternative sequence biases are observed when both RNA and DNA are
fragmented, but the more detailed information provided by the new technique shows in detail
how the characteristics are different for RNA and DNA and indicates that very different
molecular mechanisms are responsible for the biases in the two processes.
This thesis also shows how removing the effect of this bias in ChIP-seq experiments can
reveal more subtle features of the distribution of the fragments. This can provide information
on the nature of the binding between proteins and the DNA with per-nucleotide precision,
revealed through the change in likelihood of the DNA fragmenting at each position in the
binding site.
It is also shown how the model fitting technique developed to analyse sequence bias can
also be used to obtain additional information from the results of ChIP-chip experiments. The
approach is used to find the nucleotide sequence preference of DNA binding proteins, and
also the cooperative effects associated with binding at multiple binding sites in close
proximity.
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Abbreviations
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Glossary
ChIP-chip Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by DNA quantification using
microarray technology (chip) which is used to determine protein binding to DNA
ChIP-seq Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing, which is used to
determine protein binding to DNA.
CD4 cells A type of lymphocyte (white blood cell) cell with a CD4 receptor,
HeLa A common immortal human cell line derived from a cancer cell line taken from
Henrietta Lacks.
K562 An immortalised human cell line created from myelogenous leukaemia cells.
TRANSFAC A database of eukaryotic transcription factors, their experimentally proven
binding sites, and regulated genes.
1.1 Motivation and overview
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and overview
A way of introducing the motivation for the work described in this thesis is by reference
to the graphs shown in Figure 1-1. These show the results from a ChIP-seq experiment whose
purpose was to identify the locations in the genome where specific proteins were bound.
During ChIP-seq experiments DNA is extracted from cells, fragmented, and the ends of the
fragments are sequenced, generating the sequence ‘tags’ which are used to identify from
where in the genome they came.
Figure 1-1 is a histogram of the data for a short region of the genome, with each bar
indicating the number of fragments that were found to start (upper graph) or finish (lower
graph) with respect to the forward strand direction at each genomic coordinate. In such
experiments the data are then used to identify the regions where the target protein was
originally bound. Various techniques and algorithms have been developed to identify these
regions using the data but at the heart of all of the algorithms some form of averaging is
applied to the data to remove what appears to be noise in the data and so create a smoothed or
averaged version of the distributions. The various algorithms then use the smoothed data to
determine the likely locations where the proteins were bound.
Figure 1-1 Example ChIP-seq data. a) The distribution of fragment starts with respect to the
direction of the forward strand in a region of the genome. b) Distribution of fragment ends. Each bar
indicates the number of fragments associated with a single genomic coordinate.
The motivation for the research described in this thesis was a growing suspicion that by
averaging the data in this way, information was being discarded that could otherwise have
been used to provide more details about the binding of proteins to the DNA. The initial
a)
b)
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suspicion that this was the case arose because of apparent similarities in the data from the
same region in similar experiments. This implied a degree of correlation in the relationship
between fragment start position and local sequence and suggested that the sequence tags
contained information at the level of individual nucleotides, and therefore the seemingly
random variation in the fragment counts in Figure 1-1 is not simply noise.
This led to a number of interrelated avenues of research, each of which is covered in
separate chapters within this thesis. These avenues confirmed that there is additional
information that can be obtained from the fragment distribution and that this can shed light on
a number of aspects of both ChIP-seq and RNA-seq experiments. In order to analyse these
effects, tools were developed based on model fitting. This approach was then found to have
the potential for wider application in interpreting the results of ChIP-chip experiments. The
tools and some results from analysing ChIP-chip experiments are also described.
1.2 Overview of the document structure
The core of this thesis consists of six chapters, starting with this first introductory
chapter which provides the background to the work described in the thesis and proceeding
through to a concluding chapter which draws the various threads together. Between the two
are a series of four relatively self contained chapters describing various aspects of the work
that has been carried out, each of which has an ‘introduction, results, discussion’ format that
deals with the specific topic. In some cases there is a short discussion section directly
associated with specific results. This is done when the discussion is largely unrelated to the
rest of the chapter, or provides key ideas that form the basis of work that is described in the
following results sections.
1.2.1 Relationship to published papers
The information presented in Chapters 2 and 3 has also been covered in an article
together with extensive supplementary data that has been submitted to Nucleic Acids
Research (NAR). Those sections of the thesis that align closely to text in the paper itself are
marked †, and those sections of the text that align with text in the supplementary data for this
paper are marked ‡.
1.2.2 Appendices
Appendix A describes the development of an algorithm and associated code to locate
regions in the genome where the sequence matches a sequence elsewhere in the genome. This
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information was required in order to carry out the analysis in Chapter 2, although the details
of how this was carried out are not relevant to the main body of the thesis. This work was
carried out because at the time this information was required there was no generally available
tool for doing this.
Appendix B and C are supplementary material for Chapter 2, providing more analysis
of ChIP-seq data to support the analysis within this chapter. Appendix D is supplementary
material for Chapter 3 and provides an analysis of more RNA-seq data to support this chapter.
Appendix E provides a general introduction to the software methodologies and
architecture that were used during the work described in this thesis. Appendix F is referenced
at various points in the thesis and provides supporting information for some of the algorithms
and mathematical analysis that were used. Finally, Appendix G provides a brief summary of
the contributions by the author to various journal publications that were prepared during the
research described in this thesis, and describes the relationship between the contribution to the
papers and the thesis.
1.3 Background
For many centuries, one of the core mysteries in the study of living organisms was the
mechanism by which the information that determined the nature of an organism was passed
from one generation to the next, and how the information was then used to control the growth
and functioning of each successive generation of organisms. The foundation for the solution
to this mystery was laid in the 1660s when Robert Hooke was first able to show that living
organisms were composed of very large numbers of minute cells, sharing many features in
common but nevertheless capable of being tailored to carry out the many different roles
required in even the most basic of multicellular organisms [41].
While this laid the foundation, it also demonstrated the challenge faced by anyone
attempting to solve this mystery, in that Hooke’s observations and later interpretations of
these observations showed that the information that was being sought was wholly contained
within these microscopic cells.
It was perhaps the pioneering work of Theodor Boveri over 200 years later that
provided the next significant contribution to solving this puzzle. He was able to show that it
was the chromosomes within the cell nucleus which were responsible for carrying the
information from one generation of organism to the next, and from one generation of cell to
the next within an organism as the cells underwent cell division [14]. He was also able to
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show that the information relating to individual characteristics was consistently contained
within specific chromosomes.
At about the same time, the rules of inheritance were being determined through
observations of the variation in the characteristics of an individual from one generation to the
next within a species. This lead to the idea of well defined units of inherited information, for
which the term gene was introduced in 1909 by Wilhelm Johannsen [48].
The solution to the problem of how the abstract genetic information that is associated
with the gene was connected to the physical structure of the cell came in 1941 with the
concept of “one-gene-one-enzyme” where it was proposed that each of the different enzymes
in the cell was associated with a one unit of genetic inheritance [10]. It has been observed that
this finally began to connect genetics, which had previously been a specialised science with
its own language and ideas, to the rest of the biological sciences [43].
The pivotal insight that showed how the genetic information could be stored and
replicated within the chromosomes was the solving of the structure of DNA by Crick and
Watson [100, 101]. Subsequently, Crick was able to develop this insight into what he termed
the central dogma of molecular biology, the transfer of the genetic information in the DNA to
RNA which then determines the sequence of the proteins. This concept is still at the heart of
molecular biology [22].
The details of this dogma have continued to be worked out, including the identification
of the locations of the genes within the genome to an ever greater precision. This led to the
realisation that in eukaryotes, the information that is used to determine the amino acid
sequence of the protein is not held in one continuous sequence, but is encoded in a series of
short sections or exons, with extended regions or introns in between [11, 12].
The intron-exon structure of genes highlighted one of a growing number of areas where
the simple ‘one-gene-one-enzyme’ concept is a simplistic picture of a significantly more
complex reality. For example, introns and exons provide the flexibility of being able to select
different combinations of exons to create different RNA transcripts in order to produce
variants of the protein which can be tailored to different situations where the protein is
required [Reviewed in 75].
There remained many questions, including the question of how many genes there were
in the genome, the answer to which would help identify how much information is available
within the genes to determine the complexity of the structure and function of multicellular
organisms.
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The advent of high throughput sequencing, which enabled almost the complete DNA
sequence of organisms with complex genomes such as Homo sapiens to be determined [56],
started to provide answers to this question and significantly, the answer of about 25000 genes
was much lower than expected [1]. Furthermore, the significant similarity between many of
the genes in different organisms was increasingly showing that the protein coding sequences
themselves only contained a small part of the genomic information that determines the
structure and function of an organism.
Genes can be considered as being like the instruments of an orchestra which, with
essentially the same set of instruments, is capable of playing a vast repertoire of music, from
Bach to Bacharach. The structure and character of the music being determined by the order in
which the instruments are played, and how they are played.
The same is true of genes. It was increasingly clear that it is the order and degree to
which the genes are expressed that is critical, and this is determined by a complex and often
subtle network of different interacting components. One of the first aspects of this control
network to be examined was the binding of proteins, commonly known as transcription
factors, to the region immediately adjacent to the start of the gene where they had a major role
in determining when an how much a gene was transcribed into RNA [For a review see 27].
The locations where such proteins bind are commonly referred to as transcription factor
binding sites (TFBS). As well as proteins binding to DNA, it became clear that there were
many other mechanisms that had a significant role in controlling gene expression. For
example, the modification of the DNA itself, often through methylation, also had a role in
controlling gene expression, and this was often intimately linked to variation in the structure
of the DNA, which is also very important [42, 102]. It was also clear that the RNA, as well as
being the intermediate in the transfer of information from DNA to protein sequence, also has
a very significant regulatory role with the discovery in 1993 of microRNAs. These are small
lengths of RNA that are between 20 and 25 nucleotides in length which are transcribed from
many regions of the genome and which then able to control various aspects of the
transcription and translation process [59, 80].
At the same time as it was becoming clear that the process of gene regulation was
incredibly complex, the continuing development of high throughput sequencers now provided
significantly more data from a range of different processes which incorporated sequencing
which could be used to help unravel this complexity [53].
Although the binding of proteins to DNA was one of the earliest methods of gene
regulation to be investigated, the details of the gene regulation networks associated with such
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protein binding are still poorly understood and high throughput sequencing continues to be
widely used to investigate protein binding to DNA. The classic high throughput sequencing
process that is used for this is ChIP-seq (Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by
sequencing) [77]. Another approach, based on microarray technology is ChIP-chip
(Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by microarray (chip)) procedure. This thesis is
concerned with extending the techniques for interpreting the data associated with both of
these procedures, so they will both be described in more detail in the following sections.
Next generation sequencing is also widely used to investigate the different RNA
transcript variants that are generated from the same gene, using the RNA-seq protocol. This
thesis is also concerned with how the extension of the techniques used to interpret ChIP-seq
data can also be applied to RNA-seq data, so this process will be introduced in more detail in
Section 1.5.
1.4 An introduction to the ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq protocols
Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 both relate in some way to the ChIP-seq procedure [77]
whereas chapter 5 relates to the use of the ChIP-chip procedure.
The power and range of these processes have resulted in a vast literature describing
these techniques and the results that have been obtained using these techniques. The following
is a brief introduction to them, concentrating on some of the aspects of these techniques that
are particularly important when considering the results in later sections of this thesis.
1.4.1 The motivation for studying protein binding to DNA
The primary purposes of the ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip protocols are to locate the regions
in the genome where specific proteins are bound and to quantify the degree of binding at these
locations. There are many reasons for wanting to identify where the proteins are bound. For
example, it is frequently the case that such proteins are regulating the transcription of genes,
in which case they are known as transcription factors. Knowledge of the binding sites can
therefore provide information about the identity of the genes that are regulated by a protein
[Reviewed in 7]. Once binding sites have been located these can then be used to determine the
DNA sequences to which the protein tends to bind [For reviews see 4, 23, 54]. With such
knowledge it is then possible to predict binding sites ‘in silico’ rather than having to
determine them experimentally, for example when investigating variation in gene regulation
in a set of organisms which share a common transcription factor [9].
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As well as using this information to try and understand gene regulatory networks in
different species these techniques have also been used to ascertain the extent of the variation
between individuals in a species in order to understand how this variation might explain the
specific characteristics of the individuals [e.g. 50].
Gene regulation is a very dynamic process, and both ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq are used
to measure the variation in time of protein binding to the DNA in order to understand how the
changes are linked to changes in response to external stimuli [e.g. 61], or other signalling
pathways [e.g 29], or changes over time as a result of clock networks within living organisms
[e.g. 19]. The changes in protein binding can also be associated with changes in gene
expression as part of the process of identifying the myriad of different signalling pathways
within cells.
As well as proteins playing a role in gene regulation, there is a growing awareness of
the role of the chromatin structure in gene regulation, and the use of ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip
protocols to locate where structural proteins such as histones bind to the DNA can provide
significant information on the chromatin structure [65].
1.4.2 Preparing the DNA for ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip: protein fixing with
formaldehyde
In both ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip processes the DNA has to be extracted and purified
from the cell while the proteins are still bound to the DNA in order that their presence can be
used to identify the protein binding sites. In order to ensure that the proteins remain bound,
one of the first stages in the protocol is to fix the proteins to the DNA using formaldehyde.
Formaldehyde reacts with both amino groups in proteins and also DNA to form a Schiff
base, which indicates that a carbon-nitrogen double bond is formed during the reaction. This
bond is the starting point of a subsequent reaction with second amino group which results in a
DNA/protein crosslink or a link between amino acids within the same or two different
proteins. The degree of cross linking is important for satisfactory completion of later stages of
the protocol in that both excessive and inadequate cross linking can result in poor yield [76].
The advantage of using formaldehyde is that the process is believed to be completely
reversible, allowing the proteins to be released from the DNA at a later stage so that the DNA
can be sequenced [76].
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1.4.3 DNA extraction and fragmentation
Following DNA extraction from the cell, the DNA is then fragmented into lengths that
are of the order 100 to 300 base-pairs, typically using sonication. This is perhaps the least
well controlled of the stages in the process because of the difficulty of applying the same
amount of sonication to the sample in successive experiments, and the difficulty in ensuring
that all of the sample is equally affected by the sonication.
Sonication is a well established process for disrupting biological material such as cells,
and there are a number of types of standard laboratory sonicators that have been used for
many years. There are a variety of different approaches to the problem of applying ultrasound
to the samples, including placing a tip which is vibrated at ultrasonic frequencies into the
sample or placing multiple samples into a water-bath that is then excited with ultrasonic
vibrations which are carried through the water to the sample (Figure 1-2).
Figure 1-2 Examples of laboratory sonicators. a) Tip based sonicator where a tip is placed into
the liquid to be sonicated (www.sonics.com) b) The Bioruptor® (www.diagenode.com). An example of
systems where multiple samples are sealed in individual tubes and immersed in a water bath through
which the ultrasound is carried to the samples.
Products such as the Bioruptor® from Diagenode have been designed specifically for
the task of fragmenting DNA samples, and are designed to try and ensure that the ultrasound
is evenly distributed through all of the samples, and that the samples are kept cool.
Ultrasound does not fragment the DNA as a result of direct coupling of the acoustic
wave to the DNA as the acoustic wavelength is greater than 1 cm and so unable to couple
directly to the DNA whose dimensions are many orders of magnitude smaller. Ultrasound can
cause damage to the cell as a result of bulk heating, but DNA fragmentation protocols attempt
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to minimise this by using short bursts of ultrasound interspersed with cooling on ice, or by
actively cooling the water in water-bath based sonicators.
It is generally understood that DNA fragmentation occurs as a result of cavitation that
occurs within the sample [69, 93]. Microscopic bubbles form and grow within the solution
during the negative pressure half-cycle of the pressure wave, and in the positive half cycle
they reduce in size. If they grow beyond a certain critical size then they collapse
catastrophically resulting in a very intense localised release of energy. DNA fragmentation is
believed to occur largely as a result of local shear stresses that occur when the bubbles
collapse, although the effect of localised heating may also be significant as temperatures can
briefly reach 5000 ºC [93].
Bubble collapse also produces free radicals, and it has been suggested that these may
also play a role in fragmenting the DNA. It is thought that such free radicals will cleave the
DNA at random locations whereas cleavage resulting from shear stresses is likely to reduce
the DNA fragment size by a progressive series of halvings [35].
It is known that the cavitation that occurs during sonication is dependent on the
dissolved gases in the solution [71] which may explain why it has been observed that the
degree of fragmentation that can be achieved can be a function of the dissolved gases that are
present in the sample [28].
The sonication typically produces fragments over a wide range of lengths, but many
DNA sequencing or microarray technologies perform best with fragments that cover a
relatively narrow range of lengths. It is therefore necessary to tune the sonication process so
that the peak in the distribution of fragment lengths that are obtained is roughly in the region
preferred by the subsequent stages of the process, which is typically of the order of 200 to 400
basepairs.
1.4.4 Immunoprecipitation and size selection
The next stage, which is also common to both protocols, is to separate the DNA
fragments to which the target protein are bound from the remainder of the fragments. This is
done with an antibody for the target protein which is typically attached to a magnetic bead.
The DNA with the attached target protein binds to the antibodies on the beads allowing the
other DNA to be washed away. In practise, some DNA where there is no bound protein will
also attach to the beads. The bound DNA fragments are then washed off the beads, and the
formaldehyde cross linking removed leaving free DNA fragments.
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In order that the fragments can ultimately be sequenced, it is necessary to ligate
adaptors onto the end of the fragments such that the adaptors at each end of each single
stranded fragment have different sequences and are not simply complements of each other. If
a double stranded adaptor was ligated onto the ends of the fragments then the adaptors at each
end of the single stranded DNA would be complements of each other. In the case of the
Illumina protocol, the use of Y adaptors, which are double stranded for part of their length
and single stranded for the rest, ensures that, after amplification, the adaptors at each end of
the fragment have different sequences.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
A
Figure 1-3 Processing and amplification of DNA fragments for use in the Illumina sequencer.
a) Double stranded DNA fragments are repaired by extending 3’ excessive ends and digesting 3’
protruding ends. b) Blunt ended strands to which an A overhang is added to the 3’ end of each strand.
c) This allows a ‘Y’ adaptor to be ligated onto both ends which starts with a short section of double
stranded DNA and continues with two sections of uncomplementary single stranded DNA. d) These
are denatured and then allowed to bind to two added primers (green and blue), although at this stage
only one of them is able to bind to the single stranded adaptor sequences. e) The second DNA
strands are synthesised. f) The strands are denatured, and at this stage both primers are able to bind
to the end adaptor sequences. g) The process continues, creating a large number of identical
fragments with different adaptor sequences at each end.
Before the adaptors are ligated onto the fragment ends, the fragments are repaired. The
‘Y’ adaptors are then ligated onto the ends of the fragments, which are then amplified using
polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Figure 1-3 shows how the use of ‘Y’ adaptors ensures that
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the adaptor sequence at each end of the fragments after amplification are different. In the
figure a green and red adaptor, with different nucleotide sequences, end up on either end of
one of the strands of the DNA, and their complementary red and blue adaptors on the ends of
the other strand.
When the fragments are amplified for the ChIP-chip process a conventional fully double
stranded adaptor is used as there is no requirement for the adaptors at either end to have
different sequences.
As well as amplification the fragments are size selected, where the DNA is run on an
agarose gel and a strip of gel is excised that corresponds to the optimal range of DNA lengths.
The end of the process yields a sample of fragments at an adequate concentration for
quantification using either microarray (ChIP-chip) or sequencing (ChIP-chip) technologies.
1.4.5 The use of input DNA or mock precipitated DNA as a control
The purpose of ChIP-seq and ChIP-chip is to use the distribution of the
immunoprecipitated DNA within the genome to locate positions where proteins bind to the
DNA and also assess the degree of binding, which is done by looking at the locations and
sizes of the peaks in the distribution.
Unfortunately, there are frequently peaks in the distribution of the immunoprecipitated
DNA that do not correspond to protein binding locations but are instead artefacts that arise out
of the bio-chemistry of the process and also the bioinformatics of the alignment process. One
of the ways of demonstrating that these are artefacts is to examine the fragment distribution in
a control which does not involve the immunoprecipitation of DNA fragments attached to the
target protein. If the peaks are also present in the control then their presence in the
immunoprecipitated fragments is assumed to be as a result of an artefact in the process and
the peaks are ignored [52]. There are two ways in which a control can be generated for such
experiments [77 p 672].
The first approach is to perform a ‘mock’ immunoprecipitation of a sample of the
fragments using an antibody that selects for a protein that is not believed to be present in the
sample. However, it has been found that when this is done, the quantities of DNA fragments
are often so low that the information that is derived from this control is of very poor quality.
One possible solution to this problem is to add more stages of PCR amplification for these
fragments, but that introduces the risk of making any slight contamination of the sample more
significant. It also makes the sample less useful as a control in that there are additional
differences in the way that the two samples have been treated.
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A second approach that has been adopted in order to avoid the problems of low sample
quantities from mock immunoprecipitation is to use a sample of the input DNA as a control,
as it has been shown that many of the artefacts also show up as peaks in the input DNA,
providing the information needed to remove the artefacts in the sample
In either case, it is common practise not to process a control that is associated with
every set of immunoprecipitated fragments, but instead to produce a control for a particular
cell line that has been treated in a particular way, and use it as the control for a large number
of experiments that have been done with the same cell line and treatment. This is done on the
assumptions that there is not a significant variation in the distribution that is seen between
controls and that the artefacts that are seen are common to all the controls and so it is not
necessary to produce a separate control for each experiment.
1.4.6 Fragment quantification using ChIP-chip
ChIP-chip is the earliest of the two technologies and uses microarrays to quantify the
amount of DNA from different regions of the genome [63]. Microarrays are small glass slides
that have been spotted with 100’s of thousands of individual spots, each containing thousands
of identical copies of a short sequence of single stranded DNA, typically between 30 and 50
nucleotides long. Each spot contains DNA with a different sequence, and each will match a
specific location within the genome. When the sample is washed over the array, fragments
whose sequence matches the sequence of the DNA on a specific spot will bind, and the
overall quantity bound at any spot can be measured using fluorescence.
One of the drawbacks with this approach is that it is only possible to quantify the DNA
at a limited number of locations in the genome. It is therefore necessary to decide in advance
which locations are likely to be of interest and construct a microarray that is engineered
around the sampling choice that has been made. It is frequently the case that the array will
only provide one or two probes for each gene, although chips are available that have four
probes for each exon and consequently roughly forty probes for each gene. It is therefore
quite possible that significant quantities of fragments, corresponding to a location in the
genome that does not have an associated probe perhaps through incomplete knowledge of the
way that DNA is transcribed, could be missed.
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a)
b)
c)
d)
e)g)
f)
h)
i)
j)
Figure 1-4 Amplification and sequencing of fragments on the flow cell. a) After amplification
the DNA is denatured and run over the flow cell which is covered with a lawn of primers (red and blue)
corresponding to the sequence of one the two adaptors and the complement of the other. Fragments
(orange) bind at relatively widely dispersed locations, and will only bind at one end as only the green
or black adaptor sequences matches a lawn primer. b) DNA polymerase is used to complete the
second strand (lilac), starting with the primer that is attached to the flow cell and proceeding in a 5’ to
3’ direction. c) The strands are denatured, and the original strand is now lost as there are no
complementary primers on the flow cell to which it can bind. d) The end of the new strand binds to a
nearby complementary primer on the flowcell lawn. e) DNA polymerase is used to complete the
second strand, again starting with the bound primer. f) The strands are denatured leaving two
complementary strands attached to the flow cell g) The ends of the strands bind to two further primers
h) The process continues until the spot consists of a mix of equal quantities of the original strand and
its complement. i) Primers are added for one of the two free adaptors. j) The second strand for the half
of the strands are synthesised one nucleotide at a time in the 5’ to 3’ direction using fluorescent
nucleotides, the last one that has been added is shown in light blue. For the strands where the
synthesis remains synchronized, the additional nucleotides will be identical, and their combined
fluorescence allows the identity of the nucleotide to be determined.
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1.4.7 Fragment identification and quantification using ChIP-seq
This protocol builds on the experience the ChIP-chip protocol but locates the fragments
on the genome using the fast developing, high throughput sequencing technology. This
removes the requirement to decide in advance what regions will be sampled and which
excluded, and it removes the need to create chips with specific sequences for each organism,
and chips for each sampling strategy associated with an organism. There are extensive
reviews of both technologies, and comparisons between the two, in the literature [e.g. 30].
In order to locate the source of each fragment within the genome, the end of each
fragment is sequenced, resulting in a sequence tag, and the sequence then located within the
genome. There are a number of variants of the sequencing protocols that are used to sequence
DNA and which can be used within the ChIP-seq process. They do however share many
underlying principles. The details of the process employed by the Illumina sequencing
platforms are shown in Figure 1-4.
For any given sequence length there will be a certain proportion of sequences that do
not map to a unique location in the genome. A number of approaches can be adopted for
dealing with such fragments, but the commonest is to disregard them, and chose a sequence
length that is sufficient to keep the proportion of disregarded fragments to an acceptably low
level. Sequence lengths of 25 or 36 are commonly chosen and have been found to be adequate
for sequence alignment to the human genome.
1.4.8 Definition of fragment orientation
Any given sequence tag may align to either the forward strand or the reverse strand of
the DNA. The double stranded sequence is molecularly symmetrical, and the choice of which
strand is the forward strand was an arbitrary necessity for the purposes of nucleotide
numbering. When the fragment is aligned to the genome the convention adopted in this thesis
is to define the fragment start and end with respect to the forward strand direction. A sequence
tag that aligns to the forward strand thus identifies a fragment start, and a tag alignment to the
reverse strand identifies a fragment end (Figure 1-5a).
At other times, the relationship of the fragment to the local sequence, particularly a
sequence that matches a known protein binding sequence, is more important in which case the
fragment direction is defined with respect to the direction of this sequence (Figure 1-5b).
Again, there can be an arbitrariness about this as the initial choice of a sequence or its reverse
complement as the direction of the reference may be arbitrary. One exception to this is if the
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sequence is always in a specific orientation with respect to the protein coding sequence,
whose direction of transcription can then define the orientation of the sequence.
a) Orientation defined by forward strand
b) Orientation defined by local feature
0 N
Fragment
start
Fragment
end
Forward strand of
chromosome
Fragment
start
Fragment
end
Section of
chromosome
Figure 1-5 Definition of fragment start and end. Green fragments are shown aligned to a region
of the genome (black) a) Fragment direction defined with respect to the forward strand of a
chromosome. b) Direction defined with respect to some local feature such as a nucleotide sequence
that matches a specific pattern on a specific strand.
1.4.9 ChIP-seq peak finding algorithms
In the case of ChIP-seq, the fragment location information is then collated. An example
of a typical fragment distribution in the region of a transcription factor binding site was
shown in Figure 1-1. Various algorithms and their implementations in software have been
developed to interpret these data in order to identify the probable locations of the transcription
factor binding sites that gave rise to the ChIP-seq results that were obtained [94]. A common
factor to all of these algorithms is that they use a smoothed version of the fragment
distribution, often by a summation of the counts over a specific window size such as 25
nucleotides. One advantage of such windowing is that it makes the computation more
tractable. There is an implicit assumption in doing this that there is no significant information
associated with the individual counts, and the nucleotide to nucleotide variation in count is
essentially noise that arises out of the fragmentation process..
The simplest approach to identifying the locations where the proteins were bound is to
identify the regions with significant numbers of fragments, a technique that was used by some
of the earliest peak finders [49, 83]. Subsequent algorithms have made more use of the more
detailed information that is available from the data. This includes making use of the different
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distributions of the forward reads and the reverse reads such as is used in cisGenome [46] or
in the QuEST software [96]. A common feature of many peak finders is that the distribution
of the immunoprecipitated fragments is compared to the distribution of the control sample
such as the input DNA [47, 85] in order to remove peaks in the data that are as a result of
artefacts in the process and not protein binding (Section 1.4.5). These algorithms look for the
degree to which the fragments are enriched in some regions as a result of
immunoprecipitation compared to the control. They ignore those peaks that are present in the
immunoprecipitated DNA because there was a corresponding peak in the input fragment
distribution and no enrichment had occurred as a result of immunoprecipitation. Such peaks in
the input fragments are as a result of other factors such as the effect of DNA structure on
fragmentation or alignment artefacts such as those shown in Figure 1-6.
Bayesian techniques have also been used to interpret the data [91] and other software
has been developed to looking specifically for the characteristic shapes of the peaks that
indicate a binding site [44]. Examples of such peaks can be seen in Figure 2-17.
Figure 1-6 Examples of artefacts where peaks are seen in both input and
immunoprecipitated tags. a) & c) Peaks in tag distributions of immunoprecipitated DNA where
peaks are also seen the input DNA (b & d). e) Unmappable regions. All plots show a region from
chromosome 1 and black indicates forward strand and red the reverse strand. c) & d) are
characteristic of artefacts frequently found immediately adjacent to unmappable regions and suggest
that fragments from very repetitive regions of the genome that have yet to be sequenced are mapped
to other similar slightly less repetitive regions which have been sequenced. They have been mapped
because there is only one instance of the specific tag sequence in the sequenced genome.
1.4.10 Motif finding
Once peak finding has been used to identify regions where the target transcription factor
was bound, a common task is then to identify the specific locations within these regions
a) IP
b) input
c) IP
d) input
e) unmappable
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where the protein was bound. One general principle that is frequently adopted is to look for a
DNA sequence that is over-represented within these regions compared to the frequency with
which it occurs within the overall genome. One improvement that can be made is make the
comparison with carefully selected control regions of the genome that are similar in some
respect to the region where the peak is located but where was no significant degree of protein
binding.
One difficulty that is encountered in motif finding is that transcription factors often do
not bind to one specific DNA sequence but instead bind to a range of sequences that are
variants of some underlying pattern. The degree of binding is a complex function of the DNA
sequence in combination with many other factors such as chromatin conformation and the
binding of other proteins nearby on the DNA.
Many algorithms have been developed to try and identify the sequence pattern or motif
associated with protein binding. One well established and frequently used algorithm is
MEME (Multiple EM for Motif Elicitation) [5]. This built on an early Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm [58] which assumed that there was a single instance of a
variant of the MOTIF in each of the regions and then finds the sets of positions i in the
regions j that gives the maximum likelihood that they are the sequences derived from an
underlying motif.
The first extension added by MEME was to use sequences from the regions as initial
seeds for searching for the underlying motif. Another extension was to remove the assumption
that there is only one instance of the sequence in each region. The final extension is that once
a motif is found the sites associated with the motif are deemphasised during the search for
additional motifs, which improves the ability to find multiple alternative binding motifs.
The motif finding algorithm that is integrated into cisGenome [47] and which is used
for motif dinding in this research uses a Gibbs sampling algorithm and a Bayesian approach
to identifying conserved motifs within the regions of the ChIP-seq peaks [45, 64]. In common
with MEME, it is able to detect multiple alternative motifs, and also to detect motifs that
occur more than once within any one of the set of regions being examined.
1.4.11 Representation of motifs using Position Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSMs)
The simplest way of representing the overrepresented motifs is with a consensus
sequence which identifies the nucleotide that is most frequently found at each position within
the binding region. However, such an approach is not subtle enough to capture the
characteristics of the binding motif for many proteins. These can usually bind when some
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nucleotides do not correspond to the consensus sequence, and where the motif is better
expressed in terms of a tendency towards certain nucleotides at certain positions.
The approach frequently adopted is to represent the motif as a Position Specific Scoring
Matrix (PSSM) or Position Weight Matrix (PWM) P such that
 
 
1 2 3
,a ,c ,g ,t
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i i i i iw w w w
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P p p p p
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Each member pi of the ordered set P is a vector of weights wi,n which are a measure of
the probability of finding the nucleotide n at position i. These can be derived by
experimentally identifying locations in the DNA where the protein is known to bind, and
counting the number of each of the nucleotides at each of the positions and using the counts as
the values wi,n. If M positions have been identified then
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It is frequently the case that the values are normalised such that
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When this is done, then the weights give the likelihood of a nucleotide being found at a
particular position if it is known to be a location where the protein binds.
This information can then be used to determine the likelihood of any given nucleotide
sequence being associated with a particular motif. For each position in the sequence the
likelihood of the nucleotide is compared with the likelihood given the background nucleotide
position, and the overall likelihood can then be calculated as the product of the likelihood at
each position.
The background distribution that is used can be a simple independent likelihood of each
nucleotide, or can be a more complex likelihood, for example based on a third order Markov
model of the nucleotide sequence characteristic that is derived for each region of the genome.
Such a Markov model is used in motif mapping software such as is found in the cisGenome
software suite [46].
It is also frequently the case that the log likelihood is used rather than the likelihood.
This allows the log likelihood to be calculated from the sum of the log likelihoods for each
nucleotide position within the PSSM.
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1.4.12 The advantages and disadvantages of ChIP-chip
ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq are both widely used technologies for determining the level of
protein binding to DNA. ChIP-chip is the earliest of the technologies and is still the cheapest
and offers the possibility of having results in a matter of days. Its disadvantage is that it is
essentially an analogue technology which limits the precision of the measurements, and the
results are spatially quantised along the genome, as set by the spacing along the genome of the
probes that are used to bind to the DNA. Consequently it only allows the measurement of
DNA levels at a specific set of points along the genome. The more recent ChIP-seq process
[77], building on the capabilities of high throughput sequencing technologies, has the
advantage that it has a greater dynamic range, being able to measure differential protein
binding over many orders of magnitude, and can also provide very detailed binding
information, down to the level of individual nucleotide positions (Chapter 4). It is
nevertheless the case that it is relatively expensive and has a long turnaround time from
starting the experiment to obtaining final results.
1.4.13 The use of sonication to explore chromatin structure
There has already been some recognition that the locations where DNA breaks during
the sonication stage of the ChIP-seq protocol are not uniformly distributed, and can in
themselves be used to investigate genomic characteristics. It has been found [3, 95] that
fragments send to occur preferentially in the regions where the chromatin is more open, such
as is the case in active promoter regions. These investigations also showed that the degree to
which the fragments were able to identify the open regions of the chromatin was dependent on
the size of the fragment that was selected after sonication, with the shorter fragments being
better indicators of open chromatin [3].
1.5 An introduction to the RNA-seq protocol
The use of high throughput sequencing techniques for analysing RNA data has provided
another way in which sequencing can be used to probe the mechanisms within the cell that
enable the genetic code to be involved in the control of almost every aspect of the functioning
of a cell.
There are a variety of different types of RNA in the cell, and different variants of RNA
sequencing protocols have been developed that are tailored to each type of RNA species. For
example, the growing interest in the role of microRNAs[80], has resulted in the increased use
of high throughput sequencing technologies for quantifying the types and levels of expression
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of these microRNAs [31]. The lengths of these RNAs mean that the fragmentation stage that
is necessary in DNA sequencing is not required, as each microRNA is short enough to be
sequenced in its entirety.
However, the first and still the dominant RNA based protocol is RNA-seq, where the
RNA is extracted from the cell, purified and then fragmented so that, by sequencing the ends
of the fragments that are obtained, a picture can be constructed of the nucleotide sequence of
the RNA molecules that are found in the cell and their relative abundance. The primary
purpose of this procedure is to investigate messenger RNA (mRNA) in the cell, where it can
be used to investigate the expression levels of genes, and to investigate the different transcript
variants [73, 98]. It is then able to be used to refine the genome annotation to provide more
detail of the differential transcript expression.
RNA sequencing protocols contain many of the elements from the ChIP-seq like
protocols, but there are a number of very specific and important differences. In particular,
high throughput sequencing protocols have been designed around the processing and
sequencing of DNA, and many of the stages of the procedure such as the amplification using
PCR are only currently possible using DNA. Consequently a necessary step in the sequencing
of RNA fragments is the conversion of RNA into the complementary DNA sequence using
the reverse transcriptase enzyme so that it can then be amplified and sequenced [98]. Reverse
transcriptase can only initiate the transcription at a location in the RNA where the
complementary strand of DNA is already present which acts as a primer for the process.
The problem that has to be solved when transcribing the RNA fragments to DNA is that
the sequences of the fragments are all very different, making it difficult to design a primer or
set of primers which will bind to the RNA and act as a primer and allow all of the fragments
to be converted to DNA in an unbiased way.
The solution that has been widely adopted is to create a set of DNA primers that are six
nucleotides long and are a random mix of the 4096 different combinations of six nucleotides
that are present in such hexamers [32]1. A six nucleotide length primer is sufficiently long to
enable reverse transcriptase to bind and start the reverse transcription process, and there will
be a hexamer present in the mix that can bind to any position in an RNA fragment.
1 The primary subject of this journal article was the hypomethylation of cancer genes. However this article now
has almost 1000 citations which are almost entirely to the random primer method that was developed for the
experiment and which is incidental to the main purpose of the article.
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Random DNA Hexamer
a) T T A A T G G G C A A A
RNA
5' A C G G G A A U U A C G G A A U U A C C C G U U U C G 3'
b)
C C T T A A T G A A T G G G C A A A 5'
RNA
5' A C G G G A A U U A C G G A A U U A C C C G U U U C G 3'
c) DNA
3' T G C C C T T A A T G C C T T A A T G G G C A A A
RNA
5' A C G G G A A U U A C G G A A U U A C C C G U U U C G 3'
d) DNA
3' T G C C C T T A A T G C C T T A A T G G G C A A A 5'
C G G G A A
Random DNA Hexamer
e) DNA
3' T G C C C T T A A T G C C T T A A T G G G C A A A 5'
5' C G G G A A T T
f) Double stranded DNA
3' T G C C C T T A A T G C C T T A A T G G G C A A A 5'
5' C G G G A A T T A C C C G T T T A C C C G T T T 3'
g) Overhangs removed
3' G C C C T T A A T G C C T T A A T G G G C A A A 5'
5' C G G G A A T T A C C C G T T T A C C C G T T T 3'
DNA Polymerase
Reverse transcriptase
Figure 1-7 RNA fragment is converted to a slightly shorter double stranded DNA fragment
during reverse transcription. a) Random DNA hexamers binds to RNA. b) Reverse transcriptase
completes a complementary DNA strand c) Completed first DNA strand d) RNA removed with RNase
and random hexamer binds to DNA. e) DNA polymerase completes second strand. f) Second strand
completed g) Overhangs removed with T4 DNApolymerase and Klenow DNA polymerase. The DNA
fragment is slightly shorter than the original RNA, the degree of shortening being determined by the
positions where the hexamers bind.
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The conversion is a two stage process. In the first stage, complementary DNA is added
to the single stranded RNA fragments in order to create a double stranded polynucleotide that
is a pairing of DNA and RNA. These are then separated, and the single stranded DNA
converted to double stranded DNA using DNA polymerase (Figure 1-7).
Both of these processes require a DNA primer to be bound to the DNA or RNA to allow
the enzyme to bind and reverse transcription or polymerisation to proceed. In both cases the
primers will bind at multiple locations, and the transcription will proceed at each location
until the enzyme meets the location of the next primer. At this point the enzyme can complete
the second strand right up to the primer. In both cases however, transcription can only start
from the position where the first primer bound, and this may not be right at the start of the
template RNA or DNA fragment. A consequence of this is that the ends of the final DNA
fragment that is sequenced will not correspond to the ends of the fragment that was originally
formed when the RNA was fragmented.
1.6 Introduction to the thesis
One feature of the use of next generation sequencing in the ChIP-seq protocol is that
while each experiment generates very large quantities of data, much of this is discarded
during the processing of the data to identify protein binding sites.
The area of research that was the original motivation for the work described in this
thesis was a suspicion that within this discarded data there were data that could be used to
provide more information about the nature of the binding of transcription factors to DNA. The
initial investigation centred on the pattern of fragment starts in ChIP-seq data that is
associated with over-represented sequences or motifs in the vicinity of peaks in the ChIP-seq
data. The initial conclusion is that such patterns can provide an additional source of
information about the way that proteins such as transcription factors bind to these sequences.
This is covered in Chapter 4.
The reason why this is covered in one of the later chapters of this thesis is that it quickly
became clear that there were other genome wide sequence specific effects that influence the
probability of the DNA fracturing at any specific location in the genome. It was thought that
these effects would need to be analysed further in order to be able to compensate for them if
necessary and so get a clearer picture of the way in which proteins that are bound to the DNA
might influence DNA fragmentation.
The major effect that was investigated was a genome-wide bias in relationship between
fragment start site locations and the DNA sequence in the immediate vicinity of these
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locations. It was clear that fragment starts were associated significantly more frequently with
some sequences and less frequently with others. While a degree of sequence dependency has
previously been identified, the details, origin and potential impact on the interpretation of
results are still poorly understood [25, 26, 88].
This investigation is covered in Chapter 2 which describes a new modelling technique
which shows how this sequence dependency is significantly more complex than previously
realised. For example, there is a significant variation in this effect between different
experiments, which was previously unrecognised. The chapter also describes the
mathematical model that was developed to describe the relationship between DNA sequence
and the probability of fragmentation at any specific location, and the model fitting algorithm
that was used to fit the model parameters to the observed data. The more detailed results
obtained from this modelling technique allows more informed discussion on the origin and
impact of this dependency.
After this model had been developed it was realised that it could also be used to provide
a better picture of the sequence bias that occurs in the RNA-seq protocols. This investigation
is covered in chapter 3 which mirrors the contents of chapter 2 in that it shows that the effect
is significantly more complex than previously acknowledged and that in this complexity can
be found information that can help understand the mechanisms that occur during the RNA-seq
process.
When the ends of fragments are sequenced in order to align them to the genome, the
finite read length means that there will be some sequences where it will not be possible to
identify a unique location where the fragment originated in the genome. In this situation the
simplest and most commonly adopted practise is to ignore these fragments. This means there
will be some regions of the genome where the fragment start density is zero. This is an
artefact that needs to be corrected for in order to improve the accuracy of the analysis of
sequence dependent fragmentation covered in Chapter 2. At the time of starting this analysis
there were no generally available tools for locating the regions in the genome that are
unmappable in this way, which is a necessary prerequisite to being able to compensate for this
artefact. Consequently an algorithm and associated software was developed that allowed these
regions to be identified efficiently. This is described in Appendix A.
Chapter 5 then describes how the model fitting approach and algorithms that were
created to identify sequence dependent characteristics in high throughput sequencing data
were also suitable to be applied to extract additional information from ChIP-chip data. The
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chapter describes a specific example where this approach was used to obtain greater detail
about the way that the SeqA protein binds in vivo to the E. coli genome.
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Chapter 2
Sequence bias in ChIP-seq experiments
This chapter presents a new model-fitting approach to the analysis of the sequence bias
at the start of DNA fragments in ChIP-seq experiments.
2.1 Introduction
One of the underlying assumptions in using the ChIP-seq protocol (Section 1.3) to
examine the distribution of bound proteins throughout the genome is that the DNA
fragmentation, which is a key stage in this protocol, is either random or is determined
primarily by the characteristic being investigated and is otherwise independent of other
genomic features such as the background genomic sequence. Unfortunately, bias has been
observed to occur when DNA is fragmented, raising concerns that such bias will influence
any conclusions drawn from these data [25, 26, 88].
One potential source of bias that has been investigated is sequence dependent misreads
that can occur in DNA sequencing [25]. A further source of bias in ChIP-seq data has been
found to be associated with regional GC content [88].
Some evidence for bias in the nucleotide sequences at the start of the fragments from
ChIP-seq experiments has been found [88]. As well as investigating the bias in order to
improve the protocols, the knowledge gained about the bias has been used to develop ways of
manipulating the data to reduce the effect of the bias [16, 40, 60, 88].
In all the previous work the underlying assumption has been that there is a single
nucleotide sequence pattern that describes the bias observed at the start of the
immunoprecipitated fragments, and that very similar characteristics are seen when the results
of different experiments are compared.
Here we demonstrate that for DNA fragmentation the sequence characteristics are more
complex than can be modelled using a single sequence pattern, and that modelling based on
multiple alternative sequence patterns within a single experiment provides a considerably
richer and more detailed picture of what happens during the experimental procedure. It is then
possible to better understand the differences in bias between experiments that have been
observed [88]. It is also possible to identify situations where the effect of bias has been hidden
as a result of using simple models that had the effect of averaging out a complex underlying
picture.
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The analysis also demonstrates significant bias in the nucleotides immediately
preceding the start of the fragment, a possibility that is ignored in other analyses of bias.
2.1.1 Definition of sequence bias
There are two different but related definitions that can be used for sequence bias. The
definition that has often previously been used [e.g, 88] is based on looking at the distribution
of the nucleotides at the start of the DNA fragments that are ultimately sequenced. This
is  p s , the probability in a particular ChIP-seq dataset of finding a sequence s given a
fragment  and is directly measureable from the fragment data. One implication of using this
approach is that it is influenced by the relative numbers of each nucleotide sequence s in the
genome. An under- or overrepresentation of specific sequences in the genome will result in an
under or overrepresentation of these sequences at the start of fragments, even if the fragments
are uniformly or randomly distributed in the genome in a way that is not dependent on the
sequence.
An alternative approach is to consider the probability that any fragment selected from
the dataset will start at a particular position in the genome given the local sequence s, i.e.
 p  s . If the fragmentation is sequence independent then this probability will be equal for
all values of s. The two ways of calculating  ,p  s , the joint probability of a finding a
fragment with a sequence s (2.1), can then be used to determine the relationship between the
two bias definitions.
         ,p p p p p    s s s s (2.1)
 p  is the sequence independent probability of a fragment coming from a specific
location, which can be calculated by assuming the fragment has equal probability of occurring
at any location.  p s is the probability of finding a specific sequence in the genome and is
the measure of the variation in the number of occurrences of each of the sequences within the
genome.
It is the probability  p  s that has been used in this thesis when looking at ChIP-seq
fragmentation. This is because it is a measure of how much the local sequence influences the
probability that the DNA will fragment at that point, defined such that it is independent of the
specific sequence distribution in the genome. In order to make comparisons easier, the
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probability  p  s is normalised to Ys which equals one if the probability of a fragment is
sequence independent. This can be done by dividing  p  s by  p  .
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Another way of thinking of Ys is as the ratio of the probability of finding a fragment
with a specific sequence where there is a joint dependency and the probability of finding a
fragment with a specific sequence if there is no dependence (2.3). This will tend to one if
 p  and  p s are independent and is derived from (2.2) as follows:
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Section 2.2.4 describes how a weighted summation of a similar ratio can be used to
calculate the mutual information between the DNA sequence at a specific location and the
probability of fragmentation.
While  p  s is not directly measureable, a definition of Ys in terms of measureable
data can be derived by using (2.1) as follows:
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For simplicity Ys is referred to as sequence bias in this document, even though this is not
identical with the usage of this term in other documents where it is related to  p s , the
probability of finding certain sequences or nucleotides associated with fragments. The two
definitions give identical values if there is an equal number of all of the different sequences
being considered within the genome.
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2.2 Method
2.2.1 Summary of data sources †‡
For most of this investigation, data from the ChIP-seq input fragments were used in
order to avoid possible sequence bias that might arise from using immunoprecipitated
fragments where sequences are preferentially drawn from regions where the target protein
binds (see Section 1.4.5).
ChIP-seq data will normally contain a mixture of fragments that originate in the nuclear
DNA and the mitochondrial DNA. The mitochondrial genome is significantly smaller than the
nuclear genome, but is present in a much higher copy number within the cell. The average
fragment density  p  is therefore different for the nuclear and mitochondrial DNA. If both
sorts of DNA are used in the calculations then in the definition of Ys in (2.4) the  p s factor
for such data is no longer simply a function of the number of each N-mer in the genome, but
is now a more complex function where the mitochondrial and nuclear DNA are treated
separately, weighting each component by the relative concentrations of the two types of DNA.
Rather than introducing this additional complexity into the definitions, the mitochondrial
DNA has simply been excluded from the analysis.
The analysis was performed using 12 sets of input DNA from Homo sapiens ChIP-seq
experiments conducted by the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab [49, 96], 11 sets of input DNA from
the Homo sapiens ChIP-seq experiments conducted by the Yale/UCD/Harvard labs, 2 Homo
sapiens datasets published as part of an investigation into the mapping of HATs and HDACs
[99] , a set of 4 input data from Caenorhabditis elegans ChIP-seq experiments [20] and a set
of data from Arabidopsis thaliana produced at the University of Warwick.
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The following provides more details of these data sources.
Data from the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab,
Input fragment data from ChIP-seq experiments on various Homo sapiens cell lines and types which had been produced as part of the
Encyclopaedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project. These were obtained from:
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/encodeDCC/wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeq/
Lab
Version
File Cell line Protocol
(a)
Treat anti
body
Replicate GC-
rich (b)
SL116 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep1Panc1Nrsf.tagAlign.gz PANC1 PCR2x None NRSF 1 Y
SL117 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep1Panc1Control.tagAlign.gz PANC1 PCR2x None input 1 Y
SL522 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep2Panc1Nrsf.tagAlign.gz PANC1 PCR2x None NRSF 2 N
SL523 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep2Panc1Control.tagAlign.gz PANC1 PCR2x None input 2 N
SL102 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsSknmcControl.tagAlign.gz SK-N-MC PCR1x None Input 2 Y
SL103 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep1U87Control.tagAlign.gz U87 PCR2x None Input 1 Y
SL217 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep1Gm12878ControlPcr2x.tagAlign.gz GM12878 PCR2x None input 1 Y
SL218 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep2Gm12878ControlPcr2x.tagAlign.gz GM12878 PCR2x None input 2 Y
SL516 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep1Gm12878ControlV2.tagAlign.gz GM12878 PCR1x None input 1 N
SL517 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep2Gm12878ControlV2.tagAlign.gz GM12878 PCR1x None input 1 N
SL518 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep1K562ControlV2.tagAlign.gz K562 PCR1x None input 1 N
SL519 wgEncodeHudsonalphaChipSeqAlignmentsRep2K562ControlV2.tagAlign.gz K562 PCR1x None input 2 N
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(a) The data were produced using two different amplification methods, as designated in the table:
PCR2x: Two rounds of amplification, 25 and 15 cycles
PCR1x: One round of amplification, 15 cycles
(b) “GC-rich” is an indication as to whether or not the bias at the fragment end conformed to the GC-rich pattern shown by SL117 or the more
varied pattern similar to that shown by SL523 (Section 2.3.6).
The Myers lab used different sonication methods during the period covered these experiments. The following excerpt from the protocol
description used by the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab provides more details [78].
“Note: The Myers lab has used two different methods for sonicating chromatin. All of our experiments until Fall 2009 used a Sonics
VibraCell sonicator, a relatively inexpensive approach that we fine-tuned to fragment the chromatin to a specific size range. After that time, we
began using a Bioruptor sonicator, which is much easier (multiple samples can be sonicated at the same time) and cleaner (the samples are closed
during the sonication treatment). The reagents used are the same, but the methods differ.”
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Data from the Snyder/Yale lab
Input fragment data from ChIP-seq experiments on various H. sapiens cell lines and types produced as part of the ENCODE project
obtained from:
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/encodeDCC/wgEncodeYaleChIPseq/
Name File Cell Treat antibody Replicate
Y633-1 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep1K562InputV3.tagAlign.gz K562 None input 1
Y633-2 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep2K562InputV3.tagAlign.gz K562 None input 2
Y787-1 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep1Helas3MouseiggV2.tagAlign.gz HeLa-S3 None input 1
Y787-2 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep2Helas3MouseiggV2.tagAlign.gz HeLa-S3 None input 2
Y864-1 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep1K562MusiggMusigg.tagAlign.gz K562 None input 1
Y864-2 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep2K562MusiggMusigg.tagAlign.gz K562 None input 2
Y956-1 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep1Gm12878MusiggMusigg.tagAlign.gz
(GM12878_IgG_Control_tagAlign_rep1_FC30P42HM_20081212_s_6.)
GM12878 None input 1
Y1066-1 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep1Hepg2ControlForskln.tagAlign.gz HepG2 forskolin input 1
Y1066-2 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep2Hepg2ControlForskln.tagAlign.gz HepG2 forskolin input 2
Y1109-1 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep1Gm12878InputIggrab.tagAlign.gz
GM12878_Rabbit_IgG_tagAlign_rep1_100106_ROCKFORD_FC600AF_s_4
GM12878 None input 1
Y1109-2 wgEncodeYaleChIPseqAlignmentsRep2Gm12878InputIggrab.tagAlign.gz
GM12878_Rabbit_IgG_tagAlign_rep2_100107_COLUMBO_FC600AU_s_4
GM12878 None input 2
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Data previously analysed by Wang et al [99]
Data on various H. sapiens cell lines and types obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene Expression
Omnibus (GEO) database [6].
GSM File Cell Treat Antibody Replicate
GSM393947 GSM393947_CD4-PCAF.bed.gz CD4+ T cell None PCAF 1
GSM418301 GSM418301_HeLa-siControl-H3K9ac-HDACi-0h.bed.gz HeLa None None -
Data previously analysed by Cheung et al [20]
Data from various C. elegans ChIP-seq experiments obtained from the GEO database [6]. Raw sequence data extracted from the sra file,
and aligned to the UCSC version 6 of the C. elegans genome based on Wormbase WS190 using the -m 1 option so that sequences that map to
multiple locations are excluded.
GSM File Strain Stage
GSM706161 SRR190662.sra N2 L3
GSM706164 SRR192330.sra N2 L3
GSM727910 SRR210889.sra N2 L3
GSM727911 SRR210890.sra N2 L3
Arabidopsis thaliana input DNA
This data is the input DNA for an LHY chip-seq experiment conducted at Warwick University.
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2.2.2 Definition of ChIP-seq sequence bias ‡
ATCCTAGCATTACTAGTG
TTACTAGTG ATCCTAGCA
Figure 2-1 Relationship between the probability of DNA fragmenting and the local DNA
sequence. The bias is the extent to which the sequence such as the 8-mer sequence marked in green
determines the probability of DNA fragmentation at a specific position within the 8-mer. In this example
it is the influence of the sequence on the likelihood of fragmentation at the midpoint that is being
considered which in this case creates a fragment starting ‘ACGA’.
The approach adopted for analysing sequence bias was to calculate how much the DNA
sequence affects the probability of a fragment starting at a specific location. Consider an 8-
mer s (e,g, CATTACGA in Figure 2-1) that occurs Ns times within the genome and let Cs be
the number of fragments that start at a specific position within the 8-mer (e.g. the midpoint in
the Figure 2-1).
From (2.4) two probabilities are required,  p s and  p s . These can be derived from
measureable data as follows:
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Cs is the number of fragments associated with the 8-mer s in the dataset and Ctot is the
total number of aligned fragments in the dataset. Ns is the total number of the 8-mer s in the
genome and Gr, the total number of potential fragment start positions. Gr is roughly
equivalent to twice the number of nucleotides in the genome in that sequences on both the
forward and reverse strand are counted. Substituting these definitions into the definition of Ys
gives:
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s s
s
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(2.6)
This provides a third way of thinking of Ys which is the ratio of Cs, the number of
fragments associated with a specific sequence, to tot rC N Gs , the number that would be
expected if the fragment starts were uniformly distributed.
tot r
tot
r
C N
Y
C G
C N
C
G


s s
s
s
s (2.7)
Figure 2-2 is a toy example showing the calculation of the values of Ys for a selection of
dinucleotides in a 17 nucleotide long genome.
A C T G A T G C C T G T A C G G T
Dinucleotide Ctot Gr Ns Cs Ys
AC 24 16 2 3 1.00
AT 24 16 1 2 1.33
CC 24 16 1 1 0.67
etc 24 16 ... ... ...
Figure 2-2 Simple demonstration of the derivation of Ys. The relationship between 2-mer
sequences (not 8-mers) and the likelihood of fragmentation is being examined. Gr the number of
potential break locations is 16, and Ctot, the number of fragments, is 24. Arrows indicate the number of
fragments starting at each position. The values of Ys indicate that the number of breaks associated
with the dinucleotide compared to the number that would be expected if the breaks were uniformly
distributed.
In the analysed data from ChIP-seq experiments Ys varies between zero and values
significantly greater than one. For example, in the case of the SL523 data, the 8-mer
TCGCCGAT occurs 1221 times in the genome, and 145 fragments start in the middle of one
1 1 2 3 2 2 2 2
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0
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of these 8-mers, where only 3.6 would have been expected given a random distribution,
giving a Ys value of approximately 40. `
In this study all alignments exclude any sequences that are deemed unmappable because
they align to multiple locations in the genome. The counts Ns and Gr therefore exclude all
such unmappable locations. Appendix A provides more details of the algorithm developed to
identify these regions.
2.2.3 Log-normal distribution of Ys
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Figure 2-3 Distribution of Ys shows a log normal characteristic. a) Histogram of Ys for SL523
showing typical skewed distribution. b) Histogram of log2(Ys) showing an approximately normal
distribution.
The distribution of Ys has the characteristic of a log-normal distribution (Figure 2-3a),
an observation that is supported by the approximately Gaussian distribution of the log2(Ys)
values (Figure 2-3b). Consequently base 2 logarithmic scales were used to plot results and
log2(Ys) values were used in statistical analyses. If Ys is viewed as the ratio between the
number of fragments associated with a sequence in the experimental data compared to those
expected if the distribution was uniform, the use of log values ensures that similar emphasis is
given to over- and underrepresented sequences.
2.2.4 Using mutual information to measure the contribution of each nucleotide to the
sequence bias ‡
The values of Ys indicate the influence an eight nucleotide sequence in the genome has
on the probability of the DNA fragmenting at a specific position within the sequence. The
values of Ys can then be used to determine the significance of each of the individual
nucleotides in determining that probability.
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The general principle used to assess the significance of each specific nucleotide is to
consider the mutual information of the sequence bias for all the sets of four sequences which
only differ in the nucleotide at the position being investigated.
Let S be the 8-mer sequence associated with each specific location in the genome and F
the fragment state associated with that position (which can be fragment or not-fragment). If
the sequence has no influence on the probability of fragmentation then the two will be
independent. The degree of independence can be measured using the mutual information
 ;I F S (2.8).
   
 
   
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,
; , log
f F S
p f
I F S p f
p f p
 
 
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 
 
s
s
s
s
(2.8)
 p s is the marginal probability of finding the sequence s at any specific location in the
genome and  p f is the marginal probability of a particular fragment state.  ,p f s is the
joint probability of a particular fragment state and a specific sequence at any specific location.
Complete independence would mean the sequence has no influence on the probability of
fragmentation and the mutual information will tend to zero.
Another way of assessing independence is the Kullback-Leibler divergence
    KLD p f p fs between the probability of a specific fragment state given the sequence
 p f s and the probability of a specific fragment state  p f which gives a measure of the
distance between the two probabilities (2.9). If the probabilities are the same then the distance
between the two is zero.
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s
s s (2.9)
Equation (2.8) can be reworked into a form of equation that is very similar to the
Kullback-Leibler equation and shows the linkage between the different ways of measuring the
degree of dependency of fragmentation on the sequence (2.10).
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The two values directly derivable from the available data are  p s , the probability of a
specific sequence and  1p fs the probability of a finding a specific sequence associated with
a fragment. (2.8) can be reworked to use as far as possible the values derivable from the data
(2.11)
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(2.11)
The summation over F covers two values, the first,  1p f , being the probability of
finding a fragment, and the second,  0p f , the probability of there not being a fragment.
The problem with the second value is that it is unknown as the experimental technique
does not provide an absolute measure of the number of fragments associated with a specific
instance of a region of the genome so it is not possible to quantify  0p f , the probability of
no fragments being associated with a location as all that is known is the relative probabilities
of a fragment being associated with a location. Consequently, it is only possible to calculate
the mutual information associated with the probabilities of a fragment occurring at a specific
location.
However, if it is assumed that the probability of a fragment is small in absolute terms
then    0p f ps s . The mutual information associated with  0p f will therefore tend to
zero and the mutual information calculated just using  1p f will tend to the value calculated
using both probabilities.
If only  1p f is being considered then    1
f
p f p f . This value will be a constant
that is dependent on the overall number of fragments that were produced in any given
experiment.  ' ;I F S , a normalised variant of the equation will therefore be used where this
factor is removed from the equation such that the result is independent of the fragment density
(2.12).
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In order to assess the significance of the specific nucleotide, the analysis is restricted to
the data from genomic locations where one of the set of four sequences S4 are found. When
considering the significance of a specific nucleotide position within the eight nucleotide
sequence, there will be 4N-1=16384 sets of four sequences S for which the mutual information
can be calculated. The set of values can then be used to give an indication as to how much the
specific position influences the sequence bias.
Consider the nucleotide sequence s consisting of N nucleotides n, where
 a,c, t,g,n  and  indicates that no nucleotide value has been defined, such that
 1 3 Nn n ns  (2.13)
For this analysis of ChIP-seq data N=8. We wish to consider the contribution of ni, the
nucleotide at position i. Let  ,i jz be the jth of the set 4N-1 different combinations of the
nucleotides in s where  , a,c, t,gi xn n x i   and 1 ≤ j < 4
N-1. The sequence atg atgg is
an example of  ,i jz where i = 3. Let iΖ be the set of all 4
N-1 of the sequences with a
specific value of i. This can be represented as:
       1, 1..4 , a,c, t,g ,Ni x ii j j n x i n     Z z (2.14)
For each of the 4N-1 sequences in Z we define  4 ,i jS the set of four sequences where
ni takes each of the four possible values of n for the nucleotide i, (e.g.
 "atgaatgg" , "atgcatgg" , "atggatgg" , "atgtatgg" ).
 ,M i j is then defined as the normalised mutual information   ,' ; i jI F S for a set of
four 8-mers  4 ,i jS :
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(2.15)
The data from the four sequences aaaaaaaa, caaaaaaa, gaaaaaa and taaaaaa from the
SL523 dataset will be taken as a worked example:
Sequence Seqs Frags p(s|F)=a p(s)=b a/b=c log(c)=d a*c
aaaaaaaa 6666259 20000 0.6349 0.7080 0.8968 -0.1572 -0.0998
caaaaaaa 830530 2836 0.0900 0.0882 1.0206 0.0295 0.0027
gaaaaaaa 994995 5644 0.1792 0.1057 1.6955 0.7617 0.1365
taaaaaaa 923224 3019 0.0958 0.0981 0.9774 -0.0330 -0.0032
9415008 31499 0.0361
0.0361M (i,j ) =
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This gives the mutual information for one of the sets of four sequences associated with
the nucleotide at position i. The operation is repeated for all of the other sets of four
sequences.
The distribution of the mutual information values derived in this way for a given
nucleotide shows a skewed distribution that is similar to a log-normal distribution (Figure
2-4a) suggesting that it might be appropriate to work with the logarithms of these values when
looking at variations and distributions (Figure 2-4b).
The average mutual information  R i was calculated using the log values and then
converted back to an absolute value, which is equivalent to the geometric mean of the
absolute values (2.16).
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The value of  R i indicates the degree of interaction between the probability of a DNA
fragment starting at a particular position and the nucleotide type at position i relative to the
fragment start. The average value is numerically small so the interaction intensity (II) has
been defined where
   
610II i R i  (2.17)
A larger value of II(i) indicates a greater dependence of the fragmentation probability
on the nucleotide at position i.
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Figure 2-4 Distribution of mutual information for the sequence sets associated with each
nucleotide shows a log normal characteristic. Both graphs show the distribution of the mutual
information for each of the 16384 sets of four 8-mers associated with each nucleotide in the SL117
dataset a) Distribution of values showing skewed distribution b) Distribution of log values showing a
greater tendency to a Gaussian distribution. c) Distribution for uniform dataset, showing significantly
lower average values than the SL117 data. d) Interaction Intensity and spread for uniform dataset
While the distribution of the mutual information for some nucleotides shows some
interesting bimodal characteristics, it was decided just to use a simple measure of the spread
of the values to identify additional nucleotide by nucleotide variation in the mutual
information. This was obtained by calculating the multiplicative standard deviation or
standard deviation of the log values   R i  (2.18).
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This value is an indication of how much the interaction intensity varies depending on
the neighbouring nucleotide sequence. A lower value indicates that there is less variation, i.e.
the contribution is largely independent of the neighbouring nucleotides. A larger value
indicates a greater interdependence between the nucleotide at this position and the
neighbouring sequence when determining the probability of a fragment start.
The calculation of mutual information, and therefore the interaction intensity and the
spread makes no assumptions about any specific relationship between nucleotide bias and
sequence. For example, it could be that ni=T sometimes increases the probability of DNA
fragmentation and sometimes ni=A increases the probability, this being dependent on the
adjacent nucleotides. Both cases will however contribute to the Interaction Intensity.
The values for a uniform dataset (figure 2-4c and d) gives a baseline which can be used
when assessing the values of experimental dataset.
2.2.5 Representation of bias using Position Coefficient Matrixes PCMs ‡
The convention adopted throughout this research is to represent the bias of a set of
nucleotides within a sequence of length N as a Position Coefficient Matrix (PCM) M such
that
 
 
1 2 3
,a ,c ,g ,t
, , ..
, , ,
N
i i i i i   


M m m m m
m
(2.19)
χi,n is the coefficient associated with the nucleotide of type n at position i, defined such
that
 
,
a,c,g,t
1i n
n


 (2.20)
If there is no bias associated with the nucleotide at position i then the coefficients will
all equal 0.25.
This is similar to the use of Position Specific Scoring Matrices (PSSMs) to describe the
frequency with which each nucleotide is found at each position in a genomic motif such as a
transcription factor binding site (Section 1.4.11) [51]. The similarities between these two
conventions allows the use of standard techniques such using logos to display the values in a
PCM [87].
It should be stressed however that in the model used in thesis, unlike when PSSMs are
used to describe transcription binding sites, ,i n does not represent the relative frequency with
which a nucleotide is found at a location. It is instead a measure of the sequence bias at the
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location, which is a measure of how much different nucleotides at that location affect the
likelihood of a fragment start occurring nearby. This model will be described in more detail in
Section 2.2.7. It is nevertheless the case that larger values of ,i n indicate that there is a
greater probability of nucleotide n occurring at position i in the sequence described by the
PCM.
Model fitting is used to determine the values of M that give the closest match between
the observed data and the model.
2.2.6 Mapping nucleotide weights to three dimensional vectors ‡
The convention that the weights at a specific location sum to unity introduces a
redundancy into the four PCM weights ,i n , in that knowing the values of three of the
weights automatically determines the fourth weight. Model fitting is more efficient if such
redundancy is removed, such that the model fitting algorithm is working with the smallest
possible set of model fitting variables. This could be done by using the model fitting
algorithm to vary three of the four weights and deriving the fourth from the other three.
However, the approach that was adopted was to map the four weights at each position in the
PCM to a three dimensional (3D) vector as follows:
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(2.21)
 x y z, ,  m    (2.22)
This can be visualised as mapping the coefficients m onto a vector m in 3D space
starting at the origin. A feature of this mapping is that all valid combinations of nucleotide
weights 1, 0 1n n    map to a vector ending within a cube of edge length two which
is centred on the origin. This mapping treats each nucleotide type in an equivalent way. The
reverse mapping is as follows:
     
       
1 1
a x y c x z4 4
1 1
g x z t x y4 4
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1z
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     
   
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(2.23)
From this definition of a 3D representation of the weights at any specific position, M ,
an ordered set of such vectors covering all of the nucleotides in the PCM can then be defined
as follows:
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   1 2 3 ,x ,y ,z, , .. , where , ,N i i i i   M m m m m m         (2.24)
A location within the PCM where the nucleotide type has no effect on the characteristic
being modelled  , 0.25i n n   maps to a vector of length zero  , 0i m m   . The length
of the vector is an indication of the extent of the influence of the nucleotide on fragmentation.
When the redundancy was removed in this way by mapping to a 3D vector, model
fitting was found to proceed at a very similar rate to simpler mapping where only the values
for three nucleotide are optimised and the fourth is simply derived (Data not shown). The
results of model fitting were also shown to be mapping independent (Data not shown).
As well as being used to reduce the model fitting problem to the minimum number of
independent coefficients, the mapping is also used to map the PCM to a vector space where
vector operations such as scaling and the addition of vectors associated with a set of matrices
can be performed.
2.2.7 Modelling sequence bias using one or more PCMs †
Position Coefficient Matrices (PCMs) are used to model the pattern of nucleotide bias
within the N-mer, where the matrix covering N nucleotides can then be used to calculate a
predicted or modelled bias Ms given by:
,14 i
N
i niM k  s (2.25)
This is analogous to the use of PSSM weights to calculate the likelihood of a specific
sequence. , ii n is the positive coefficient associated with the nucleotide ni at position i and k a
scalar multiplier.
The factor of four ensures that k and the coefficients are independent of the number of
coefficients, e.g. adding an additional null coefficient at position j (i.e. , 0.25j n n   ) does
not change the value of Ms. The rationale for this model is the hypothesis that nucleotide at
each position makes an independent contribution to the likelihood of DNA fragmentation.
In order to model bias as multiple alternative sequence patterns, the model was extended
to incorporate the possibility of P alternative PCMs each with a scalar multiplier kj, plus a
single global offset parameter o such that
 , ,1 1
max 4
i
PN
j i n ji j
M k o


 s (2.26)
Ms is used as a predictor of Ys and the values of , ,ii n j and kj were optimised in order to
achieve the best match between Ys and Ms. The distance between the logarithms of Ys and Ms
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was minimised in view of the log-normal distribution of Ys (Section 2.2.3) in order to give a
balanced weighting to the effect of sequences that are both under and over-represented. The
error function EDNA used for model optimisation is the sum of the squares of the difference
between the logarithms of Ys and Ms (2.27).
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T is a threshold which removes the contribution from N-mers where there are only a
small number of instances in the genome. This reduces the noise contribution from data
associated with these N-mers and also the computational load during model fitting. In this
analysis using 8-mers and the human genome, T was set to 50000 which retains 55% of the
sequences, and only excludes contributions from 0.03% of the genome because of the sparsity
of these 8-mers. It was confirmed that the model fitting was robust under variation of T.
The rational for this extension to the model is the hypothesis that there are alternative
independent sequence patterns that are associated with an increased likelihood of DNA
fracture, and the likelihood of DNA fracture at a particular location is determined by the
pattern that most closely matches the DNA sequence at that position.
After optimisation, an x-y plot of the log values is used to show the closeness of fit of
the model and the observed data.
2.2.8 Model fitting using the Nelder-Mead function minimisation algorithm ‡
The model being considered includes the effect of DNA sequences of up to eight
nucleotides in length on the likelihood of DNA fragmentation, and each nucleotide has three
associated parameters making a total of 24 parameters per sequence pattern, represented by a
PCM. Up to eight independent alternative PCMs, each with an associated scalar are
incorporated into the model, generating a total of 200 model fitting parameters.
As well as having of the order of 200 independent parameters, the function being fitted
is very non-linear, in that the function for any given DNA sequence is the maximum of a set
of possible values associated with the set of PCMs. A small change in a parameter can result
in a change in the identity of the PCM that defines the function result for a significant number
of DNA sequences, creating non-linearities in the derivatives of the error function. Such non-
linearities can cause problems for some model fitting algorithms.
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The model fitting algorithm used was an extension of the Amoeba optimisation
algorithm [34], based on the Nelder-Mead function minimisation algorithm [74]. This
algorithm is well suited to problems where there are large numbers of parameters to be
optimised, and where there are significant non-linearities in the function being optimised in
that it does not rely on the existence of well behaved differentials.
The coefficients of the model being fitted can be represented by a vector c where
   1 2 1 2 1 2, .. , , .. , ..m m qk k k c c c c M M M   (2.28)
The function minimisation is done by creating an initial vector c0 where all of the
parameters set to an appropriate initial value, and also a set of q vectors cn.
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(2.29)
These vectors are such that the set  1 0 2 0 3 0 0 0, , , , , ,n q    c c c c c c c c c c  are
orthogonal.
Model fitting proceeds by minimising an error value E which is a measure of the
mismatch between the experimental results and model predictions. In the case of the ChIP-seq
data the model fitting algorithm searches for the PCM coefficients that minimise EDNA so E =
EDNA.
The error value E is then calculated for each vector, and these are used to obtain an
indication of the local characteristics of E in the multidimensional vector space, which
informs the creation of a new vector cv which is considered as a possible replacement for the
vector ch which gave the highest value of Er where
 r h  c c c c (2.30)
c is the average of the q+1 vectors cn. The associated sum of squares error Er is
calculated, and compared with the lowest error El. If Ev < El, then two further vectors are
generated
   2 , RC ,r h r r r     c c c c c c c (2.31)
For each of these the errors vE and vE are derived. The operation RC(x,y) creates a
new vector where each elements is selected randomly from co-positional elements of the two
vectors x and y. The vector ch is then replaced by the best of these vectors, as determined by
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the values of , and Ev v vE E  for each of the vectors and the process repeats. The use of the RC
function is the extension of the original Amoeba algorithm that was introduced during this
research. It introduces a small amount of scaled noise which increases the speed with which
the algorithm is able to negotiate significant changes of slope in the multidimensional vector
space within which the model fitting takes place.
If Er was not lower than El then a vector c’h is created where
 0.5h h   c c c c (2.32)
And this is used as a replacement for ch providing that it has a lower error value. If this
is not the case then a new set of orthogonal vectors are generated centred on the current c
This process is represented in Figure 2-5.
c
hc
rc
rc
rc
hc
lc
Figure 2-5 Representation of core Nelder-Mead optimisation step a) Set of vectors each
representing the difference between a set of parameters and the average c where hc is the vector
with the highest error. hc is replaced by rc (b) which is hc reflected through c or rc (c) which is
twice the length of rc or rc (d) which is a randomised mix of rc and rc depending on which has the
lowest error, providing that it is lower than the error associated with lc . Otherwise a vector hc which
is half of hc (e) is used to replace hc if it gives a better error than lc .
The model fitting proceeds with the fitting of a single PCM to the data until a minimum
EDNA is achieved. The model is then extended by adding a second PCM with identical
parameters to the first optimised PCM. Further model fitting causes the PCMs to diverge from
a) b)
c)
d) e)
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each other such that one of the PCMs is selected by the algorithm for some of the sequences
and the second for the other, depending on the associated value of Ms. The divergence is
driven by the fact that a better model fit can be achieved for a set of sequences that are
associated with a single PCM if two PCMs are used instead. The single PCM can be
considered as taking values that are a compromise between the values of the two PCMs.
Once an optimal fit has been reached with two PCMs, the results are examined to see which
PCM has been adopted for the majority of the sequences, and a copy of this PCM is then
added to the model, and the process repeated. This is a form of clustering where the nth cluster
consists of the set of sequences such that the value of , ,14 i
N
j i n jik  is largest when j = n
(Equation (2.26)). Additional clusters are added by taking the cluster with the greatest number
of sequences and attempting to split it by adding an additional PCM.
The decision as to when the model fitting has reached a minimum EDNA at each stage
was done by examining the record of the improvement in the EDNA to determine when a
plateau had been reached.
2.2.9 Zooming into PCMs in order to make the bias visible in logos ‡
There were a number of cases in this investigation where the bias of each nucleotide
appeared to be relatively small such that the values of ,i n remain relative close to 0.25, and
the equivalent 3D vector is relatively small. When this happens, the representation of the
values as a logo using the previously published algorithm [87] is very uninformative as the
overall character height at a nucleotide position is determined by the information content of
the set of coefficients for the nucleotide. The effect of this small bias is nevertheless
significant when it is considered in combination with the bias of all the other nucleotides.
A technique was introduced to magnify the information content of the PCM by mapping
the weights to their 3D vector representation and scaling the lengths of all the vectors in the
PCM (or set of PCMs) by the same factor and then mapping the vector back to the nucleotide
weights. The magnification factor or ‘Zoom’ that was chosen was such that the information
contained within the PCM is clearly visible in the logo. The ‘Zoom’ factor applied is recorded
on the logo. Figure 2-6 demonstrates the effect of applying zoom to a PCM.
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Figure 2-6 An example of the use of ‘Zoom’ when displaying logos. a) The PCM created by
model-fitting that results in the fit between observed data and model shown in c). The values are
sufficiently close to 0.25 that the information content scaling factor results in a non-informative logo. b)
shows the data and the associated logo after a zoom of 8.5 has been applied to the weights in order to
create a logo that highlights the information in the original PCM. c) Plots the Ys and Ms for each of the
8-mer sequences to demonstrate that the cumulative effect of the underlying biases is significant
enough to give a good model fit.
2.2.10 Adjusting for sequence bias
The availability of sequence bias information for a set of data creates the possibility of
adjusting the data to compensate for the sequence bias and so reducing the degree to which it
might mask other factors that affect the fragment distribution.
Let the N-mer associated with the position x in the genome be sx and fx be the number of
fragment starts at x. The general approach adopted to adjust for sequence bias is to multiply
the number of fragment starts by a factor that adjusts for the degree that fragments associated
with the N-mer are under- or overrepresented.
Two ways for adjusting fx have been used with the data examined in this thesis. The first
was to use Ys(x), the sequence bias for the N-mer at location x that has been derived for this
dataset as defined in Section 2.1.1. The second was to use the predicted sequence bias Ms for
the N-mer at location x that comes from the model created using model fitting as defined in
a)
0.2295 0.2675 0.2776 0.2254
0.2309 0.2848 0.2726 0.2117
0.2395 0.2515 0.2887 0.2203
0.2351 0.2795 0.2632 0.2222
0.2235 0.2673 0.2976 0.2115
0.2400 0.2622 0.2747 0.2231
0.2348 0.2804 0.2770 0.2079
0.2308 0.2642 0.2705 0.2345
b)
0.0626 0.3722 0.5116 0.0537
0.0080 0.5861 0.4022 0.0037
0.1072 0.1742 0.6674 0.0512
0.0851 0.5414 0.3214 0.0521
0.0000 0.2865 0.7654 0.0000
0.1224 0.3260 0.4870 0.0645
0.0093 0.5196 0.4681 0.0030
0.0956 0.3580 0.4371 0.1093
c)
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Section 2.2.7. It would be expected that for most sequences these two values will be similar as
it is the objective of model fitting to minimise the difference between these values. These two
alternatives are designated xf  and xf  and are defined as follows:
 
x
x
x
ff Y  s
(2.33)
 
x
x
x
ff M  s
(2.34)
If there are no breaks associated with an N-mer in the reference dataset then Ys(x) = 0
resulting in an adjusted count of ∞. In such situations, no adjustment is made. This is a very
rare occurrence as this only happens for N-mers that rarely have an associated fragment start.
2.3 Primary results and discussion
This section shows the results that are central for the overall conclusions of this
investigation. Section 2.4 provides additional results that examine some specific aspects in
more detail.
2.3.1 Distribution of ChIP-seq fragment ends
Input data from ChIP-seq experiments were chosen because they will not suffer from
any biasing effects that might be associated with the immunoprecipitation stage that comes
later in the ChIP-seq protocol.
Figure 2-7 shows a representative distribution of fragment starts and ends from a 10000
nucleotide length region of SL523 and SL117, the two primary sets of ChIP-seq input data
used in this investigation. In both cases the fragment locations are relatively evenly
distributed through the region shown, qualitatively justifying their use in this investigation.
There is however still some evidence of a subtle difference in the character of the fragment
distribution, with the SL523 data showing more instances where there is more than one
sequence tag associated with a specific location in the genome. As expected, there are fewer
fragments in the regions with a greater proportion of non-unique sequences. Non-unique
sequences means that it is not possible to map uniquely the sequences to the genome where
the convention used in this thesis is that all such fragments will therefore be discarded.
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Figure 2-7 Fragment ends for two primary datasets have similar distributions. Distribution of
fragment ends for the two primary ChIP-seq datasets used in this investigation for nucleotides
11000000 to 11010000 of chromosome 1. Black bars in a) and b) indicate the number of sequences
that aligned to the forward strand, indicating the fragment start position w.r.t. forward strand. Red bars
indicate the number of fragments that end at a specific location, Track c) indicates those regions
where a 25 base-pair sequence is non-unique so that it is not possible to uniquely map a sequence to
the genome, black for forward strand mappings and red for reverse strand mappings.
2.3.2 There is a significant sequence-dependent bias in fragment start locations
The initial investigation looked at the 8-mers centred on the start position of the
sequenced fragments and determined the degree to which each of the 65536 8-mers were
under- or overrepresented compared to the number that would be expected if the probability
of fragmentation was independent of the sequence. A dataset was created to simulate such
sequence independence by assuming the fragment starts were spaced at equal distances, or
uniformly distributed, throughout the genome.
If Es is the expected number of fragments associated with a specific sequence given a
uniform distribution, then the actual counts in multiple experiments would be expected to
have a Poisson distribution where E  s and so would have a mean of Es and a standard
deviation of sE . Ys, which equalsC Es s , would therefore have a mean of one and a standard
deviation of 1 Es . For large values of Es, the distribution tends to a Gaussian distribution.
While the average value of Es is of the order of 200, when the distribution will be very close
to Gaussian, there is a considerable variation with the lowest value being of Es being of the
c) non-unique
regions
a) SL523
b) SL117
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order of 2. It was decided to normalise each Ys to Y’s with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of one on the assumption that Ys has a standard deviation of 1 Es in order to be
able to compare the values for different sequences and assess the degree to which the values
were different from those expected with the null, uniform distribution. The mapping is:
 1Y Y E  s s s (2.35)
SL523 Seq Ns Cs Es Ys Y’s p value
GGGGGGGG 59880 2793 177.6 15.7 196.24 1E-8360
TGTGTGTG 1055108 13520 3129.8 4.3 185.72 1E-7488
TTTGTTTT 932731 11906 2766.8 4.3 173.75 1E-6553
ACTGTACA 89261 2772 264.8 10.5 154.08 1E-5153
CCGATACG 958 238 2.8 83.8 139.50 1E-4223
TTTGTTTG 395503 5842 1173.2 5.0 136.31 1E-4032
TTCTCTGC 435334 315 1291.4 0.2 -27.17 1E-157
ACATCCTT 525802 444 1559.7 0.3 -28.25 1E-170
TGGCCCAG 510305 407 1513.7 0.3 -28.45 1E-173
ATATCAGA 675513 683 2003.8 0.3 -29.51 1E-186
TGTCCTCA 474170 248 1406.6 0.2 -30.89 1E-204
GGAGCAGG 947152 1035 2809.6 0.4 -33.48 1E-241
Uniform Seq Ns Cs Es Ys Y’s p-value
AGTATGCA 74748 372 299.0 1.2 4.22 2.05E-05
TCCTGGTC 90356 440 361.4 1.2 4.13 2.81E-05
GTAACCGT 6598 47 26.4 1.8 4.01 1.00E-04
TAGCGTGT 10162 66 40.6 1.6 3.98 9.42E-05
TTCAGGAG 188728 864 754.9 1.1 3.97 4.74E-05
TATCGCAA 21210 121 84.8 1.4 3.93 8.76E-05
AAAGAATC 8505 14 34.0 0.4 -3.43 8.84E-05
TAGCGCTG 8558 14 34.2 0.4 -3.46 7.77E-05
TAGCCTTT 158581 547 634.3 0.9 -3.47 2.13E-04
TTTCGAGT 19722 48 78.9 0.6 -3.48 1.23E-04
TCCCTTTA 242755 857 971.0 0.9 -3.66 1.03E-04
ACCACAAG 98917 321 395.7 0.8 -3.75 5.99E-05
Table 2-1 Over- and underrepresented sequences show significant sequence bias. a) List of
six most over- and underrepresented sequences surrounding fragment start positions in SL523
showing, for each 8-mer s, the number of 8-mers in the genome (Ns), the number of breaks
associated with the 8-mers (Cs), the number that would be expected if the break locations were
uniformly distributed (Es) the sequence bias (Ys) and the sequence bias after mapping to a distribution
where the null hypothesis gives a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1.0 (Y’s). The p-value
gives the probability of a value of Ys that is at least as extreme. b) The equivalent data for an artificial
dataset with uniform distribution. The p-values for the uniform distribution are consistent with the null
hypothesis in that the values are consistent with the values that would be found at the tails of a
distribution with 65536 different sequences. The p-values for the SL523 dataset indicate that the
values seen are extremely unlikely given the null hypothesis.
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Table 2-1 shows the derivation of the sequence bias for the six sequences which are
furthest away on either side of the expected value based on the normalised Y’s for both the
SL523 data and also for a dataset created to show the distribution if the fragments are
uniformly distributed in the genome with the same average density as the SL523 data. This
shows that in SL523 there is a very wide range of normalised sequence bias values, with some
very under- and some very overrepresented sequences. In order to determine whether this is
significant or not, cumulative distribution functions can be used to calculate the probability of
finding a value at least as extreme to give a p-value.
In the case of the uniform distribution, the values of Ys are sufficiently small that
cumulative distribution can be calculated using the Poisson distribution. The p-values shown
are for the six most extreme values in the two tails of the distributions, and the values are
consistent with those that would be expected at the tails, in that the values are of the order of
1/60000, and some p-values of this order would be expected in a distribution with 65536
values.
In the case of the SL523 dataset, the values are sufficiently extreme that normal
arithmetic precision limitations result in p-values of zero. In most cases the values are
sufficient to justify assuming a Gaussian approximation and the cumulative distribution
approximation for large values can be used (Appendix F-2). The p-values show that the
sequence bias observed is significantly different from that which would be expected given the
null distribution.
The distribution of the normalised sequence bias for the artificial uniform dataset was
calculated and compared with a normal distribution with the same mean and standard
deviation (Figure 2-8). The match is very good, increasing the confidence in the mapping
technique used and the assumptions that distribution after such a mapping will be Gaussian.
In the SL523 dataset after normalisation, some sequence biases are 50 standard
deviations higher than the expected mean given the null hypothesis, and others are 30 times
lower. Most of the biases are significantly outside the range that would be expected of +/- 4
s.d. This shows that the distribution of fragment starts within the 8-mers is significantly
different from what would be expected if the fragment distribution was sequence independent,
as simulated by the uniform fragment distribution.
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Figure 2-8 Sequence bias distribution for SL523 is significantly different from that of a
uniform fragment distribution. The normalised SL523 bias distribution (red) is significantly different
from an artificial dataset with a uniform fragment distribution after normalisation (black), which is very
close to the expected normal distribution (black).The SL523 distribution shows biases that are 50
standard deviations higher and 20 standard deviations lower than would be expected assuming a
uniform distribution.
2.3.3 The bias is consistent within the genome
In order to demonstrate the consistency in this bias, the SL117 and SL523 datasets were
split into two, assigning each chromosome to one or other subset such that the two subsets
contained data from an approximately equal number of nucleotide positions in the genome.
The sequence bias for a fragment start occurring in the middle of any 8-mer sequence was
calculated for each 8-mer in both subsets where the total number of the 8-mer in the genome
exceeded 50,000 (Section 2.2.7). The values were plotted against each other (Figure 2-9).
The results demonstrate extremely significant correlation, in that applying the Fisher
transformation [33] to the SL523 data to determine the likelihood of such a result if the results
from the half genomes were uncorrelated gives a z value of 339, and consequently a p-value
that is of the order of 10-25000 (Appendix F-2).
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Figure 2-9 Consistency of strong sequence bias within the genome. a) The sequence bias is
consistent across the genome as seen in the correlation between the values of Ys values calculated
for each half genome.
This shows that the influence of the DNA sequence on the distribution of fragment start
locations is extremely significant. Similar results are seen with the other datasets (data not
shown).
2.3.4 Sequence bias varies with nucleotide position and experiment
An approach based on the use of the mutual information between the sequence and the
probability of a DNA fragment was used to calculate a set of values that indicate the
contribution of each nucleotide to the sequence bias. The interaction intensity, derived from
the geometric mean of these values gives an indication of the strength of the sequence bias at
a particular position. The spread, calculated using the standard deviation of the log values
indicates the degree of interaction between the nucleotide and the other nucleotides when
determining sequence bias (Section 2.2.4).
The interaction intensity for the SL117 (Figure 2-10a) and SL523 (Figure 2-10b)
datasets are both significantly different from the value of 0.066 obtained with a uniform
fragment distribution. There is also a significant variation of the interaction intensity with
nucleotide position within the 8-mer. Larger values of the interaction intensity indicate that
the nucleotide biases are informative, i.e. a change in the type of nucleotide has a significant
effect on the probability of there being a fragment start associated with the sequence. In
dataset SL117 the results show that the nucleotides immediately flanking the fragment start
location and also unexpectedly at the nucleotide positioned 4th from the fragment start (Figure
2-10a) have a greater role in determining the probability of a fragment start. By contrast in
dataset SL523 it is primarily the first two nucleotides of the fragment that have the greatest
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significance, with the significance dropping quickly with distance away from the start of the
fragment (Figure 2-10b).
The spreads for the SL523 and the SL117 data also both show significant variation
across the eight nucleotides, with a peak in the region of the second and third nucleotide from
the fragment start.
SL117
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Figure 2-10 The bias of individual nucleotide positions is significantly different from that of
uniformly distributed fragments. The interaction intensity gives a measure of how much each of
the four nucleotides on either side of fragment start influence the probability of a fragment start being
found. X-axis: positive numbers for nucleotides in the fragment, negative for nucleotides immediately
preceding the fragment. The interaction intensity is shown as a black line, with the result for a uniform
fragment distribution in green. The spread σ’, or variation of the interaction intensity with the other
nucleotides in the 8-mer is shown in red.
Appendix A shows results from the analysis of 22 other datasets. These show a
significant degree of variation of both the pattern of interaction intensity and spread between
the datasets.
These results show that there is a significant variation between experiments in the way
that individual nucleotides determine the probability of a fragment start occurring. The
variation between the technical replicates SL523 and SL117 was also seen when the results
from other pairs of technical replicates were investigated.
a)
b)
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2.3.5 PCMs and model fitting show significant bias differences between experiments †
a)
b)
SL117
e)
c)
d)
SL523
f)
Figure 2-11 SL117 and SL523 PCMs show very different sequence biases. a/c) Sequence
biases for four nucleotides on either side of fragment start that gives best fit between model and
observed data. k is the global scaling model parameter. The overall height of the column represents
the information content of the four coefficients, and the height of each letter indicates the relative
values for each nucleotide. “Zoom” is degree of magnification of the information content to make the
letters visible in the logo b/d) As a/c but for the 8-mer starting one position before the start of the
fragment. e/f) x-y plots show fit between experimental under- and overrepresentation of 8-mers and
models shown in b) and d). The offset parameter o was only used in the creation of coefficient sets a)
and b).
In order to investigate the relationship further, a model was created based on using a
Position Coefficient Matrix (PCM), similar to the Position Specific Scoring Matrix (PSSM),
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to characterise the bias at each nucleotide position. Model fitting was then used to obtain the
closest match between the model prediction and the observed data.
The resulting PCM is represented as a sequence logo, using the same approach as is
used to represent PSSM values [87]. In this context the height of each letter is an indication of
the degree to which the nucleotide increases the probability of an associated fragment
occurring and the overall height of all the letters indicates the degree to which the nucleotide
position determines the probability of an associated fragment.
The results of the model-fitting are shown in Figure 2-11a) and c). It can be seen that
significance of each nucleotide position as indicated by the overall height of the letters closely
matches the profile of the mean information content in 2-10a) and b) respectively.
The model shows that SL117 fragments are more likely to begin between a nucleotide
pair consisting of Gs and Cs. The fragments are also more likely to come from locations
where at least the first four nucleotides of the fragment, particularly the 4th, will be Gs and Cs.
The SL523 data has a very different characteristic, with fragments more likely to come from
locations in the genome that result in Gs, Ts and possibly As in the first two positions of the
fragment.
The SL117 results suggest that nucleotides further into the fragment may also play a
significant role in determining the probability of fragmentation. The analysis method used
makes it difficult to consider sequences that are longer than eight nucleotides because
increasing the length results in fewer data points associated with each of the possible
sequences and therefore greater uncertainty associated with any derived data. In order to
assess the significance of nucleotides further along the fragment, the analysis window was
shifted to cover only one nucleotide prior to the fragment start and the first seven nucleotides
of the fragment. The resulting PCM for SL117 reproduces the CG bias seen at the start of the
fragment including the increased bias at nucleotide four and shows that it extends further into
the fragment, with an increased GC bias on nucleotide six as well (Figure 2-11b). The PCM
for SL523 shows a slight bias towards A at nucleotide positions five and six (Figure 2-11d).
The correlation between the observed and modelled sequence bias indicates that the
model is able to reproduce the range of bias seen through the full range of 8-mer sequences
(Figure 2-11e and f). The modelling results are consistent with the mutual information based
statistics, but provide a more detailed picture of the varying characteristics of different
datasets.
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2.3.6 Multiple alternative biases exist within each dataset †
The mutual information content analysis shows that the first nucleotide after the
fragment break position is the most informative nucleotide in the SL523 dataset (Figure
2-10b). This is not reflected in the model using a single PCM (Figure 2-11c and d) in which
the second nucleotide is most significant. This difference could be explained if not a single
nucleotide sequence pattern was underlying the sequence bias but a mixture of sequence
patterns. The mean information content shows the overall contribution of a nucleotide
position in the context of all 8-mers to which each alternative in the mixture would contribute.
When represented as a PCM, conflicting alternatives from the mixture could cancel out if
there was no net bias to a specific nucleotide.
In order to investigate this possibility, additional PCMs were introduced into the model,
representing the possibility that there may be multiple alternative patterns of bias in the
nucleotide sequence (Method: Section 2.2.7).
While adding additional PCMs to the SL117 data only made a marginal improvement of
the Pearson coefficient from 0.935 to 0.963, adding additional PCMs to the model for SL523
made a significant improvement, increasing the Pearson coefficient from 0.810 to 0.944. In
this dataset the range of alternative PCMs have significantly different biases associated with
the first nucleotide (Figure 2-12a). This is consistent with the possibility that little bias was
seen when a single PCM was used because these alternatives cancelled each other out when
represented as the single PCM that can only indicate an overall average.
Section 2.4.3 examines in more detail the problem of choosing how many additional
PCMs should be added and concludes that techniques such as using the Bayesian Information
Criteria [89] are not well fitted to this problem. The selection was instead based on requiring
a degree of variation between all of the PCMs.
An analysis of further datasets from same source, the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab
(Appendix C-2 to C-3) shows that the PCMs generated from these data matches the character
of either the single PCM SL117 or the multi-PCM SL523 dataset. In the cases where a multi-
PCM model is found to be appropriate there is considerable variation in the characteristics of
the PCMs between datasets.
Appendix C-4 provides a similar analysis of data from the Yale/UC-Davis/Harvard lab
and Appendix C-5 shows four results from C. elegans, where it can be seen that the data
exhibits slightly different characteristics from the Myers lab data. Some of the results such as
Y864-2 (Figure 2-12b) are similar to the SL523 Myers example (Figure 2-12a).
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Figure 2-12 ChIP-seq sequence bias PCMs with sequence biases predominantly within the
fragment a) shows the difference between a multiple PCM fit and the single PCM fit (Figure 2-11d) of
the same SL523 data. b), c) and d) show other datasets where multiple PCMs significant variation in
nucleotide distributions were generated by model fitting.
a) SL523 b) Y864-2
c) Y1109-1 d) GSM418301
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Figure 2-13 ChIP-seq biases with significant bias on both sides of fragment start. As well as
significant biases before the fragment start they also show a preference for GC bias. a) shows a
dominant bias two nucleotides before the fragment start b) c) and d) all show some degree of
additional bias on the fragment side of the break. b) and d) show biases on a specific nucleotide
position, which is similar to Figure 2-24. c) and d) show additional fragment side bias that includes non
GC nucleotides,
The Y633-1 and Y633-2 PCMs show some similarity to the SL117 PCMs in that they
are GC dominant, and with bias both before and after the fragment start position (Figure
2-13a and b). Unlike SL117 they show significant bias up to two nucleotides before the start
of the fragment rather than just one nucleotide. There are also examples that appear to show a
combination of the two characteristics, with a GC-rich bias component that can be seen on
both sides of the fragment position, together with a bias involving all nucleotide types that is
associated just with the fragment side of the start position (Figure 2-13c and d).
2.3.7 The information from PCMs is consistent with the identity of over-represented 8-
mers ‡
Another view of the relationship between fragments and the genomic sequence can be
obtained by looking at the most over represented 8-mer sequences in a particular dataset.
Y1109-1 and Y864-2 in Figure 2-12 provide good examples of PCMs with different
characteristics. Figure 2-14 shows the most over-represented sequences in each of these
datasets, which give some indication as to how these different PCMs arise. The Y1109-1 data
shows that four of the sequences most likely to be associated with fragment starts include a
a) Y633-1 b) Y633-2
c) GSM418301 d) GSM727910
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repeated TGGAA motif shifted by varying degrees. The remaining two sequences are the
reverse complement of this repeating motif. The symmetrical emphasis on As and Gs in the
sequences would appear to correspond to the AG pairs seen in the PCMs.
The Y864-2 data are different, with all the sequences staring with a GATATAA motif,
extending to varying degrees into the fragment. This corresponds to the PCMs in that the
emphasis on A, and the significant T in the second position can also be seen in the PCMs.
The sequences extending further into the fragment that are associated with the over-
represented 8-mer TGGATGG in Y1109-1 were then studied in more detail.
a) Y1109-1
Sequence Instances Breaks Expected Ys
TGGAATGG 122974 2306 443 5.19
GGAATGGA 130130 2151 469 4.57
ATGGAATG 141534 2159 510 4.22
GAATGGAA 177851 2382 641 3.70
CCATTCCA 122228 1538 441 3.48
CATTCCAT 141722 1646 511 3.21
b) Y864-2
Sequence Instances Breaks Expected Ys
GATATACA 94779 1864 337 5.62
GATATAAT 130174 2538 462 5.57
GATATAAA 178471 3451 634 5.52
GATATAAC 54964 1054 195 5.48
GAATGGAA 177851 3388 632 5.44
GATAACAT 93451 1763 332 5.39
Figure 2-14 There are clear connections between the overrepresented sequences and PCMs
The top six overrepresented PCMs in two different experiments (Y1109-1 and Y864-2) are shown
together with three of the PCMs resulting from model fitting. Nucleotides associated with common
overrepresented motifs are highlighted in yellow. Sequences that occur fewer than 50000 times in the
genome have not been included.
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a) Y1109-1
Sequence
Fragm
ents
Sequences
in
chrom
osom
es
Fragm
ents
per
sequence
b) SL117
Sequence
Fragm
ents
Sequences
in
chrom
osom
es
Fragm
ents/
sequence
TGGAATGGAATCAACTCGAT 22 1 22.00 TGGAATGGACCAGAATGCAA 7 1 7.00
TGGAATGGAATGGATCAACC 19 1 19.00 TGGAATGGAATCAACTCGAT 5 1 5.00
TGGAATGGACCAGAATGCAA 14 1 14.00 TGGAATGGACTGGAGAGGAA 6 4 1.50
TGGAATGGAAGGCAATAGAA 10 1 10.00 TGGAATGGAATGGAAAGAAT 5 6 0.83
TGGAATGGACTGGAGAGGAA 21 4 5.25 TGGAATGGAAAGGACTGGAA 5 6 0.83
TGGAATGGAATGGAAAGAAT 29 6 4.83 TGGAATGGACTGGAACAAAA 5 15 0.33
TGGAATGGAATTTAGTGGAA 9 2 4.50 TGGAATGGCATCGAATGGAA 5 35 0.14
TGGAATGGGATGGGATGGAA 6 2 3.00 TGGAATGGAATGGAATCAAC 5 61 0.08
TGGAATGGAAAGGACTGGAA 17 6 2.83 TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGAT 5 110 0.05
TGGAATGGAATAATCCATGG 12 9 1.33 TGGAATGGACTGGAATGGAA 5 130 0.04
TGGAATGGACTGGAACAAAA 15 15 1.00 TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGAA 5 2825 0.00
TGGAATGGAATGGAATAATC 7 7 1.00
TGGAATGGAATGTAACGGAA 5 6 0.83
TGGAATGGAGTGAAATGGAA 6 8 0.75
TGGAATGGAATCGAACGGAA 5 7 0.71
TGGAATGGAATGGAGTGGAT 5 11 0.45
TGGAATGGAACAGAATGGAA 8 21 0.38
TGGAATGGCATGGAATGGAA 10 30 0.33
TGGAATGGACTGGAGTGGAA 14 44 0.32
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGAT 28 110 0.25
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGTAC 5 24 0.21
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGAG 29 148 0.20
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGGA 6 34 0.18
TGGAATGGAACGGAATGGAA 13 79 0.16
TGGAATGGAATGGAATCAAC 10 61 0.16
TGGAATGGAGTGGAATGGAA 20 172 0.12
TGGAATGGACTGGAATGGAA 15 130 0.12
TGGAATGGAATGGAAGGGAA 5 43 0.12
TGGAATGGAATGGAACGGAA 12 106 0.11
TGGAATGGTATGGAATGGAA 5 46 0.11
TGGAATGGAATCAAATGGAA 10 117 0.09
TGGAATGGAATGAAATGGAA 10 126 0.08
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGAAA 7 117 0.06
TGGAATGGAATCGAATGGAA 11 228 0.05
TGGAATGGAATTGAATGGAA 6 162 0.04
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGAA 83 2825 0.03
TGGAATGGAATGGAAAGGAA 5 188 0.03
TGGAATGGACTCGAATGGAA 8 441 0.02
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGAC 5 343 0.01
Consensus
TGGAATGGAATGGAATGGAA
Table 2-2 All fragments associated with
the TGGAATGG 8-mer from two datasets.
a) Y1109-1 where there was a significant
break bias associated with this 8-mer b) SL117
where it was no significant bias. In each case
the number of instances of the 20-mer in the
genome is shown, together with the number of
fragments seen that start with the 20-mer. The
over-represented fragments always start with
variants of a repetitive sequence involving the
5-mer TGGAA
Table 2-2a) lists all the fragments reads from the Y1109-1 dataset associated with this
sequence where there were two or more instances in the forward strand across the whole
genome. Table 2-2b) shows the equivalent data from SL117 where the normalised sequence
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bias for TGGATGG was only 1.8, compared to 5.19 in Y1109-1. This shows that there are
significantly fewer instances of the sequence, which is consistent with the lower bias for this
8-mer in the SL117 dataset.
The consensus across the 20 nucleotides in both sets of data is that the TGGAA motif
repeats up to four times, with decreasing accuracy at greater distances from the fragment start.
2.3.8 Sequence bias from immunoprecipitated fragments and input DNA is poorly
correlated
The two datasets SL116 and SL522 are partners to the SL117 and SL523 datasets in that
SL116 and SL522 are from fragments which were immunoprecipitated to select for the NRSF
protein whereas SL117 and SL523 are the input data produced at the same time from the same
cell lines and intended as controls. Immunoprecipitation results in fragments that are clustered
around the locations where the target proteins bind to the DNA, and it is this clustering that is
used to determine the location of the NRSF binding sites (Section 1.4.9).
The PCMs obtained from model fitting input DNA and immunoprecipitated data from
the experiments on the same cell line have similar, but not identical, characteristics (Figure
2-15). This raises the question as to the significance of these differences (particularly in the
later SL522/523 datasets) and the origin of any differences.
One way of studying the differences is by looking at the correlation between the two
datasets of the sequence bias for the full set of 8-mers. Such a comparison shows that there is
very poor correlation between the SL522 and SL523 datasets despite the apparent similarity in
the PCMs created (Figure 2-16a).
Equation (2.5) assumes that the background fragment distribution is uniformly
distributed around the genome, and no attempt has been made to adjust the equation to allow
for the clustering of immunoprecipitated fragments, so one possible explanation for the poor
correlation may be as a result of the clustering in the immunoprecipitated SL522 data. One
way of trying to adjust for this effect is to look at the statistics of fragments excluding those
that come from the peaks. The results from the SL522 data shows that there is good
correlation between the original data and the data with the peaks removed (Figure 2-16b)
suggesting that the effect of the greater fragment density in the peaks does not appear to be
sufficient to explain the lack of correlation in Figure 2-16a.
The effect of removing the peaks (Figure 2-16b) will be that the sequence bias of those
sequences that are found in the peaks will be reduced, giving rise to the points that fall below
the 45 degree line. There will be little change in the bias for those sequences that are found
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seldom if at all within the peaks, giving rise to the clear line at an angle of 45º in this figure.
The results indicate that the sequences found within the peaks are a mixture of sequences with
under and over-represented fragments.
a) SL523 - Input DNA b) SL522 Immunoprecipitated DNA
c) SL117 - Input DNA d) SL116 Immunoprecipitated DNA
Figure 2-15 Similar PCMs from model fitting input and immunoprecipitated data. Model fitting
of the sequence bias of immunoprecipitated fragments in b) and d) show similar characteristic PCMs
to those obtained from model fitting input data from experiments conducted at the same time with the
same cell line a) and c).
There is however very poor correlation between the peak-excluded SL522 data SL523
data (Figure 2-16c). This suggests that the lack of correlation between the two datasets is
probably not as a result of the clustering in the SL523 data but is instead as a result of a more
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fundamental difference between the two sets of data such as the likelihood that the data were
from two different experiments.
Figure 2-16 Sequence bias of immunoprecipitated DNA is poorly correlated with the input
DNA sequence bias. a) There is very poor correlation between the sequence bias of
immunoprecipitated and input fragments from the same cell line that were published as a control. b)
Correlation between SL522 sequence bias with and without data from peaks showing good
correlation. c) Poor correlation between peak-excluded immunoprecipitated data and input data c).
d/e) A sample of SL522 with and without peak fragments. b) and c) suggest that the poor correlation in
a) is not because of bias introduced by having significant numbers of fragments from a small number
of regions in the genome, but instead from an underlying lack of correlation between the two datasets.
2.3.9 Datasets with different PCMs also show different fragment distributions
The earlier analysis in this chapter was largely concerned with the input fragments.
However, the fragment distribution of input DNA is sufficiently sparse that it is not easy to
distinguish any clear pattern in the fragment distribution along the genome that might be
related to the sequence bias. For example, the distributions in Figure 2-7 come from datasets
that have very different sequence biases, and yet while there does appear to be some
differences in the distribution; the sparseness makes it difficult to discern any specific way in
which they differ.
d) Original SL522 data
a) b) c)
e) SL522 with data associated with peaks removed
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Immunoprecipitated fragments however, have tight clusters of fragments making it
possible to see how sequence bias might affect the fragment distribution within the clusters.
The SL116 and SL522 data considered in the previous section are from
immunoprecipitated fragments which are representative of the two different types of sequence
bias that is seen in the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab data (Figure 2-15b and d). The peaks in the
SL116 and SL522 data, although containing a similar number of fragments, show very
different fragment distributions (Figure 2-17a and b). There is a much greater variation in tag
counts between adjacent nucleotides in the SL522 data than there is in the SL116 data.
However, if a rolling average with a 50 bp window is used, which is similar to the approach
used in most peak finding algorithms, the overall fragment distribution of the fragments
within the peaks is very similar (Figure 2-17c and d).
The similarities of the averaged data will mean that peak finding algorithms will tend to
come to similar conclusions about the location of the peak as they use a similar smoothed
version of the data (Section 1.4.9).
Figure 2-17 Similarity of rolling average of tag distribution at binding peaks contrasts with
significant differences in underlying tag distribution Graphs show nucleotides 125912360-
125912819 of Chromosome 9. a/b) Histogram showing the number of fragments starting at every
location c/d) As a/b) but using a rolling average with a window size of 50 nucleotides.
a) SL116 raw data
b) SL522 raw data
c) SL116 rolling average
over 50 nucleotides
d) SL522 rolling average
over 50 nucleotides
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2.3.10 Adjustment of fragment distribution for sequence bias
The quantification of the sequence bias within a dataset makes it possible to adjust for
this bias. This section investigates some of the ways in which such an adjustment could be
made.
Results
While the SL522/116 data has different fragment distributions in the regions of the
peaks, it is nevertheless unclear to what extent this is related to the different sequence bias in
the two sets of data. In order to investigate this further, the fragment distribution for SL522,
which shows the greatest fragment density variation, was adjusted to compensate for the
effects of the sequence bias (Methods section 2.2.10).
It had been thought that it would be possible do this compensation using sequence bias
information from the input datasets, on the assumption that this would have the same
underlying bias as the immunoprecipitated data. However Section 2.3.8 shows that the bias
characteristics for SL523, the apparent input dataset for SL522 is very different from SL522,
making it unsuitable as the source data for performing such a normalisation.
As a result, the SL522 data itself was the only option for a reference source that could
be used for performing the bias correction. While the sequence bias for the whole genome
data is well correlated with the data that excludes the peaks (Figure 2-16b), the sequence bias
data derived from SL522 data from which the data from the peaks had been excluded was
used. This reduces the degree to which sequence bias that is specific to the peaks is used in
the normalisation as the intention is only to compensate general bias characteristics seen in
the data. This means that the data in Figure 2-16e rather than 2-16d was used as the reference
data for bias compensation.
Once a dataset has been chosen or derived to be used as the reference for the
normalisation, the simplest approach is to use the bias for all of the 8-mers in the reference
data to perform the bias correction (Figure 2-18b).
A problem with this approach is that the number of data points for some 8-mers may be
very small, such that there will be significant variance in the measured sequence bias as a
result of the small sample size. To demonstrate this with some examples; in the SL522
reference dataset there are 38 8-mers where there are no instances of associated breaks. The
normalisation multiplier for such 8-mers would be ∞, which would cause a problem if there
were any of these 8-mers in the data to be normalised.
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There are a further 109 8-mers in the reference data for which there is only one
associated fragment. If the random variation in the process had resulted in one more or fewer
fragments being associated with any of these 8-mers then the change in the normalisation
factor associated with them would be dramatic.
Figure 2-18 Correction for sequence bias reduces some of the noise in ChIP-seq peaks.
Chromosome 22: 43749875 to 43750694: SL522. Forward reads shown in Black & Blue, Reverse
reads Red & Green. a) Raw ChIP-seq peak. b) Distribution after correction using all of the sequence
bias information from fragments not associated with peaks c) Correction only using sequence bias
where there are at least 10000 instances of the sequence in the genome leaves some significant
spikes. d) Correction using the sequence bias predicted by model fitting.
One approach to overcoming this problem is to apply a weighting that is a function of
the number of 8-mers in the reference data, which would scale back the degree of
normalisation when there are fewer instances of the sequences. A simplistic version of such
an approach is simply not to rescale locations where the associated 8-mer occurs fewer times
in the genome than some arbitrary threshold, such as 10000. This threshold was selected
because all of the 8-mers for which there are only zero or one associated breaks that occur less
than 8000 times (Figure 2-18c). This threshold value excludes approximately 20% of the 8-
mers. However these are, by definition, the 8-mers that occur least frequently in the genome
and this threshold only affects the bias compensation for 1.7% of the locations in the genome.
A third approach is to use the sequence bias that is predicted by the model after the
parameters have been set by model fitting to the reference data. This approach avoids some of
a) SL522 raw data
b) Correction using all
sequence bias data
c) Correction using sequence
bias where there are >10000
8-mers in the reference data
d) Correction using
sequence bias predicted
by model fitting
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the problems associated with 8-mers with small sample size in that the bias for such 8-mers is
derived from the larger collection of the 8-mers that the model fitting has deemed to have
similar characteristics (Figure 2-18d). The model fitting can be considered to have performed
a degree of averaging of the sampling noise associated with any specific 8-mer for which
there are few associated fragments, and can then be used to predict the underlying bias
associated with these 8-mers.
Results: Assessment of improvement
In order to assess the improvement if any made by using these normalisation techniques
it is necessary to make an assumption about what the data would have been if the underlying
DNA sequence had no influence on the probability of fragmentation. This is because any
assessment is going to attempt to quantify how much closer looks to this ideal. The
complexity of the system makes this difficult when considering any specific region, such as
that shown in Figure 2-18, so a simple approximation based on averaging is probably the best
that can be acheived.
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Figure 2-19 Averaging can be used to give an indication of the underlying fragmentation
pattern if the DNA sequence does not influence fragmentation. The region is the same as Figure
2-18. The red line is the combined SL522 forward and reverse reads and the black is these data after
filtering with a triangularly weighted filter of length 15 nucleotides.
The approach adopted was to create a reference by smoothing the raw data with a
triangularly weighted filter of length 15 nucleotides (See also equation(3.2)). The noise that is
superimposed on the underlying signal can be considered to be the difference between the raw
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and data and the smoothed data. The variance of the raw data would then approximate to the
variance of the underlying signal plus the variance of the noise.
Some noise would be expected because each sample in the raw data would be expected
to have a Poisson distribution based on the expected value from the underlying distribution.
The variances of the raw data, as well as the signal and noise when analysed in this way give
an indication of the degree to which the noise is reduced as a result of this normalisation
(Table 2-3) for the four sets of data shown in Figure 2-18.
 Var T  Var S  Var N  Var P
 
 
Var
Var
N
S
 
 
Var
Var
P
S
Raw 234.6 91.28 125.24 3.08 137.20% 3.37%
Compensated: all data 40.29 19.09 18.8 1.31 98.48% 6.86%
Compensated: threshold data 62.38 23.29 35.2 1.45 151.14% 6.23%
Compensated: model 67.96 36.05 28.61 1.88 79.36% 5.21%
Table 2-3 Compensation using sequence bias predicted from the model yields most
improvement in signal to noise ratio. The variance of the raw data (T) together with the variance of
the smoothed data or signal (S) and the difference or noise (N) allows an indication of the noise to
signal ratio to be calculated. The variance expected assuming the count at each nucleotide position
has a Poisson distribution (P) shows that the noise variance greatly exceeds that expected on this
basis.
Discussion and conclusion
In all three methods examined for normalising the data to compensate for sequence bias
it can be seen that the spikes associated with high number of breaks at the same location are
considerably reduced in height. This suggests that the spikes are as a result of non-uniform
fragment distribution caused by the sequence bias.
In the data where no normalisation is performed for 8-mers which occur less than 10000
times there is one significant spike that remains (Figure 2-18c). When all of the 8-mers are
normalised this spike disappears, indicating that it is associated with an 8-mer that occurs
fewer than 10000 times in the genome (Figure 2-18c). There is no evidence that spurious
additional spikes are generated when infrequent 8-mers are used to generate bias corrections
in either in the data shown in Figure 2-18c or in other peaks that have been examined. This is
not unexpected in that such spurious peaks would be associated with 8-mers which occur
infrequently and where the break count is low, so it is unlikely that there would be counts
associated with such 8-mers within the peaks that would be inappropriately amplified during
bias correction.
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The estimations of the signal to noise ratio suggest that the residual noise when the
thresholded data is used for normalisation is as great as is the case when the raw data is
analysed, which will be because of the dominant effect of the small number of large samples
that are excluded from the normalisation. The effect of normalisation using either the
sequence bias derived from the raw data or the model reduces the noise level relative to the
signal by 30% and 40% respectively.
The results suggest that using bias correction derived from all of the 8-mers, or bias
correction derived from the modelling are both good candidates as a general technique that
could be used. Both of these techniques were used in the investigation described in Chapter 4
where, for the data being investigated, using bias derived from all of the 8-mers seemed to
give the best results.
2.3.11 There is a correlation between sequence bias and 8-mer frequency for some
datasets
One of the other differences between the characteristics of the SL117 and SL223
datasets is the relationship between the number of each of the 8-mers in the genome and the
sequence bias for the 8-mer. In the SL117 dataset, 8-mers that only occur 1,000 times in the
genome are 16 times more likely to cleave during sonication than 8-mers that only occur
300,000 times (Figure 2-20a and b). This relationship is not seen in the SL523 data. The
SL117 data also appears to show a clustering of the data points into three separate regimes,
grouped by the frequency of the 8-mers in the genome and delineated by a region where there
is a smaller spread of sequence biases. The same grouping also exists in the SL523 data.
The relationship between bias and the number of 8-mers was also calculated for an
artificial dataset where the breaks were uniformly distributed in the genome (Figure 2-20c).
The distribution of apparent sequence bias in a uniform distribution would be expected to
follow a Poisson distribution (Section 2.3.2) and normal approximation to the Poisson
distribution was used to calculate the three standard deviation distance away from expected
sequence bias of one, within which the values from a uniform distribution should fall. The
results for a uniform distribution fall within the 3 range and show clearly how the large
sample size for the sequences that occur frequently in the genome should result in a very
small spread in sequence bias if the sequence had no influence on the probability of
fragmentation. The SL117/523 results fall well outside this range, showing again the
significant effect of the DNA sequence on the likelihood of fragmentation.
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Figure 2-20 In some experiments there is a correlation between the number of 8-mers in the
genome and sequence bias. All graphs plot sequence bias against the number of sequences in the
genome for all 65536 8-mer sequences. a) SL117 data shows a strong inverse correlation between
the number of 8-mers in the genome and the probability of fragmentation. Sequences that occur more
frequently are less likely to fragment. b) SL523 data does not show the same relationship. In both
cases three apparent data regimes are marked by different coloured datapoints. Straight lines in b) are
a consequence of 8-mers with low sequence bias and only a few instances in the genome only having
a small number of associated fragments. c) Correlation for the artificial dataset with breaks distributed
uniformly throughout the genome. In all cases the green lines indicate the 3 limits derived from a
theoretical model within which over 99% of the points should lie if there is no relationship between the
sequence and the sequence bias.
An examination of two sets of data from C. elegans which have different sequence bias
characteristics (Figure C-8) shows a different relationship between 8-mer population in the
genome and the sequence bias for the 8-mer compared to that seen in the H. sapiens data
(Figure 2-21). The results lie well outside the expected range for uniformly distributed breaks,
demonstrating again the effect of sequence on the probability of fragmentation. While they
do not show the grouping into three regions that was seen in the H. sapiens data, one of the
a) SL117 b) SL523
c) Uniform
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samples also shows a slight tendency for the frequently occurring sequences to have a slightly
lower sequence bias.
Figure 2-21 C. elegans shows a different relationship between sequence bias 8-mer
population and sequence bias than that which is shown by H. sapiens data. These results show
very little variation in the mean sequence bias with the number of 8-mers in the genome. The greater
spread in sequence bias for 8-mers that occur infrequently in the genome is as would be expected
because of the lower sample sizes.
2.4 Supplementary results
The following results, although significant, are not central to the main thesis but relate
more to some of the work that was done to determine and optimise the details of the analysis
performed in this chapter.
2.4.1 Selecting only a subset of the sequences reduces ‘noise’ from low sequence counts
without introducing systematic errors
Introduction
There is a significant variation in the numbers of each of the 65536 different 8-mer
sequences in a typical genome. There are potential difficulties with using the data from 8-
mers for model-fitting when there are only a few instances in the genome because there may
only be one or two fragments associated with these 8-mers in a dataset. This mirrors the
problem with using such data for bias correction (Section 2.3.10). The solution adopted to
reduce the noise contribution from such points and reduce the computational load during
model fitting was only to use sequence data where the number of associated 8-mers exceeded
some threshold. This section examines the impact of this approach.
a) GSM706164 b) GSM727910
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Analysis
a) SL117
b) SL523
c)
Sequence count
threshold N
Number of 8mers with
more than N instances
Pearson
coefficient SL117
Pearson
coefficient SL523
0 65536 0.9440 0.7935
5000 61924 0.9504 0.8181
50000 37134 0.9724 0.9522
Figure 2-22 Variation of bias correlation with threshold a) and b) x-y plots showing the
correlation of 8-mer bias using data from the two halves of the genome for SL117 and SL523. Each
point compares the bias of the same sequence from the two half genomes. Data for sequences that
occur fewer times than the three values of threshold shown are excluded from the graphs and
calculations. Lines associated with quantisation of break counts are very visible in the SL523 data at
low thresholds. Red oval indicates 8-mers where the ratio of the number of breaks in the two half
genomes is 2:1. This artefact is not present when a threshold of 50000 is used.
The first 25 nucleotides of each fragment were sequenced in experiment SL117 in order
to align the fragments to the genome. A 25 nucleotide sequence is sufficient to identify
approximately 4.48 billion unique sequence tag positions in the human genome. In the SL117
dataset there were 19.3 million tags that were able to be uniquely mapped to the genome. If
the DNA sequence was essentially random then any given 8-mer would occur approximately
68400 times in the genome, and in the 19.3 million reads there would be expected to be an
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average of 19,300,000/65536 = 294 fragments associated with each sequence. The non-
random nature of the DNA sequence means that some sequences are significantly
underrepresented (For example, CGCGTACG only occurs 503 times in the mappable regions
of the human genome) and the number of breaks associated with the sequence is consequently
very low (There were only 11 instances where the data shows a break occurs between the C
and G at the start of the CGCGTACG sequence). Any data derived from sequences which
occur so infrequently will be very noisy.
Figure 2-22c) shows how many of the 65536 different possible 8-mers have more than
N instances in the genome for various values of N.
In order to assess the impact of using a subset of the N-mers, the genome was split into
two, assigning each chromosome to one or other subset such that the two subsets are
approximately equal in size. The sequence bias for each of the 8-mers was calculated for both
of the two half genomes and plotted against each other. This was done for the two datasets
and for various threshold values (Figure 2-22a and b).
Larger values of N remove the sequences with fewer instances across the genome, and
in both datasets this removes the outliers around a central core distribution, reducing the noise
associated with the distribution and improving the Pearson correlation coefficient. Horizontal
lines in the SL523 data result from 8-mers for which there is a combination of only a few
instances of the 8-mer in the genome and also a low sequence bias, resulting in just one or
two fragments being associated with the 8-mer.
The quantisation of the results to integral numbers of fragments results in the diagonal
lines which are associated with bias ratios that are a ratio of two low integer values. This
gives an indication of the types of artefacts that can occur with 8-mers associated with such
low fragment counts, raising concerns that this could cause other subtler effects during
modelling. Using a threshold of 50,000 removes the points where this artefact was most
obvious, without appearing to distort the general distribution of data.
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a) Model fitting using 5000 threshold b) Model fitting using 50000 threshold
Figure 2-23 Comparison of SL523 PCMs generated by thresholds set to 5000 and 50000. This
shows that broadly similar characteristics are obtained with the two different thresholds, although there
are some subtle differences. Model fitting with a 5000 threshold results in a PCM with a C at position
two, implying that there are a number of over-represented 8-mers with a C at this position but that they
tend to be associated with 8-mers with fewer than 50000 instances in the genome.
In order to test for possible effects due to using different thresholds, the model fitting
results obtained using two different thresholds were compared. Model fitting was used to
generate PCMs for the two datasets with the threshold set to 5000 (which includes 94.8% of
the 8-mers) and 50000 (which includes 56.7% of the 8-mers). The two PCMs for the SL117
dataset were essentially identical (Figure 2-23a). The two sets of PCMs for the SL523 dataset
were very similar, but showed a very slight difference (Figure 2-23b). Pearson coefficients
were used to test the degree of model fit for the SL523 data which also showed that the fit was
largely independent of the choice of threshold between 5000 and 50000. (Table 2-4). The
results show that the Pearson coefficient is determined predominantly by the threshold used in
the evaluation of the PCMs rather than the threshold used to generate the PCMs. Both sets of
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results indicate that no systematic errors are introduced as a result of using a threshold of
50000 instances of an 8-mer in the genome when working with data from H. sapiens.
Coefficients optimised with 5000 Coefficients optimised with
50000
Tested with 5000 0.8725 0.8521
Tested with 50000 0.9263 0.9383
Table 2-4 Pearson coefficients indicate equivalence of PCMs generated with different
threshold values. PCMs were generated with thresholds set to 5000 and 50000 and then Pearson
correlation calculated for the fit between model and observed data for both sets with both thresholds.
Values are largely determined by the test conditions and not the threshold used to generate the
coefficients.
2.4.2 An offset parameter improves model-fit in single PCM cases
Initial model fitting showed that there was frequently a systematic problem with model
fitting in the datasets when the optimal number of PCMs required for model fitting appeared
to be one. An example is shown in Figure 2-24a where the best fit line of the correlation
between the observed and model fitted data has a slight curve, indicating that the model is
unable to fit the sequence bias accurately when the sequence bias is very small.
An additional offset parameter O was added to the model as follows:
 , ,
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   (2.36)
This allows the fitting algorithm to add a constant negative value to all of its bias
predictions, which will have a greater significance for the sequences where the model predicts
a smaller bias value. This improved the result of model fitting, as shown in Figure 2-24b).
While this does remove the systematic error, because of the small number of sequence
values involved, the effect on the Pearson coefficient is marginal (an improvement from 0.923
to 0.928 in the example of 2-24). There was also only a very marginal change to the PCM that
was generated.
The poor fit at low sequence biases appears to be because the algorithm for converting
from the PCM to sequence bias is non-optimal for very low biases. A brief investigation of
some alternatives did not produce an algorithm that gave improved predictions (data not
shown).
The problem only arose when the model only incorporated a single PCM, so the offset
was only included in the single PCM model when there was evidence of the distinctive curve
in the correlation plots between model and observed data.
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a) No offset parameter
b) With an offset parameter
Figure 2-24 Model fitting of SM217 data improved through the use of an offset parameter. In
each case the PCM generated as a result of model fitting is shown, together with a graph showing the
correlation between model predictions and observed results. The red circle indicates the region that is
most improved by the addition of the offset.
2.4.3 The problem of determining the optimal number of PCMs ‡
When creating models to fit observed data it is always necessary to consider the
appropriate degree of model complexity given the data available and the problem being
considered.
The general assumption is that the model should be as parsimonious as possible whilst
still achieving a good fit between the model predictions and the observed data. The parsimony
applies both to the complexity of the algorithm and also the number of free parameters within
the algorithm.
One approach to choosing the optimum number of parameters, based on a Bayesian
approach, gives rise to the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) which is a function of L, the
likelihood of the result when the model parameters give the maximum model likelihood, k,
the number of parameters and n, the number of data-points being fitted [89].
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 ln( ) 2 lnBIC k n L  (2.37)
If it assumed that there is a normal distribution of data points around that predicted by
the model with a standard deviation of s then the probability of the data given the model is
given by:
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The probability of the model given the data, required in order to determine the
maximum likelihood is then
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from which the log likelihood is given by
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In these investigations the model fitting has been achieved by minimising a function of
the form   
2
1
n
i
i
y f x

 where  2logi sy M and    2log sf x Y . If it is assumed that
the standard deviation of the distribution is the same for all of the sequences then this model
fitting will determine the model with the maximum likelihood and which the parameter
likelihood L can be shown to be given by
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From which, by combining with (2.27), the BIC can be written as
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The maximum likelihood estimate of the variance is given by
2 R
n  (2.43)
where R is the residual sum of the squares, i.e.
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Substituting into (2.42) then gives
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The values of the BIC for the SL117 and SL523 datasets have been calculated for
various numbers of PCMs after the model fitting has been completed to determine the optimal
number of PCMs (2-25). The value of 2 log(K) has been ignored as this is a constant for a
particular dataset and therefore makes no difference to the determination of the minimum
value of the BIC. In this case each PCM consists of coefficients for eight nucleotides, and
each nucleotide can be considered as being modelled by three parameters, in that the
modelling includes the constraint that the weights for each of the four nucleotide types sum to
unity. This leaves three free parameters per nucleotide. There is in addition an overall scaling
factor k parameter for each of the PCMs, resulting in a total of 25 parameters per PCM. n is
the dataset size of 37174. It is this size rather than 65536 because of the use of a threshold to
exclude sequences that occur fewer than 50,000 times within the genome.
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Figure 2-25 Variation of BIC and Pearson coefficient with
the number of PCMs. The values for SL117 (black) and
SL523 (red) datasets are shown with varying numbers of
PCMs incorporated into the model.
SL117
BIC Pearson
1 13939 0.9202
2 2644 0.9423
3 432 0.9462
4 -2202 0.9504
5 -4019 0.9532
6 -5766 0.9557
7 -8349 0.9591
8 -10349 0.9616
9 -11710 0.9632
10 -12688 0.9645
11 -13270 0.9653
12 -14610 0.9668
13 -15610 0.9679
14 -15855 0.9684
15 -16323 0.9690
SL523
BIC Pearson
1 59956 0.8128
2 43924 0.8829
3 39022 0.8987
4 31660 0.9181
5 27464 0.9276
6 24910 0.9330
7 23599 0.9358
8 22396 0.9383
9 21682 0.9399
10 20562 0.9422
11 19816 0.9437
12 18810 0.9457
13 18216 0.9469
14 17901 0.9477
15 17285 0.9490
The figures and graphs show that the BIC values continue to decrease over the range of
PCMs considered, indicating that the optimal number of PCMs is greater than 15. This can be
explained partly because the dataset size n of 37174 is relatively large. If an additional PCM
results in a relatively small average improvement in the fit of ε for all of the points then the
  
2
2
1
n
i
i i
y f x


 term decreases by n times ε which can still result in a significant change in
the value of this term, even for relatively small values of ε. Consequently the effect of even a
very modest improvement in fit associated with an additional PCM will continued to be more
significant than the penalty of k log(n) = 263 that is introduced as a result of adding k = 25
extra parameters.
One indication more parameters being used in the model than is appropriate in the
model is the presence of overfitting, where the model fits to the random noise in the data. This
can be checked for using cross validation, where the model fitting is performed with a subset
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of the data and checked using a different subset. In this case the chromosomes were divided
into two groups such that the total number of nucleotides in each group was approximately
equal. Model fitting was performed using the sequence bias data from the first group, and then
the Pearson Correlation Coefficient calculated for the fit between model and each of the two
data groups.
Cross validation: Black:fitted half. Red: unfitted
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Figure 2-26 Cross validation shows no over fitting with up to 15 PCMs Pearson coefficient
values for data from the ‘half’ genome used for model fitting (black) and the ‘half’ genome not used for
modelling (red). The continuing improvement in fit for the half genome not used for model fitting
indicates that there is no significant overfitting for these datasets when up to 15 PCMs are used in the
model.
The results (Figure 2-26) show that there is no over fitting for the two reference
datasets, SL117 and SL523, when up to 15 PCMs are used in the model. This is consistent
with the BIC results which also indicate that the optimal number of PCMs for fitting the data
is greater than 15.
a) SL117 a) SL523
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SL117 SL523
a) Single PCM b) Single PCM
c) Five PCMs optimised for best fit d) Five PCMs optimised for best fit
e) ‘Average’ of optimal number of PCMs f) ‘Average’ of optimal number of PCMs
Figure 2-27 The effect of adding extra PCMs differs between experiments a & b) PCMs
obtained when a single PCM is used for model fitting. c & d) Optimal set of five PCMs for the two sets
of data. e & f) A single PCM generated as a vector sum of the five PCMs, when mapped to their 3D
equivalents, giving an indication of the ‘average’ of the PCMs.
Figure 2-27 shows the results of fitting a single PCM, and five PCMs to the SL117 and
SL523 data. This demonstrates that the model fitting algorithm takes advantage of the
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additional PCMs in very different ways in the two datasets. In the case of SL523, the
additional PCMs are consistent with the hypothesis that there are multiple alternative
nucleotide sequences that give rise to an increased probability of DNA fracture, which are
only identified when the model is given the capability of additional PCMs.
In the case of SL117, the additional PCMs do not suggest that there are radically
different alternative sequence biases. Instead it suggests an inadequacy in the way the
information associated with a PCM is used to calculate the fracture probability, which the
model fitting algorithm overcomes by creating a set of variants of the single PCM with
different distributions of weightings applied to the original single PCM.
This suggests that a modification to the algorithm for calculating fracture probabilities
from a set of weights in a PCM could well achieve an equivalent improvement to the fit that
was achieved by incorporating additional PCMs. As with the results of Section 2.4.2, a few
simple modifications to the algorithm were investigated, but none were found that delivered a
significant improvement in the model fit (data not shown).
In these examples, the weightings for a single PCM are used when the data exhibit a
characteristic such as in SL117 as this is sufficient to indicate the character of the data. If the
characteristics are similar to those shown by SL523 then sufficient PCMs to give an
indication of the variation in PCM patterns are used.
2.4.4 Previous analyses of sequence bias by Schwartz et al missed key features ‡
Introduction
One of the few previous analyses of sequence bias in ChIP-seq data was by Schwartz et
al. [88] which was part of a wider analysis of sequence bias in both ChIP-seq and RNA-seq
data. The ChIP-seq data that they chose to analyse was one specific dataset that had been
created as part of an earlier investigation of the genome wide investigation of HATs and
HDACs by Wang et al. [99]. The paper does not state why this particular dataset was chosen.
The following reanalysis shows that by picking this particular dataset and analysing it in the
way that they did, they missed some of the significant features described elsewhere in this
chapter.
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Results: Reanalysis of data
Figure 2-28 Extract from Figure 1 of Schwartz et al. The diagrams represent the sequence bias of
the first 20 nucleotides of the fragments in two different ways, showing a bias towards As and Ts.
a) b)
Figure 2-29 Sequence bias for GSM393947 shows additional features not identified by
Schwartz et al. a) PCM that just includes the nucleotides at the start of the fragment. This
corresponds to the start of the region examined by Schwartz el al. and is similar to the results they
obtained. b) Bias of the nucleotides +/-4 nucleotides from the fragment start, showing a strong G bias
in the nucleotide immediately before the start of the fragment, which was not seen in the previous
analysis.
The dataset that was chosen by Schwartz et al. was created as a result of the sequencing
of immunoprecipitated DNA fragments with bound PCAF protein from CD4 cells and was
lodged in the GEO database as GSM393947. Figure 1 from the Schwartz paper shows the
nucleotide bias they observed at the start of the fragments, showing a bias towards A at the
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first nucleotide position of the fragment, and a strong bias to both A and T in the subsequent
nucleotides (Figure 2-28).
Figure 2-29a shows the sequence bias for the first eight nucleotides of the fragment as
determined using the methods outlined in this chapter. It matches the Schwartz data in
showing a bias towards A and T at the start of the fragment, with the T bias being less
significant in the first nucleotide. Figure 2-29b then shows the sequence bias for the 8-mer
starting four nucleotides before the start of the fragment and a somewhat different picture
emerges, in that it picks up a strong G bias in the first nucleotide before the start of the
fragment.
Results: Analysis of GSM418301: HDAC binding control data HeLa cells
Given the unusual AT preference of the sequence bias in the SM393947 dataset, it was
felt worth looking at some of the other data produced during the investigation by Wang et al.
A second dataset, the control data for the examination of HDAC binding in HeLa cells,
accession number GSM418301, was investigated (Figure 2-30). This shows the same
tendency for a G immediately prior to the fragment start, but a very different characteristic
within the fragment, with a pattern of multiple alternative biases. This is somewhat different
from the dataset chosen by Schwartz et al. for their investigation of bias in fragmented DNA,
and similar to datasets investigated elsewhere in the chapter.
Figure 2-30 Analysis of region sequence bias in GSM418301. The results for this dataset are
more consistent with results from other datasets than was the case for the GSM393947 data.
Conclusions
If this result is compared to the results of the other datasets analysed in this chapter it
can be seen that the strong AT bias in the Schwartz et al. results is a very unusual
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characteristic. However, is the G preference just before the start of the fragment is not
inconsistent with a number of other sets of results (e.g. Figure 2-13c). This means they missed
what now appears to be one of the common ChIP-seq bias characteristics as a result of their
choice of method which did not account for any possible influence of nucleotides before the
start of the fragment. An analysis of other datasets from the same source would have
highlighted that there was greater sequence bias variation than appeared from the dataset
analysed. Consequently, with hindsight, it was perhaps misleading for this paper to base a
conclusion on this single result and in doing so the authors were apparently not aware of the
significant variation that exists between different experiments.
2.5 Discussion †
It has previously been acknowledged that there is a bias in the nucleotide composition
both throughout and at the start of sequenced fragments from procedures that involve
fragmenting DNA [25, 26, 88]. Such biases will reflect biases in the location where the DNA
originally fragments, together with biases introduced during the subsequent conversion
amplification and sequencing of the fragments.
The modelling technique presented in this paper shows that for both RNA and DNA this
bias is a mixture of multiple alternative patterns of nucleotide weightings.
2.5.1 ChIP-seq data show an unexpected asymmetric sequence bias around the
fragment start position †
This analysis has thrown up two aspects to the nucleotide bias in ChIP-seq data that
would not be expected from a simplistic model of what happens at the molecular level during
the ChIP-seq process.
The first is the lack of symmetry of the sequence bias around the position of the start of
the fragment that is often observed. A simple picture of the process would suggest that when
the DNA cleaves during fragmentation, the DNA on either side of the fragmentation site is
equally likely to become a fragment that is ultimately selected for sequencing. This picture
would suggest that any nucleotide bias would therefore be symmetrical around the fragment
start. However many of the ChIP-seq results, such as SL523, shows extreme asymmetry, with
the nucleotide bias occurring predominantly on the side of cleavage site associated with the
fragment that is ultimately sequenced.
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2.5.2 ChIP-seq data show an unexpected variety of different sequence bias patterns
The second unexpected aspect is the variety of different biases exhibited for the
different sets of data. Within the variety the data can be arranged into groups with common
characteristics. For example the Yale lab data SL102 to 218 shows a specific GC-rich pattern
(Figure 2-11b), whilst other data shows a different multiple bias characteristic (Figure 2-12a
and b).
One possible explanation for the observed asymmetry is that bias is introduced by the
processing of the fragments after cleavage. An investigation of such potential biases [2]
identified a significant bias as a result of the suppression of GC-rich fragments during the
PCR amplification stage. The degree of suppression was a function of the PCR cycling. In
some conditions fragments with a GC content of >65% or <11% were suppressed by a factor
of 100.
Such PCR induced bias would not appear to explain the results obtained here, in that
some of the asymmetrical examples (Figure 2-11b) involve an increased abundance of
fragments that are GC-rich at their fragment ends, rather than the suppression of such
fragments. Furthermore, in the Myers lab data there were two different PCR protocols that
were used but although different bias characteristics were seen, the variation in bias does not
align with the usage of the two protocols.
Another possibility is that the asymmetry might be associated with specific cell lines or
cell treatments. However, examples such as SL117 and SL523 suggest that this is not the case
as they show very different bias characteristics even though they involve identical cell lines
and treatments.
Another plausible hypothesis is that the asymmetrical bias is associated with the process
of fragmentation. The Myers lab notes that the sonication process was changed in the fall of
2009 (Section 2.2.1) but does not record the change against the data. It is the case that the
early results (including SL117) show the GC-rich fragment ends, and the later results
(including SL523) show the more variable biases in the fragment ends, and this is not
inconsistent with the change in nucleotide bias being associated with the change in the
sonication process.
2.5.3 GC-rich bias arises from GC cleavage preference †
One characteristic identified by this analysis is that some samples show an increased
likelihood for fragments starts to be in a locally GC-rich location, with the presence of GC
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nucleotides up to two nucleotides away from the cleave site appearing to increase the
probability of DNA fragmentation (Figure 2-12c and d). A recent observation that DNA
tetranucleotides were more likely to cleave at a CG bond when exposed to ultrasound
suggests that in some circumstances the same mechanism may be the dominant mechanism in
determining the cleavage locations during ChIP-seq sonication [37].
2.5.4 GC-rich fragment ends may propagate through G-quadruplex formation †
Figure 2-13b) is an example of where a slight asymmetry is beginning to develop in this
pattern, with additional bias appearing further into the sequenced fragment, this being on the
way to the full asymmetrical GC bias that can be seen in Figure 2-11a and b).
If the observed asymmetry is associated with the DNA fragmentation stage of the
process then one way in which such asymmetry might arise is if newly created fragment ends
are able to catalyse the creation of further fragments that end with a similar nucleotide
sequence.
Such a model would involve the ends of double stranded fragments aligning to a
location elsewhere in the DNA where there is a degree of sequence similarity, forming a short
quadruplex- like structure. At the end of the catalysing fragment there would be an abrupt
transition to a conventional double stranded DNA structure and it is possible that some aspect
of this transition increases the likelihood of the double stranded DNA fracturing at this
location, creating a build-up of fragments with similar end sequences.
The existence and biological significance of DNA quadruplex structures consisting of
four parallel/anti-parallel DNA strands is recognised [79], and it is possible that the specific
constraints of such a structure are responsible for the very specific pattern of GC bias seen in
SL117 and similar examples in the supplementary data.
A combination of the tendency for DNA to fracture at GC-rich locations, together with
the preference for Guanine nucleotides in G-quadruplexes [79] could therefore be responsible
for the build up of fragments with a very characteristic GC-rich pattern at their ends.
2.5.5 Propagation of non GC-rich fragment ends may also involve quadruplex
formation †
However, such a model does not account for the build up of fragments with a range of
different sequences at the fragment ends, as is seen in the later data from the Myers lab, and
also the majority of the rest of the data analysed. The quadruplex model previously proposed
would now require that the conditions in these experiments allow for the creation of
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quadruplexes which were not so dependent on GC-rich sequences. This would allow any
fragment sequences to catalyse the creation of further fragments whose sequences matched.
Such a model could provide an explanation for the consistency in sequence bias within
experiments (Figure 2-9), but the variability between experiments, in that the fragment end
sequences seen would be very dependent on which sequences emerge in the random
fragmentation that occurs at the start of the process.
Section 2.3.7 provides evidence for one way in which alternative over-represented
sequences can arise in that the Y1109-1 data shows a clear tendency for fragments to start
with the repeating motif TGGAA. This sequence is a major component of human centromeres
[103], and in this experiment these regions could have provided the seeds for the over-
representation of fragments starting with this motif which then originate not only from the
centromere but from locations with similar sequences throughout the rest of the genome.
2.5.6 Input data are unsuitable for use as a reference for sequence bias compensation
of data from immunoprecipitated fragments
The poor correlation between the sequence bias of input and immunoprecipitated data
(Section 2.3.8) could be because the fragments associated with the two datasets were drawn
from different pools with different sequence bias characteristics, or because of some effect
associated with the process of immunoprecipitation. This makes this input data unsuitable for
use as reference data for performing sequence bias compensation on the immunoprecipitated
data.
There are other factors that weigh against the use of input data as the general approach
for compensating for sequence bias.
An examination of the contents of many of the public repositories of ChIP-seq data such
as the NCBI GEO database or the ENCODE data suggests that the input and control data do
not come from the same experiment, in that there is frequently no clear link between the
replicate identities for the two sets of data. This can be because here are clear differences in
labelling between the two sets of data or there are different numbers of replicates with no
clear association between the two sets of replicates. This frequently arises when a series of
ChIP-seq experiments are performed for a particular cell line each with a different antibody to
select fragments with different bound proteins. The implicit assumption is that a
representative input dataset is satisfactory to be used for any of these. This makes it very
difficult to determine which input data to use when using publically available datasets.
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Secondly, where there does at first sight appear to be a suitable set of input data, a lack
of correlation between sequence bias in input data and immunoprecipitated data in many
publically available datasets still casts doubt on the appropriateness of using this data, as was
the case for the SL522/523 sets of data. Finally, there is an increasing tendency for data to be
published without a corresponding input or control dataset as is the case of the hg19 ChIP-seq
data published as part of the ENCODE project.
2.5.7 Fragmentation in GC-rich sequence may be associated with CG dinucleotide
underrepresentation in the genome
The complexity of the interactions that exist within the DNA in an organism creates the
possibility for many indirect correlations between different characteristics, including the
observed relationship between sequence bias and 8-mer frequency in the genome (Section
2.3.11). However the strength of the correlation makes it worth exploring how this may have
arisen in case there is a direct connection between the two characteristics.
In the four datasets that have been examined, the correlation only exists when the ChIP-
seq data has a sequence bias where fragment starts are more associated with a region that is
richer in GC nucleotides . An implication of the results in Figure 2-20 is that these 8-mers
with a higher GC content are under-represented in the genome, which is consistent with
previous observations that the CG dinucleotide is under-represented in the genomes such as
the human genome [36]. The underrepresentation of the CG dinucleotide is usually explained
with the methylation-deamination-mutation hypothesis, where methylation of the cytosine in
the dinucleotide CG to 5-methylcytosine by a methylase and subsequent deamination to
thymine results in the conversion of a CG dinucleotide to a TG/CA dinucleotide. Support for
this hypothesis comes from the fact that Drosophilia and C. elegans do not possess a
methylase enzyme and also do not show a CG underrepresentation. While the methylase
mechanism may play a role in reducing the numbers of CG dinucleotides, it has also
previously been noted that it is not a completely satisfactory explanation for CG
underrepresentation in that CG dinucleotides are also underrepresented in mitochondria,
where there is no methylase activity [36].
The result in 2.3.11 may suggest another mechanism that might contribute to creating
the non-uniform distribution of dinucleotides that is seen in some species. It has been
suggested that the sequence bias observed in some ChIP-seq experiments arises because the
DNA is more likely to break at a CG rich dinucleotide (Section 2.5.3), which is consistent
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with other results which show that this dinucleotide is vulnerable to fragmentation when
exposed to ultrasound [37].
It is possible that the mechanism that underlies the cleavage susceptibility that exists
during sonication is also active within the DNA in the cell, making short sections of Cs and
Gs more vulnerable to breakages and mutations such that over evolutionary timescales these
will come to be under-represented within the genome.
In the small number of samples examined, the data from C. elegans did not show the
same relationship between the numbers of N-mers in the genome and the sequences bias as
was shown with the H. sapiens data (Figure 2-21) and also did not show sequence bias
towards fragment starts in CG rich regions (Figure C-8). While this is consistent with C.
elegans not showing the an under-representation of the CG dinucleotide in its genome,
significantly more data would need to be examined in order to see significance, of these small
number of results.
2.5.8 Fragmentation in GC-rich sequences provide a possible explanation for poor
quality Arabidopsis ChIP-seq data
Figure 2-31 shows that regions of high fragment density in the Arabidopsis input DNA
often coincides with the location of exons, which can result in problems using the ChIP-seq
protocol to locate protein binding regions away from exons where the fragment density is
low.
While it is generally true that exons have a greater GC content than introns, this has
been shown to be more pronounced in Arabidopsis [104]. Figure 2-31b) shows how fragment
starts in Arabidopsis tend to be biased to locations with a high local GC content, which
explains why the fragment density distribution predicted by the model aligns with the GC
content in Figure c) and d). While this goes some way towards explaining the experimentally
observed distribution, Figure 2-31a indicates that this is not a complete explanation for the
distribution in that, for example, it does not explain why there are almost no fragments in
some intergenic regions.
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Figure 2-31 ChIP-seq fragment distribution in Arabidopsis. A region of chromosome 1 showing
the gene distribution, Fragment start density of the input DNA, cg content and the fragment distribution
predicted by the model using PCMs from Figure C-9)
A more even fragment distribution would improve the quality of binding site
predictions in the regions where the fragment density is currently low. If the mechanism that
causes the fragment distribution in the Arabidopsis experiments examined is linked to the
tendency for fragment starts to occur in GC-rich regions then a better understanding of the
mechanism that causes the different sequence bias characteristics may allow the fragment
distribution to be changed to be a more uniform. Such a change would improve the quality of
the results obtained from such experiments.
b) Fragment start density
d) Distribution
predicted by model
c) cg ratio
a) Genes
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Chapter 3
Sequence bias in RNA-seq experiments
This chapter builds on the model-fitting approach discussed in the previous chapter and
applies a similar technique to the analysis of the sequence bias at the start of RNA fragments
from RNA-seq experiments.
3.1 Introduction
Section 1.5 has already provided a brief introduction to RNA-seq, with some coverage
of the differences and similarities between this process and the ChIP-seq protocol. There has
already been a number of publications relating to the sequence bias at the start of the
sequenced fragments that has been found to exist in RNA-seq data [16, 40, 60, 88]. These
publications showed that the bias has some of the characteristics of the bias in ChIP-seq data
that was discussed in the previous chapter. In the case of RNA-seq data the primary
mechanism previously identified as causing the bias is the selective binding of the random
hexamers during the process of reverse transcription from RNA to DNA (Section 1-7)[40].
This has led to the development of a new flow cell reverse transcriptase sequencing (FRT-
seq) protocol that has been demonstrated to reduce this bias quite significantly [68].
As well as investigating the bias in order to improve the protocols, the knowledge
gained about the bias has been used to develop ways of manipulating the data to compensate
for the effect of the bias [16, 40, 60, 88].
In all the previous work on RNA-seq data, the underlying assumption has been that
there is a single nucleotide sequence pattern that describes the bias observed.
Here we demonstrate that, as with DNA fragmentation in the ChIP-seq protocol, the
sequence bias characteristics that arise during RNA fragmentation and amplification are more
complex than can be modelled using a single sequence pattern, and that modelling based on
multiple alternative patterns within a single experiment provides a considerably richer and
more detailed picture of what happens during the experimental procedure. It is then possible
to distinguish between different sources of bias within the same experiment, and better
understand the differences in bias between experiments that have been observed [88]. This
work shows that in previous analyses, the effect of bias has sometimes been hidden as a result
of using simple models that cannot capture the full complexity of the bias seen in RNA-seq
experiments.
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3.2.1 Data sources ‡
This study used two sets of Mus musculus data from the Wold lab [73], one set of Homo
sapiens data produced as part of an investigation into NF-κB binding [50] and two sets of data
from Arabidopsis thaliana produced at the University of Warwick. In addition some
published FRT-seq data has been analysed in order to contrast the bias that is seen with this
new protocol against the bias observed when the traditional protocol is used. The details of
the datasets used are as follows:
Mus musculus from the Wold lab
These data were originally generated by the Wold lab [73] and submitted to the GEO
Sequence Read Archive (SRA) database under study SRP000198, submission SRA001030;
and subsequently used as part of an investigation into bias in RNA-seq data [60].
Name SRX SRA Source
Mouse skeletal SRX000352 SRR001361 & SRR001362 Skeletal
Mouse brain SRX001866 SRR189589 & SRR006489 Brain
SRR189589 replaces SRR006488 which was originally submitted to the database and
then subsequently withdrawn.
The sequence tags were aligned to the mm9 reference mRNA sequences created as part
of the ENCODE project and downloaded from:
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm9/bigZips/refMrna.fa.gz
Homo sapiens GSM484895
This is one of the datasets from the investigation into the variation of Pol II and NF-κB 
binding between 10 different individuals [50]. This dataset is part of the GEO dataset
submission GSE19466. The sequences were aligned using Bowtie to the release 18 of the
Homo sapiens reference mRNA sequences from the ENCODE database from
ftp://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/bigZips/refMrna.fa.gz
GSM filename
GSM484895 GSM484895_GM12878_RNAseq_rep1_FC42B8R_090629_s_7_eland_multi.txt.gz
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Arabidopsis thaliana mRNA
These data are two technical replicates from an experiment to investigate the effect of
Botrytis infection on Arabidopsis which were carried out at the University of Warwick. In
both cases the cDNA was run on an agarose gel to select a limited range of fragment sizes. In
the first replicate the selected band was centred on a fragment length of 200 bp. In the second
replicate a band centred on 300bp was selected.
The sequence tags were aligned to TAIR10 representative cDNA sequences and the tags
that did not align then aligned to the full cDNA sequence data. Both were obtained from:
ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org/home/tair/Sequences/blast_datasets/TAIR10_blastsets
at www.arabidopsis.org
Name GSM File Replicate
Arabidopsis 24hr Rep 1 GSM850477 SRR391051.sra 1
Arabidopsis 24hr Rep 2 GSM850478 SRR391052.sra 2
Homo sapiens ERA00183 using the FRT protocol
This is one of the datasets submitted to the NCBI GEO short read archive as part of the
data to support the FRT-seq protocol [68]. The sequences were aligned to the release 18 of the
Homo sapiens reference mRNA sequences from the ENCODE database using Bowtie.
Submission Study Run
ERA000183 ERX002245 ERR007690 ERR007690_1.fastq.gz
ERR007690_2.fastq.gz
3.2.2 Fragment alignment
In each case the raw sequence data was aligned to cDNA sequence data in order to
identify the distribution of fragments within the mRNA. This ignores the small proportion of
mRNA that might originate from introns in unspliced RNA. As with ChIP-seq data, any
fragments that align to multiple locations were ignored.
cDNA sequence data is available which provides the sequences for a number of
transcript variants for each gene. It is also available in a form containing only the sequence of
a single representative transcript variant for each gene. Aligning to the first sequence data
results in fragments being discarded if they match to the orthologous sequences in alternative
transcript variants. Aligning to the representative sequences results in fragments being
discarded if they only align to a transcript variant other than the variant chosen as the
representative transcript. In order to make best use of the data available, the sequence tags
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were aligned to one of the cDNA sequence sets, and those fragments that did not align were
then aligned to the other, and analysis performed with combined set of alignment data.
3.2.3 Analysis of RNA fragment start sites †
As with the analysis of ChIP-seq fragmentation, the underlying relationship that was
modelled for RNA-seq data was  p F s , the probability of a fragment F being created given
a specific genomic sequence s rather than  p s F , the probability of specific sequences being
found at the start of a fragment (see Section 2.1.1).
The radically different characteristics of RNA-seq data required some significant
changes to the analysis compared to that used for ChIP-seq data, whilst retaining the same
approach of using one or more PCMs to model nucleotide bias in the region of the fragment
start site.
Initial investigations suggested that Xg,x, the probability of a fragment starting at a
specific location x in mRNA g could be represented by
 , , ,g x g g x g xX G A Y s (3.1)
Gg is a measure of the expression level of the mRNA. Ag,x is a function of x which varies
relatively slowly along the mRNA sequence with a characteristic length of the order of 10
nucleotides, i.e. there is significant autocorrelation for values from positions that are less than
10 nucleotides apart, but the autocorrelation drops of for separations of greater then 10
nucleotides. The value of 10 was determined by visual inspection of the general
characteristics of distribution of breaks within a gene.
 ,g zYs is the same bias that was used
previously as the weighting function for DNA sequences and is a function of the sequence s at
position x in the mRNA sequence of gene g.
Ag,x is not the subject of this investigation. The value of GgAg,x, the background
fragment density incorporating both the expression level of the gene and the more slowly
varying component of the fragment density, was therefore approximated from the observed
data to generate a local background distribution in order that the function Ys could be
investigated.
The approximation used for GgAg,x, the background fragment density, is given by:
 , ,2
1 w
g g x g x ii wG A F w iw 
   (3.2)
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Fg,i is number of fragments starts at position i of gene g. This function creates a
smoothed version of the fragment start distribution using a triangularly weighted filter of
width 2w.
The same modified Amoeba optimisation algorithm [34] used for the ChIP-seq data was
used to fit the parameters in order to minimise the error function ERNA , defined as
  
 1
2
2 , ,
1 2 ,
log
log
gn Lg g g x g x
RNA
g g x g x
G A M P
E
X P 
  
 

 
 
 
 
s
(3.3)
g1 and gn are the first and last genes whose fragments are used to optimise the PCMs
and Lg is the effective length of the associated reference mRNA.  ,g xMs is the value
produced by the model given the sequences s at position x in gene g, which is generated based
on the coefficients of the PCMs.
The parameter P is a fixed offset that is added to reduce the effect of the noise
associated with the genes or regions of the mRNA where there are small numbers of
associated fragments.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Modelling RNA fragmentation identifies regions with different bias
characteristics ‡
RNA-seq data from Arabidopsis thaliana were used to study the relationship between
the RNA fragment start positions and the RNA sequence.
Initial investigations suggested that there is a bias towards certain nucleotides up to 12
positions away from the start of the sequenced fragment from RNA-seq experiments. Model
fitting was used to determine the PCMs required in order to achieve a reasonable fit between
the observed data and fragment start distribution provided by the model.
The PCMs were optimised using the data from the eight genes for which the greatest
number of mRNA fragments had been aligned. The Pearson coefficient was used to obtain a
measure of the model fit for each additional PCM was added.
The use of the GgAg,x multiplier within the equation (3.1) results in a degree of fit
between the model and the observed fragment density even when Ms is set to a single scalar
which does not provide any sequence dependency (Figure 3-1). The Pearson correlation
coefficient in this case is 0.7018 when calculated for all the nucleotide positions in the top
eight genes. This improves to 0.8878 when a single PCM is introduced into the model to give
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a degree of sequence dependence. The improvement is clearly visible when plotted, showing
the significant contribution made to the model by the introduction of per-nucleotide sequence
dependency.
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Figure 3-1 The output of a model with no sequence dependency still shows a small degree
of correlation with the experimental data. Setting Ms to a single scalar (blue) shows some
correlation with the observed fragment start density (black) although the correlation is considerably
improved with the addition of the sequence dependence provided by a single PCM (red). Results
obtained using Arabadopsis 24 hr rep 1 data
As well as the Pearson correlation coefficient being calculated for the first eight genes,
whose data was used for the model fitting, the coefficient was also derived for the next eight
genes to provide an indication as to whether the match for the first eight genes had been
obtained as a result of over fitting. Over fitting would be indicated by a degraded fit for data
from genes which were not used for the model fitting.
Note that the Pearson coefficients obtained from analysing the RNA-seq data are not
directly comparable with those derived from ChIP-seq data in the previous chapter. This is
partly because of differences in the way that model is being compared with the data. It is also
the case that the correlation observed in the RNA-seq data is partly due to the use of GgAg,x,
the background fragment density, as the input data to the model. This is derived from the
experimental data and so is already correlated with this data. The Pearson coefficient is used
to give an indication of the improvement to the match between model and experimental data
generated by the model over and above that obtained using the GgAg,x, background
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distribution, alone. This aspect of the modelling is specific to the RNA-seq data which is an
additional reason why Pearson coefficient from the two types of data are not comparable.
These results suggest that the nucleotides are in two distinct regions with different
characteristics (Figure 3-2). In the first region, extending for the first six nucleotides from the
start of the fragment, the model required multiple PCMs in order to obtain a good match
between the model and the observed data. The region from position seven onwards was
different in character, in that all of the PCMs generated were almost identical, with a
dominant U at position seven and an A at position 10, suggesting that a single PCM would be
sufficient to define the character of this region.
Figure 3-2 Four PCMs showing sequence bias for the first 14 nucleotides of RNA-seq
fragments. PCMs cover the nucleotide before the fragment start and the first 13 nucleotides of the
fragment. There is considerable variation associated with nucleotides one to six, and considerable
similarity from seven onwards.
Consequently the model was changed so that there were multiple PCMs covering the
region up until the 6th nucleotide, and the result from this component of the model is
multiplied by a single PCM calculated using nucleotides 7 to 13, with PCM coefficients , ii n  .
 
6 13
, , ,1 71
max 4 4
i i
P
j i n j i ni ij
M k  
 

  s (3.4)
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The PCMs obtained with the new model reproduce the same variation in sequence at
the start of the fragment that was seen previously, supporting the decision to only use a single
PCM for the region from nucleotide seven onwards (Table 3-1)
a) Multiple PCMs: positions -1 to 13 b) Multiple PCMs: positions -1 to 6
Single PCM: positions 7-13
Number of PCMs Genes 1-8 Genes 9-16 Genes 1-8 Genes 9-16
1 PCM 0.8878 0.8911 0.8898 0.8948
2 PCMs 0.9073 0.9084 0.9118 0.9141
3 PCMs 0.9143 0.9122 0.9190 0.9192
4 PCMs 0.9175 0.9136 0.9242 0.9246
Table 3-1 Pearson correlation coefficient indicating the fit between model and data for two
different models. a) All PCMs independently cover the first 13 nucleotide positions. b) All PCMs only
cover the first six nucleotides, there being an independent PCM covering position seven onwards.
Model fitted using data from genes one to eight. Results for genes 9-16 verify that over fitting has not
occurred, in that fitting improvements continue to be seen for these genes even though they did not
contribute to the model fitting
The PCMs created by the model fitting process show multiple alternative bias patterns
in the first six nucleotides (Figure 3-3), and the single pattern from nucleotide seven onwards
matches the pattern seen in this region when multiple PCMs were used for this region.
.
Figure 3-3 Four PCMs generated to match the first six nucleotides at the start of RNA-seq
fragments, and a single PCMs cover the nucleotides from position seven onwards. There is a
clear similarity between the four PCMs and nucleotides one to six of those shown in Figure 3-2.
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A close match between the model and the observed data was achieved using data from
the eight most highly expressed genes and a comparison with regions not used for model-
fitting qualitatively demonstrates that the fit has not been achieved as a result of over fitting
(Figure 3-4).
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Figure 3-4 No evidence of over-fitting in regions not used for model fitting. a) A 50 nucleotide
region of RNA-seq data showing a very good fit achieved between the observed fragment start density
(black) and the value predicted from modelling (red). The value of the background density which is
derived from the observed data and is the input fragment distribution for the model is shown in green
b) Correlation of model prediction and observed data for a region that was not used for the original
model fitting. All results obtained using Arabadopsis 24 hr rep 1 data.
When analysing potential over fitting in this way, one factor is the degree to which there
are sequences in common between the data used for fitting and the data used for validation. If
the full 14 nucleotide length sequence is considered then there are only 16 sequences in
common between the sequences used for fitting and cross validation.
If the two 7-nucleotide sequences are considered independently then there are only
16384 permutations of a 7-nucleotide sequence, and the fitted and validation sequences are
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approximately 15000 and 14000 nucleotides long respectively so the majority of sequences
will appear in both datasets. However the fragment start statistics associated with these two
sequence sets are still independent, making the second set of genes appropriate for use in
cross validating the data.
3.3.2 The PCMs for the 5’ and 3’ ends of RNA-seq fragments are very similar
The results for the 3’ ends of the RNA-seq data fragments from this experiment as well
as results for H. sapiens and Mus Musculus RNA-seq data show that in any given experiment
the reverse complement of the sequence bias at the 3’ end of the fragment is remarkably
similar to the sequence bias seen at the 5’ end (Appendix D). The results also show that PCMs
are always similar to those in figure 3-3, although there is variation in the detailed character of
the PCMs for the first six nucleotides.
3.3.3 No over-fitting seen with RNA-seq data using up to nine PCMs ‡
Figure 3-5 shows the improvement in model fit for each additional PCM that is added to
model the bias in the first six nucleotides. These results were obtained using 5’ end sequences
from SRX000352 (Mouse skeletal data: Wold lab).
The Pearson correlation coefficient and the ERNA values have both been used to give an
indication of the degree of fit achieved by the model. The model fitting was done with the
eight genes with the highest RNA fragment density, and there is a clear improvement in fit for
each additional PCM.
The Pearson correlation coefficient and ERNA was also calculated for the next eight
genes in order of fragment density. The data associated with these genes were not used for
model fitting. The continuing improvement in the genes not used for model fitting indicates
that the improvement with each additional PCM was not as a result of over fitting.
Figure 3-6 shows the PCMs obtained at the end of the process, showing that there is a
predominant tendency for Cs or Gs at the start of the fragment, but that there is a continuously
varying spectrum of nucleotide biases for the following nucleotides. The first two PCMs show
a preference for Us in nucleotides two and three. Subsequent PCMs show a slight tendency
for Cs in these positions and as this becomes more significant at the expense of a tendency for
there to be a U, there emerges a tendency for them to be a G. There is always a tendency for
there to be As at the end of the sequence, but this is slightly more significant when Gs
dominate at the start of the sequence.
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Genes 1-8 Genes 9-16
Number of PCMs Pearson ERNA error Pearson ERNA error
2 0.9285 7289.6 0.9213 4889.6
3 0.9340 6739.4 0.9283 4471.8
4 0.9379 6342.1 0.9307 4329.8
5 0.9387 6259.8 0.9311 4308.0
6 0.9399 6141.7 0.9315 4283.9
7 0.9409 6044.6 0.9327 4208.3
8 0.9422 5907.4 0.9345 4105.6
9 0.9427 5859.9 0.9346 4096.1
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Figure 3-5 No over-fitting seen for up to nine PCMs. An increase in Pearson coefficient value
and reduction in the ERNA error value is seen with each additional PCM, both when calculated using
the genes used for model fitting (1-8) and genes not used for model fitting (9-16). Genes numbered in
decreasing order of the density of the fragments mapped to the gene.
Figure 3-6 Nine PCMs obtained from model-fitting SRX000352 RNA-seq data. These give best
match between model an observed data for the first six nucleotides.
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It is possible to demonstrate the consistency between the picture of sequence bias that is
seen with multiple PCMs and the simpler picture that emerges when only a single PCM is
used for modelling. If the 3D vectors for the 9 PCMs are added together, giving an indication
of the amalgamated effect of the PCMs, the resulting single PCM is very similar to that
obtained if the modelling is performed using a single PCM (Figure 3-7).
Figure 3-7 The results of single PCM model-fitting and from creating an ‘average’ of multiple
PCM model fitting are very similar. a) Composite PCM constructed from the weighted vector sum
of the nine individual PCMs, b) PCM created when only a single PCM is available for model fitting.
3.3.4 RNA-seq data processed using the FRT-seq protocol ‡
It has been proposed that the bias seen in RNA-seq data is as a result of a selectivity in
the way the random primers bind to the RNA prior to the conversion to DNA [40]. In 2010,
FRT-seq, a new protocol [68] for sequencing RNA-seq data, was introduced which was
designed to overcome the bias that occurred in the previous protocol as a result of using
random hexamer priming. In FRT-seq an adaptor sequence is ligated onto the 5’ and 3’ ends
of the RNA fragments and the fragments are then attached to the flow cell where the fragment
amplification proceeds. In the first stage of amplification reverse transcriptase is used to
convert the RNA fragment to a DNA, and following stages of the process amplify the
resulting DNA fragment.
Figure 3-8 compares the observed and modelled fragment distribution for the 5’ ends of
the fragments sequenced in dataset ERR007690, of submission ERA000183 to the European
Nucleotide Archive (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl). This shows that although there is
considerably less bias with the FRT-seq data, resulting in a much more even distribution of
fragments, there is nevertheless some sequence dependent bias, and this can still be
incorporated into the model to improve the model’s ability to match the observed data.
a) b)
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Figure 3-8 Model fitting of FRT-seq data 5’ fragment end. a) Comparison between observed
(black) and modelled (red) 5’ fragment end distribution for a sample of FRT-seq data. The green line
indicates GgAg,z, the background fragment density derived from the observed data. The orange line
indicates the model output without any contribution from Ss the sequence dependent bias component
of the model. b) The single PCM that is the outcome from the model fitting.
Figure 3-8 indicates that there is a slight preference for the 5’ end of an RNA fragment
to start in the middle of a UA dinucleotide, and more generally for the fragments to start at
nucleotides consisting of Us and As.
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Figure 3-9 A region FRT-seq data from the 5’ fragment end showing poor matching between
observed data and model
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Figure 3-9 shows a region of the 5’ FRT-seq data where the match between model and
observed data is poor, with a significant number of fragment starts at a location that is not
predicted from the single PCM. There are a significant number of such locations in the
genome where there are peaks in the sequence tag distribution that even a multi-PCM model
was not able to match.
Figure 3-10 shows the PCM generated to model the sequence dependent fragment end
distribution at the 3’ end of the RNA fragments. This again shows that although the fragments
are more evenly distributed through the genome than is seen with traditional RNA-seq
protocols, there is still some nucleotide bias. While the bias at the 5’ end was essentially
restricted to the nucleotide on either side of the location of the end of the fragment, the bias at
the 3’ end appears to extend for four or five nucleotides into the sequenced fragment.
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Figure 3-10 Model fitting of FRT-seq data 3’ fragment end. a) Comparison between observed
(black) and modelled (red) 5’ fragment end distribution for a sample of FRT-seq data b) The three
PCMs that forms the basis of the model-fitting. Positive numbers indicate the nucleotide within the
sequenced fragment. Negative numbers indicate proximal nucleotides.
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3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Two distinct bias regions in RNA-seq data indicate two distinct molecular
mechanisms †
Unlike the ChIP-seq data, the RNA-seq data examined show significant bias only on the
nucleotides in the fragment itself and negligible bias in the nucleotides immediately preceding
the start of the fragment. It has already been proposed [40] that this bias is due to the binding
of the random hexamers to the RNA which constitutes an early stage in the conversion of
RNA to DNA with reverse transcriptase.
However, the modelling in this paper suggests that the situation is more complex than
was revealed in the analyses in previous papers, which assumed a single bias pattern.
Modelling using multiple PCMs shows that there are two clearly distinct regions. The first,
which requires multiple alternative PCMs to fit the observed data, covers the first six
nucleotides. The second covers the region from nucleotide seven onwards, where a single
nucleotide bias is observed which is virtually identical in all the data examined. This suggests
that there are two distinct mechanisms that are responsible for the PCM patterns in these two
regions. This may provide more information on the way that the random hexamer binding
causes the observed bias.
3.4.2 Random hexamer related RNA-seq bias in nucleotides 1-6 †
The six nucleotide width of the first region is consistent with the hypothesis that the
bias occurs as a result of the binding of the six-nucleotide-long hexamers. On previous
occasions when a single bias was assumed, it was not possible to explain the results in terms
of binding energies [40]. This new more complex insight into the binding should provide a
better starting point for an examination of how DNA/RNA binding energies could give rise to
the observed characteristic.
The asymmetry of the pattern in these six nucleotides is particularly striking, with a
strong GC preference at the nucleotide at the 5’ end of the RNA. This would arise during the
creation of the second strand of the DNA and may be an indication that binding is initiated at
the 5’ end of the random primer. In addition, a preference for an initial GC binding may
indicate that it is the three hydrogen bonds in this pairing, rather than the two-bond AT
pairing, that makes it more likely that the binding will start with a CG pairing. The pattern for
the following nucleotides shows a significant correlation between adjacent nucleotide
positions, with a tendency for runs of Us, Cs or As. The pattern of runs of alternative
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nucleotides was hidden in the previous analyses as a result of the assumption that there was
only a single bias pattern present.
Appendix D also shows in more detail the virtually identical patterns for the 5’ and
reverse complement 3’ end of the RNA fragments that have previously been observed. The
bias at the 5’ end will result from the binding of random DNA primers to the RNA as part of
the process of creating the first strand of DNA, and the bias at the 3’ end is a result of random
primer binding to the DNA in order to create the second DNA strand. The more detailed
model showing that the biases from both stages are very similar suggests that the random
hexamer binding to DNA and RNA is governed by very similar physical processes.
3.4.3 Reverse-transcriptase related bias from nucleotide seven onwards †
The consistency of the pattern of nucleotides from nucleotide seven onwards suggests
that it is caused by a different mechanism to that of the first six nucleotides. While these
nucleotides may contribute to preferences in the binding of the random primer, they will be of
greater significance when it comes to the binding of the reverse transcriptase and the
processing of the enzyme along the RNA or DNA.
One possible explanation is that there is a greater probability of binding and
transcription occurring if the first nucleotide after the random primer is an A and the fourth is
a U/T. These data may consequently provide a useful additional insight into nucleotide
preferences of the reverse transcriptase used in the RNA-seq protocol.
3.4.4 Implications for correcting bias in RNA-seq †
When correcting for any bias that is introduced in RNA-seq data, the existence of two
separate mechanisms will influence the way in which the correction might be made. A
preference for the random primer to bind at certain locations will affect the distribution of the
start sites of fragments, but not necessarily the number of fragments that are ultimately
sequenced in a specific region.
However, a bias in the likelihood that the reverse transcriptase will bind and transcribe a
fragment may result in fragments in some regions being over or underestimated. This new
analysis suggests that the details of any process for the removal of bias from RNA-seq data
may depend on how these two effects might create inaccuracies in the characteristics being
investigated.
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Chapter 4
Protein binding site fingerprints in ChIP-seq data
This chapter builds on the evidence from Chapter 2 that ChIP-seq data contain
information at a resolution of individual nucleotide positions and demonstrates how averaging
techniques may allow information about the way proteins bind to DNA to be extracted from
ChIP-seq data.
4.1 Introduction
Section 1.4 provides a general introduction to finding transcription factor binding sites
using the ChIP-seq process. Section 1.4.10 provides an overview of the principles used by
some of the peak finding algorithms which use the fragment distribution to locate protein
binding sites.
A common factor of all peak-finding algorithms is that they do not use the tag counts at
individual locations in the genome, which correspond to the number of fragments which start
at that location. The typical approach is to divide the genome into segments that are 20 or
more nucleotides wide and use the total tag count for each segment. One of the reasons for
doing so is to reduce the number of data points down to a more manageable size, as working
with a dataset containing an entry for every base-pair in the genome is computationally
unwieldy.
Another reason for working with averaged data is the assumption that there is no
significant information in the counts for each genomic location, with the local variation in
counts from one nucleotide position to the next being due to random sampling effects and
irrelevant artefacts that originate in the processing of the fragments.
This chapter describes a technique that demonstrates that information is available from
ChIP-seq data at a per-nucleotide level. The technique extracts more detailed information
about the nature of the binding between the protein and the DNA by making use of the way
that the binding affects the likelihood that the DNA will fracture at specific locations during
the fragmentation stage.
This is represented in Figure 4-1, which shows the motif associated with a protein
binding site, and the pattern of fragment starts and ends in the region (see Section 1.4.8 for
definition of fragment orientation). This chapter describes a method for analysing the data
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from all of the sites where the motif is found and using the information to find out more about
the way that proteins bind to the DNA at these sites.
Figure 4-1 Relationship of fragment starts to motif. Region 55182304 to 55182328
chromosome 19 is shown which is in the region of an over-represented motif found in the SL523 data.
a) Location of motif match as determined by cisGenome. b) numbers of fragment starts at each
position c) numbers of fragment ends d) The motif, aligned to the genome.
It is sometimes the case that the binding motif for a transcription factor is not known at
the start of a ChIP-seq experiment and one of the objectives of the experiment is to identify
the likely binding motif. The techniques described then have a role in identifying which of the
overrepresented motifs are associated with bound proteins, and whether one or more of the
motifs are associated with the protein that was targeted at the immunoprecipitation stage.
4.2 Methods
The procedure adopted was to locate the peaks in the ChIP-seq data, examine the
regions associated with the peaks for over-represented motifs, and then produce statistics that
describe the relationship between the motifs and the distribution of fragment starts in the
a) motif
position
b) Fragment starts
c) Fragment ends
d) Motif
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region of the motifs. The cisGenome software used was a heavily customised version of
cisGenome 1.0 (Appendix G-2).
4.2.1 Peak finding
Peak finding was performed using the peak finder that is integrated into the cisGenome
software [47]. Part of its peak-finding algorithm involves comparing the enrichment of the
immunoprecipitated fragments with that of the input DNA (Section 1.4.9).
One problem with the approach of using the ratio of the input and immunoprecipitated
fragment density is that the fragment distribution in the input DNA can be very sparse. There
may be only one or two fragments in the window size that is being used to calculate the ratio
between the values from two datasets. This can result in significant variation in the ratio
arising from numerically small differences in the number tags in adjacent windows.
For example, if there are three samples in one window and one sample in the next as a
result of the random distribution of the sample sites, and these are used to measure the
enrichment or fold change of the immunoprecipitated data then this can give the misleading
impression that there is a three fold increase in the enrichment in the region associated with
the second window compared to that of the first. This artefact was found to introduce
significant skew in the predicted locations of some binding sites. An enhancement was
introduced to the cisGenome software which allowed the input or background fragment
density to use a larger window size than the signal data to reduce the effect of low input
fragment density.
‘Two sample’ peak finding was performed which locates the regions where has been a
significant increase in the fragment density compared to that of the input DNA. The default
parameters (Windows size = 100, window step size = 25) were used. The window size used
for the input DNA was 400. The value of p0, a cisGenome parameter indicating the relative
density of the input DNA and the immunoprecipitated DNA, and the minimum read number
that must be found in window before the peak is registered was determined using the
exploration stage of the peak finding process provided by cisGenome.
The boundary refinement option in cisGenome was enabled so that the peak regions
identified do not encompass the whole region of the peak but instead was narrowed down to
the central region of the peak where the binding site is most likely to be located, using
information derived from the distribution of the forward and reverse reads.
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4.2.2 Identification of over-represented motifs
The Gibbs motif finder that is integrated into cisGenome was used to find the
overrepresented motifs within the top N peaks, where N was chosen such that there were
sufficient peaks to ensure that there was a sufficient variety of peaks within the sample whilst
not resulting in an unduly long time taken to identify the motifs. The motifs are described
using PCMs which give the likelihood of finding each specific nucleotide at each position.
The width of the peak region previously identified by cisGenome was extended by 50
nucleotides to allow for the discovery of a range of over-represented motifs in the region of
the binding site.
4.2.3 Identification of motif matches in the vicinity of peaks
The cisGenome motif mapping function was used to locate all of the instances within
the region of the peaks where selected over-represented motifs matched the sequence. At each
position the likelihood of a match between the motif and sequence is calculated and is
compared with the same calculation using a third order Markov model of the genome (See
section 1.4.11). A record is made of all locations where the likelihood ratio is 10 or more,
together with the likelihood ratio at that location.
4.2.4 Calculation of fragment start fingerprints in the region of motif matches
The locations where there is a match between the motif and the DNA sequence in the
region of the peaks were then used to identify if there are any specific patterns of fragment
starts that are seen in the regions of these motifs. The general approach adopted is to find all
the genomic locations where there is a degree of match between the sequence at that point and
motif, and then find the average fragment distribution for all of these locations.
However, rather than find the overall average, the sites are grouped by the degree of
match between the sequence and the motif, so an average is found for all the locations within
a certain range of match to the motif at location x, as defined by the log likelihood Lx. of the
sequence match at that position (see Section 1.4.11).
Let fy be the number of fragment starts at the genomic position y, and fx be the vector of
fragment starts in the region of genomic position x of length P from x-a to x+b, i.e.
 1 1, , , , , ,
1
x x a x x x x bf f f f f
P a b
   
  
f   (4.1)
x is the position of the start of the motif in genomic coordinates of the strand to which
the motif sequence matched.
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A vector Fx(m,n) can then be created by summing all of the vectors for binding sites
with log10(likelihoods) Lx in the range m to n. The vector Fx(m,n) is then converted to a
normalised vector  ,x m nF where all of the values within the vector are scaled such that their
mean value is one:
   
   
 
1 0 1
,
,
, , , , , , ,
, ,
x x
i
a b
x
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F F
 
(4.2)
The normalisation process ensures that the magnitude of the vector is independent of the
number of locations that contribute to the vector and so allows the comparison of the vectors
that have been produced with motifs with different ranges of log likelihoods. If the
fragmentation probability is independent of the presence of the motif then the value of each
coordinate in the normalised vector will tend to one.
A similar process can be used to create a vector rx of the fragment ends, which are the
fragment starts with respect to the opposite strand to the strand whose sequence matched the
motif. The set of rx can then be used to create the normalised vector  ,x m nR giving the
characteristic distribution of fragment ends within the region of the motifs.
This approach results in locations where there are lots of fragments, such as those in the
region of a very significant peak, making a significant contribution to the final vector
compared to other locations where there are very few fragments.
The vectors created this way can create a picture of the fragment start distribution from
all of locations where the motif matches the DNA sequence and where there is sufficient tag
density data to be able to derive meaningful averages.
4.2.5 Normalisation of fragment distributions
The simplest option for creating the break distribution associated with a specific motif is
to use the raw information about the location of the fragment starts that is generated by the
ChIP-seq process. However, Chapter 2 showed that there is a genome wide sequence bias
associated with the location of the fragment starts which tends to be specific to each set of
data. Section 2.3.10 explored ways in which the bias can be compensated for in order to
investigate other factors that contribute to the fragment distribution that is seen.
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Such techniques can be used to compensate for this bias before investigating any bias
associated with over-represented motifs. Two techniques were identified and both were used
to remove the bias (Section 2.2.10). The first is to use the sequence bias values derived from
the fragments that were not in the immediate vicinity of the peaks in the fragment distribution,
and the second is to do model-fitting with this data, and then use the bias predicted by the
model to adjust for the bias. The advantage of the second approach is that it may overcome
problems with false biases that are generated for some sequences where there is a very low
sample size such that the result generated from the original sequence data would be unduly
affected by random variations in the number of counts
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Peak and motif finding from the NRSF immunoprecipitated SL522 dataset
The SL116 and SL522 datasets (Section 2.2.1) were selected to study whether there was
a consistent pattern to the fragment starts and finishes in the region of potential binding motifs
within this data. Both of these datasets consist of ChIP-seq fragments that were
immunoprecipitated to select for bound NRSF protein. Two-sample peak finding was
performed on the SL522 dataset using the SL523 dataset as the reference control (Figure 4-2).
11510 peaks were found, and the top 1000 were extended on each side by 50 nucleotides and
cisGenome Gibbs motif finder used to identify the 10 most over-represented motifs (Figure
4-3).
A number of the motifs that were found, such as b), and j), are characteristic of the
repetitive motifs that are frequently found in DNA. Motifs c) and i), and possibly a), d) and h)
are more informative, and have more of the character of a protein binding motif.
Fragment start footprints for the motifs that were found were calculated using the
fragment distributions for the top 2000 peaks. The first motif to be considered was the CCCC-
-CCC motif (Figure 4-3a). The fingerprints show the average fragment start density in the
region of all of the motifs that occur within these peaks. The averages are grouped by the
degree of match between the motif and the fragment so, for example, the results from all the
locations that are a good match to the motif (i.e. log likelihood > 5) are grouped together as
are all the results where the motif match is poor (i.e. log likelihood in the range two to three).
The x axis of the graphs is labelled with a consensus sequence that is derived from the
DNA sequences associated with motif locations. The set of sequences used to create the
consensus are those associated with the best match to the motif and where the group size is
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greater than 20. A consensus nucleotide is defined as a nucleotide that occurs in more than
half of the sequences. The match between consensus and motif is a confirmation of the
presence of the motif at the centre of the sequence. The consensus can also give an indication
of possible sequence conservation in adjacent nucleotides.
The SL522 results for the CCCC-CCC motif show considerable variation in fragment
density across the region of the motif, and the variation is consistent between regions where
the motif match is poor and where the motif match is good (Figure 4-4a).
Figure 4-2 Example peak from
the SL522 dataset. a) Fragment
start (black) and finish (red)
distribution for the nucleotides
43750011-43750557 in chromosome
22. b) Peak location as determined
by cisGenome (black) and then
extended by 50 (green) and 100
nucleotides (red).
Figure 4-3 Ten Overrepresented motifs from the top 1000 peaks in the SL522 dataset. Motifs
a) and i) are used in the subsequent analysis. This analysis showed that c) is a continuation of i) from
position 8 and corresponds to the known binding motif for the NRSF protein.
a) b)
i)
c) d)
e) f)
j)
g) h)
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4.3.2 Adjusting for sequence bias makes a significant difference to the binding
fingerprint
It has previously been shown that there is a genome wide bias to the distribution of
fragment start sites in ChIP-seq experiments (Chapter 2) and methods were designed to
compensate for this bias in immunoprecipitated data using fragment data that did not come
from the ChIP-seq peaks (Section 2.3.10). In order to assess the impact on the motif
fingerprints of making such a correction, the CCCC-CCC fingerprints were generated using
the fragment data after it had been corrected for sequence bias using the two different
methods that had been proposed (Figure 4-4b and d). The results are very similar using the
two techniques, and in both cases the significant variation in tag distribution seen when using
the raw data largely disappears, leaving a distribution that is essentially flat, but with a slight
depression in the region of the motif.
These results show, for one motif and one dataset, that compensating for sequence bias
can have a significant effect on the fragment fingerprint of a motif.
4.3.3 Adjusting for sequence bias improves the alignment between fingerprints from
different datasets
Given the effect on the fingerprint generated from the SL522 data of bias adjustment,
the equivalent fingerprints were generated from the SL116 dataset to determine to what extent
the fingerprints might match and also to determine the effect of sequence bias compensation
(Figure 4-5). The sequence bias characteristics for the SL116 dataset are very different from
the SL522 sequence bias, so the effect of bias compensation would be expected to be
different.
The peaks for the SL116 data that indicate the regions of NRSF binding match the
SL522 data, so the fingerprints for the SL116 fingerprints were generated using the same set
of motif positions as were used for the SL116 data.
The fingerprints generated using the raw data do not have the same distinctive feature as
was the case for the SL522 data but are comparatively featureless (Figure 4-5a). However,
after compensation for the sequence bias, the SL522 fingerprint is broadly similar to the
SL116 fingerprint, with a shallow dip in the region of the motif, suggesting that it is
appropriate to use sequence bias compensation when analysing motif fingerprints, in that it
does appear to draw out a common underlying characteristic, even from datasets where there
was significantly different sequence bias and fingerprint generated from the uncompensated
data.
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4.3.4 The NRSF motif fingerprint adds further support to the principle of correcting
for bias
The fingerprints for the raw fragment distribution data for the over-represented motif
4-3i) were created for the two datasets (Figure4-6) and also with the fragment data after
compensation for the sequence bias using the sequence bias of the fragments other than in the
peaks (Figure 4-7).
The fingerprints generated using the raw data are very different from each other, with
the SL522 data showing considerable variation in tag density across the region corresponding
to the motif. This mirrors the results seen previously for the CCCC--CCC motif. After
compensation for sequence bias, the fingerprints from the two datasets are much closer to
each other, adding further support for the validity of using sequence bias correction when
looking at motif fingerprints.
The consensus sequence derived from the DNA sequences and used to label the x axes
in Figure4-6 extends considerably to the right of the motif sequence with a characteristic
GGACAG sequence. The combination of this together with the ACC at the end of motif 4-3i)
matches the overrepresented motif 4-3c). The combination of these two motifs corresponds to
the known binding motif for the NRSF protein [49], which was the target protein for these
ChIP-seq experiments.
The fragment start distributions both show a very distinctive peak in the region
immediately before the start of the region of DNA that matches the PCM.
In contrast to the results for the motif 4-3c) these results show distinctive slopes across
the range of nucleotides that encompass the motif matching sequence. The fragment start
fingerprints show a rising slope and the fragment end fingerprints show a falling slope.
4.3 Results
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a) No sequence bias compensation: SL522
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b) Sequence bias compensation using data from fragments
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d) Compensation using bias predicted from model
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Figure 4-4 Fingerprint for CCCCXXCCC motif in SL522 dataset largely disappears
after compensation for sequence bias.
a) Fragment start distribution fingerprint calculated with raw fragment data. b) Distribution
after compensation for sequence bias calculated using sequence bias of fragments other than
in the peaks d) Distribution after compensation using bias predicted from model. c) Number of
motifs in each log-likelihood range and sequence bias PCMs for this dataset. In a),b) and d)
the regions are grouped based on the log likelihood match between the sequence an the
motif, and average fingerprints calculated for each group.
The results obtained from the raw data would suggest that the DNA is more likely to fragment
at some positions within the region of the motif compared to others. However, compensation
for the sequence bias of fragment removes this apparent relationship. After compensation
there is instead just a slight dip in the fragment start likelihood in the region of the motif
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a) No sequence bias compensation: SL116
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b) Sequence bias compensation using data from fragments
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c) Compensation using bias predicted from model
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Figure 4-5 SL116 Fingerprint for CCCC--CCC motif is similar to SL522 after
compensation for bias.
a) Fragment start distribution calculated with raw fragment data b) Distribution after
compensation for sequence bias using sequence bias of fragments other than in the peaks
d) Distribution after compensation using bias predicted from model.
While the fingerprint created using raw data is relatively featureless compared to the SL522
fingerprint, after compensation for sequence bias the fingerprints shows a slight tendency
for there to be fewer fragment starts in the region of the motif. Given the tendency for
fragmentation to occur in GC-rich regions and the C richness of the motif, an increase in
the raw fragment density would be expected. This is not seen, so the compensated results
show that fewer fragments are seen than would have been expected. This dip is similar to
that seen in Figure 4-4.
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likelihood Motifs
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d) SL116 Sequence bias
a) SL116 Fragment starts: raw tag counts
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b) SL116 Fragment ends: raw tag counts
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e) SL522 Fragment starts: raw tag counts
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f) SL522 Fragment ends: raw tag counts
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g) SL522 Sequence bias
Figure 4-6 Fingerprints associated with NRSF binding motif and generated from raw counts from two datasets show very different patterns.
a&b) Fingerprints calculated using SL116 data, fragment starts and ends. c) Number of motifs in each log-likelihood range d) SL116 Sequence bias PCM.
e&f) Fingerprints calculated using the same motif and peak definition for the SL522 data. g) PCMs representing SL522 sequence bias.
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c) SL116 Sequence bias
a) SL116 fragment starts with bias compensation
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b) SL116 fragment ends with bias compensation
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d) SL522 Fragment starts with bias compensation
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e) SL522 Fragment ends with bias compensation
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c) SL522 Sequence bias
Figure 4-7 NRSF fingerprints from different datasets are similar after sequence bias compensation. a&b) Fingerpints calculated using SL116 data.
c) Number of motifs in each log-likelihood range d) SL116 Sequence bias. e&f) SL522 fingerprints calculated using the same NRSF motif and peak positions as
used for the SL116 data. g) PCMs representing SL522 sequence bias.
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b) SL610: Fragment ends
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g) SL223 Sequence
bias
e) SL223: Fragment starts
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f) SL223: Fragment ends
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Figure 4-8 GABP fingerprints from different datasets show some similarity, but also significant differences. a/b) Fingerprint for the GABP motif from the
SL610 dataset, corrected for sequence bias c) The number of motifs in each range of log likelihoods d) The SL610 sequence bias e/f) Fingerprint from the same
locations in the SL223 dataset, also corrected for sequence bias g) The SL223 sequence bias, which is similar to SL610.
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4.3.5 Poorer fingerprint match seen in GABP motifs from different ChIP-seq
experiments
The SL610 and SL223 datasets come from fragments immunoprecipitated for the
GABP transcription factor from HeLa and K562 cell lines respectively. A GABP binding
motif was derived from the SL610 data and used to generate fingerprints for the two datasets
(Figure 4-8). In both cases characteristic slopes across the 60 nucleotide region being
examined can be seen which match the slopes seen in Figure4-6.
In addition, both sets of data show dips in the region of the motif itself, indicating that
slightly fewer fragment starts are seen in this region. There are however distinct differences in
the detailed characteristics that are seen.
4.4 Discussion
While some initial ChIP-seq fingerprints were obtained at the very start of the research,
the versions of the results presented in this document only became available at the very end of
the research period because of their dependency on the investigation into sequence bias that
was covered in earlier chapters. Consequently it has only been possible to investigate a small
amount of data using the methods that have been developed and any discussion presented is
therefore very tentative. This is particularly the case in the light of the unexpectedly large
variation in the sequence bias characteristics that have been seen in ChIP-seq data, making it
unwise to draw too general a conclusion from a small set of these sorts of results (see for
example Section 2.4.4).
4.4.1 ChIP-seq data contains information at a single nucleotide resolution
These results are perhaps the best support for the original motivation for this research,
namely that the ChIP-seq data contains information at the resolution of individual nucleotides.
While this was arguably true for the sequence bias results, the motif fingerprints appear to
provide more specific support for this thesis. Examples of single nucleotide resolution include
the rapid increase in the probability of a fragment end immediately after the end of the
GGTGCTGAA motif in Figure 4-7b) and e), and the spikes in the fragment start distribution
density in Figure 4-8.
4.4.2 Sloping fingerprints indicate motifs associated with the target protein
The fingerprints for motifs that are associated with the target proteins all show
‘shoulders’ or characteristic falling slopes for the distribution of fragment starts, and rising
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slopes for the fragment ends (Figures 4-6,4-7 and 4-8). The explanation for this shape comes
from considering the overall fragment distributions in the region of the location of the target
protein. The shape arises because all the fragments overlap sites where the protein was bound
in order to have been selected by immunoprecipitation. If there is only one such site in a
region this gives rise to a very characteristic twin peak distribution for the fragment starts and
ends (Figure 2-17). The fingerprint is an average of a small section from the middle of this
distribution and will reflect the typical rising and falling distributions in this region (Figure
4-9).
There are two cases to consider for motifs that are not directly associated with the target
protein. The first is where the motif location is unrelated to the position of the target protein,
and so will occur at a variety of different positions in the twin peak distribution, and the
average of the different slopes from the different positions will tend towards being flat.
Consequently, the flatness of the fingerprint associated with the CCCC-CCC motif would
suggest that its position is not significantly related to the location of the target protein.
The second case to consider is motifs that are associated with the location of the target
protein, such as motifs that are associated with the binding of cofactors that tend to be
immediately adjacent to the target protein. The fragment distribution fingerprints for such
motifs will show similar shoulders to those of motifs directly associated with the target
protein, because they are in the same position relative to the typical fragment distribution as
the target protein. A more detailed analysis and comparison of the distributions may be able to
distinguish between the different categories of bound protein.
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Bound transcription factor
Fragment end distribution
Fragment start distribution
Fingerprint extent
Figure 4-9 Origin of slopes in fingerprints for target proteins. Fragments (green) that are
selected by immunoprecipitation will largely overlap the location where the target protein (yellow) was
bound to the DNA. The starts of the fragments will tend to be located before the protein position, and
the ends will lie afterward. The overall profiles for the fragment start and ends are shown in orange
and blue. The fingerprints are an average of the region of these profiles that lie close to the binding
site and will show a small section of the overall profile.
In the examples analysed the slope becomes less pronounced with poorer matching
between the sequence and the PCM. In each graph the blue line corresponds to the set of
regions with a log likelihood match of 2-3, the poorest range of matches considered, and its
slope is always the least pronounced (Figures4-6 to 4-8). It is nevertheless the case that the
blue line shows a significant slope, suggesting that binding is still taking place even with a
relatively weak match between the motif and sequence.
4.4.3 Fingerprints may provide more detail as regards protein binding
When considering the sequence bias that is seen in ChIP-seq data (Chapter 2), the
simplest explanations for the observed bias relied on assuming that the fragment start and end
positions determined during sequencing gave an accurate indication of where the DNA
originally fragmented during sonication. Variations from a flat distribution of fragment start
locations would therefore indicate that something has affected the probability of the DNA
fragmenting at these locations during sonication. One significant factor is likely to be the
presence of a protein bound to the DNA (and fixed in position using formaldehyde), so the
distinctive shapes of the fingerprints in the region of a motif could result from the effect of the
presence of the protein on DNA fragmentation.
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In some cases there are one or more dips in the fingerprint profile within the region
defined by the motif, suggesting that the presence of the protein makes fragmentation at these
specific locations less likely (e.g. in Figure 4-8).
In some cases (e.g. Figure 4-7a and d) the lines for the different likelihood ranges do not
coincide, but become more extreme with each improvement in the match between the
sequence and the PCM. If the degree to which the fingerprint becomes more extreme is
roughly in line with the change in the slope then it suggests that as the probability of binding
increases, the degree of effect that the presence of the protein has on fragmentation also
increases.
However in the case of Figure 4-7 a and d, there is very little change in the slope
between a log-likelihood range of 2-3 and the range 4-5, indicating no significant change in
the degree to which the protein is bound to the DNA over this range of sequence matches.
There are however significant differences in the sizes of the peak, suggesting that the effect
that the protein has on DNA fragmentation is a function of the match between the DNA
sequence and the canonical sequence.
4.4.4 Peaks in binding footprints may provide information on chromatin remodelling
by NRSF
The binding motifs for most eukaryotic DNA binding proteins are asymmetric,
indicating an asymmetry in the binding between the protein and the DNA. A clear asymmetry
can also be seen in the fingerprints associated with the motifs examined (Figures 4-7 and 4-8).
For example, the peak in the fingerprint seen immediately to the left of the TTCAGCACC
NRSF motif is not seen on the right, or on either side of the GABP motif.
The TTCAGCACC motif identified during the process of model fitting is part of a
longer canonical motif, the other part of which was also found when searching for over-
represented motifs (Figure 4-3c). This can also be seen in the conserved sequence to the right
of the primary motif in Figure 4-7. The peak in fragment start distribution is not associated
with the other component of the NRSF motif, so is not associated with the core NRSF binding
site but lies slightly outside this region.
A possible explanation for the distinctive fingerprint relates to the mode of action of
NRSF as a chromatin remodelling complex which regulates gene expression by changing the
local DNA folding. The increased level of DNA cleavage that is seen immediately adjacent to
the binding motif could be as a result of the NRSF changing the DNA confirmation such that
it is more vulnerable to shearing during sonication (Section 1.4.3). The use of ChIP-seq data
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to investigate the effect of protein binding on the local conformation of the DNA would
represent a new application of ChIP-seq data, although closely related to existing applications
such as its more general use in investigating chromatin structure (Section 1.4.13).
4.4.5 Common features in two GABP binding fingerprints may indicate aspects of
bond between DNA and GABP
The fingerprints for fragments immunoprecipitated for bound GABP from the SL610
and SL223 datasets show some similarities, but also significant differences (Figure 4-8).
- - - - - - - - - - - - CGCCGGAAGCGG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Figure 4-10 Fragment start fingerprint for GABP motif and SL610 dataset . The generating motif
for the fingerprint is shown above the sequence consensus at the bottom of the graph. The structure
of GABPα/β bound to DNA has been aligned so that the DNA sequence aligns with the motif, with
equivalent nucleotides colour matched. A representative DNA fragment is shown as a horizontal green
line with the fragment start aligned to the most probable fragment start position (arrowed) [8].
Fingerprints were calculated for different ranges of matches between the motif and the sequence log-
likelihood values covered: blue (2-3), green (3-4), orange (4-5), red (5-6) and black (>6).
Both fingerprints for fragment starts show a dip in the fingerprint in the region around
the start of the motif. The region was aligned to the known structure of GABPαβ bound to
DNA (Figure 4-10)[8]. The dip is seen to extend for four or five nucleotides to the left of the
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binding region as shown, suggesting that some aspect of the binding of GABPα to DNA
reduces the likelihood of the DNA fracturing in this region. This could, for example, indicate
the frequent presence of a co-factor.
The likelihood of the DNA fracturing increases through the region of the binding region
between GABPα and the DNA, reaching a maximum at the two A nucleotides. This feature is
seen in both datasets (Figure 4-8), suggesting that a significant aspect of the bond between
GABPα and the DNA is responsible for this.
4.4.6 There are significant differences between the two GABP binding fingerprints.
As well as common features, the two GABP datasets show distinct differences. The
SL223 dataset shows well defined spikes at specific locations for both the fragment start and
finish distributions which are not seen in the SL610 datasets (Figure 4-8). The spikes appear
to be significant in that virtually the same shape is seen for the five different sets of regions,
where each associated with a different range of log likelihood matches between sequence and
PCM so represent independent sampled from the ChIP-seq data.
A potential source of variation between experiments is the differences in experimental
conditions that result in differences in sequence bias that are seen between experiments.
However the sequence bias for the two sets of data show the very similar GC-rich
characteristic making it less likely that this is responsible for the differences that are seen
(Figure 4-8d and g).
Figure 4-11 Over-represented dual GABP binding motif found in binding peaks of SL223
dataset. This suggests that GABP may bind in the known hetero-tetramer formation and this may
need to be taken into account when interpreting the fingerprints.
One other aspects of these results that may need to be considered in order to better
understand them is that one of the over-represented motifs found in the SL223 dataset consists
of two closely spaced GABP binding motifs (Figure 4-11), and GABP is known to form a
stable heterotetramer consisting of two GABPα and two GABPβ subunits [21]. It is possible
therefore that some aspects of the fingerprints that have been found are associated with
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heterotetramer binding, and there may be a degree of variation of tetramer formation between
experiments, giving rise to the differences that are seen.
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Chapter 5
Using modelling to study SeqA binding in E. coli
This chapter shows how the modelling techniques used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 can
also be used to obtain more detailed information from ChIP-chip data about how proteins bind
to prokaryotic DNA.
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 The role of SeqA in prokaryotic cell replication
Eukaryotes and prokaryotes both use extended DNA molecules to encode the
information required to assemble proteins, and both use similar processes of transcribing
DNA to RNA using RNA polymerase followed by the assembly of the protein sequence using
ribosomes. However they differ markedly in the way in which these processes are controlled.
This is not unexpected given the challenge faced by the eukaryotic cell as a result of its need
to use the information in the genome to change the cell programming in far more complex
ways than is the case for prokaryotes. An example of this additional complexity is the
challenge of switching the genetic program as a function of the cell type in multicellular
organisms.
However both eukaryotes and prokaryotes use some common mechanisms to implement
the required programming, including the control of gene expression through the binding of
proteins to DNA. In the case of eukaryotes, this is frequently performed through the binding
of proteins to regulatory regions, which are extended regions immediately upstream of the
transcription start site, which then control gene expression through complex and often still
poorly understood interactions.
In prokaryotes the control mechanism, although still complex is considerably simpler.
One example of the modulation of gene expression through protein binding is the binding of
SeqA to the genome as part of the process of controlling cell replication [97]. Its role in
replication was originally discovered in E. coli [67], although the conservation of the
distribution of GATC sites suggests that its role is widely conserved across prokaryotes [86].
During cell division it is important to ensure that replication is not reinitiated on the
newly replicated DNA. It was discovered that GATC sites are hemimethylated after the DNA
has been replicated [18] and that SeqA binds to these sites co-operatively [38]. At these sites,
it then prevents the reinitiation of replication, particularly as a result of being bound to the
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origin of chromosomal replication (oriC) site which contains multiple GATC sequences.
SeqA is a 21 kDa protein which forms a homotetramer which can bind to two hemi-
methylated GATC sequences separated by up to 31 bases [39]. In addition, it has been
suggested that SeqA binding to GATC sites in the dnaA promoter region prevents the
expression of the dnaA gene which acts as an additional barrier to premature reinitiation of
replication [67].
There are indications that SeqA may play a wider role in gene regulation in that less
SeqA is found in highly transcribed regions and SeqA remains bound to the genome for some
time after such binding would have an obvious role in the control of replication [86]. This is
consistent with other evidence that it may play a wider role in transcription regulation [90]. In
order to understand more fully how it might fulfil such a role ChIP-chip was used to quantify
the degree of SeqA binding to the E coli genome at various points in the cell cycle [86].
This chapter describes the results of a re-examination of these ChIP-chip data in order to
extract more detailed information about the in vivo binding of SeqA to the E. coli genome.
These results confirm details of the binding cooperativity which was previously identified
from in vivo experiments [15]. They also provide new information showing that the
probability of binding depends on the two nucleotides on either side of the core GATC
binding motif.
5.1.2 Applying modelling techniques to ChIP-chip data
The ChIP-chip data that had been produced to investigate the binding of SeqA to the E.
coli genome provided an opportunity to explore whether the modelling techniques developed
to model DNA and RNA fragmentation could also be used to draw more information out of
ChIP-chip data. The underlying principle is, as was the case in previous chapters, to create a
model that attempts to reproduce aspects of what is believed to be happening at a molecular
level. Model fitting is then used to determine the parameters of the model and from these
parameters understand more about what is happening at a molecular level.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Preparation and choice of ChIP-chip data
E coli K-12 cells with a with a temperature sensitive dnaC2 mutant were used as the
source of DNA for the ChIP-chip fragments. The mutant allows the cells to be arrested
immediately prior to replication so that the cell division cycle can be synchronised. ChIP-chip
analysis was performed on unsynchronised cells, cells in the blocked state and cells six
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minutes after they had been released from the blocked state. The preparation is described in
more detail in the associated published paper [86].
The analysis of SeqA binding was carried out using the ChIP-chip data from
unsynchronised cells because these data provided evidence about the degree of SeqA binding
throughout the genome, whereas SeqA binding in synchronised cells was largely restricted to
specific regions. In providing genome wide data there was data over a greater number and
variety of SeqA binding sites, which gives the model fitting process more information to work
with.
5.2.2 Principles of modelling SeqA binding
The immunoprecipitation stage of the ChIP-chip procedure selects DNA fragments to
which the target protein is bound at least once. The range of lengths of these fragments is
determined by the previous sonication stage. After the protein is removed from the fragments,
the fragments are amplified, tagged with a fluorescent tag and allowed to bind to a microarray
with complementary probes spaced regularly through the genome (see Section 1.4.6.) The
fluorescence at each point can be used to determine the quantity of the target protein that was
bound in the region of each probe.
The challenge for any mathematical model of this process is that the final data are only
a very indirect measure of the degree of protein binding. Most of the stages in the ChIP-chip
process will have some effect on the level of binding at a particular probe site as seen thorugh
the measurement of the binding using fluorescence. The effect of these stages muts therefore
be incoporated into the model.
5.2.3 Modelling of the effect of adjacent dinucleotides on SeqA binding
The simplest model for SeqA binding is that ( )xP B , the probability that SeqA will bind
at position x can be represented by:
  4( ) , " "x xP B k gatc s (5.1)
Where  ,a b is a Kronecker delta like function that is equal to one when a = b,
otherwise it is equal to zero. k is the binding probability and bas is the subsequence of s
starting at position a of length b. This simple model is based on the assumption that SeqA
binds with equal probability at all locations where the GATC sequence is found.
In this, and all subsequent models, the probability refers to the binding at a single
physical location, and will therefore have a value of between 0 and 1.
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- - Y Y G A T C X X - -
Core binding motif
Figure 5-1 Section of genome showing core SeqA consensus motif and flanking
dinucleotide sequences. The symmetry of binding is such that the effect of a sequence XX (e.g. AG)
will be the same as the effect of the reverse complement at YY (i.e. CT).
The first extension of this model is to add a factor that attempts to model the effect of
the pair of adjacent nucleotides on either side of the binding site (Figure 5-1). The model
assumes that the core binding probability ( )xP B is modified by a factor which can take a
different value for each of the 16 combinations of the adjacent dinucleotide sequence,
modelling the degree to which the sequences increases or decreases the probability of binding.
This is represented as a four by four matrix d where each of the elements
1 2n nd is the factor
associated with the nucleotide sequence  1 2n n . The binding site is symmetrical in that the
GATC sequence is its own reverse complement. Consequently the effect of a dinucleotide
sequence on one side of the binding site is indistinguishable from the effect of the reverse
complement dinucleotide sequence on the other. The simplest assumption when modelling is
to assume that the effects of the two dinucleotide sequences are independent and
multiplicative. The factor for the dinucleotide immediately subsequent to the binding site and
also for the reverse complement of the dinucleotide immediately preceding the binding site
and these values are used to modify the binding probability within the model.
The extended binding probability can then be represented by:
    4 5 1 2 ,4 , " "x x x xx xP B kd d gatc     s s s s s (5.2)
as is the nucleotide at position a and as is the complement of the nucleotide at that
position. A potential problem with the matrix d is that the model fitting is able to modify the
coefficients such that this parameter introduces a net gain, and there would therefore be a
degree of indeterminacy between the gain introduced by this function and gain introduced by
more global gain parameters. This was avoided by introducing a symmetrical mapping
between the 16 values of d and an alternative 15 value vector (5.3)
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The following are examples of the reverse mappings
a a 0 1 3 7 a c 0 1 3 7
a a 0 1 3 8 a c 0 1 3 8
1 1
1 1
d d d d d d d d d d
d d d d d d d d d d
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                
(5.4)
The mappings are such that over all of the 16 n1,n2 combinations each of the vectors is
added and subtracted an equal number of times which ensures that the constraint (5.5) that the
average of the 16 values is one is inherent in the mapping.
  
1 2
1 2a,c,g,t a,c,g,t
/ 16 1n n
n n
d
 
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5.2.4 Modelling of cooperativity in SeqA binding
w x y
- - G A T C - - - - G A T C - - - G A T C - -
Figure 5-2 GATC motif and two adjacent motifs. The model includes factors for co-operative
binding between binding at the site x and the adjacent sites at w and y.
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The second extension of the model attempts to incorporate the effect of cooperative
binding between nearby binding sites (Figure 5-2). The model assumes that the binding
probabilities for two adjacent binding sites are modified by a factor which can take a different
value depending on the spacing from one binding site to the next. This is represented by a
vector c where each of the elements ca is associated with a spacing a. If the next binding site
after the site at x is at location y, and the last binding site before the site at x is at location w
then the new probability  xP B that binding will occur at position x has been defined in the
model to be:
           
      
c c
1 c c
x x x w x w x y y x
x w x w y y x
P B P B P B P B P B P B
P B P B P B
 
 
       
     
(5.6)
Again, this equation describes the probability for a single site, and will be multiplied by
experiment specific model fitted factors in order to generate numbers that match the
experimental results. The factor cv models the increase (or decrease) in probability of binding
at a specific location as a result of the presence of a SeqA protein bound v nucleotides away.
This is multiplied by the underlying probability of binding at the other site as determined by
the adjacent dinucleotides, on the basis that if the adjacent nucleotides make SeqA binding
less likely at a neighbouring site then its potential role in cooperative effects will be
proportionately reduced.
5.2.5 Modelling of fragment binding to probe sites
Figure 5-3 represents the process where SeqA being bound to specific locations on the
DNA results in DNA fragments being loaded onto probe locations on the microarray.
The fragments can be of the order of 1000 nucleotides in length, and they may have
been selected by immunoprecipitation as a result of one (or more) SeqA proteins being bound
at any position along the fragment. The fragment length is considerably longer than the
distance along the genome between the probe sequences (approximately 100 nucleotides in
the case of the microarray used to measure SeqA binding) and so may be bound at any one of
the probe positions that overlap the fragment sequence.
The consequence of this is that the probe position to which the DNA fragment is loaded
could be up to a fragment length away from the position where the nucleotide was bound.
Figure 5-3 shows the simple one-parameter model that has been used to accumulate the
predicted SeqA binding in the region around a probe site in order to predict the fluorescence
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intensity Fy seen at the probe position on the microarray corresponding to genomic coordinate
y. This can be represented as:
 
y l
y x
x y l
y x
F P B
l

 

  (5.7)
where l is an assumed length of the fragment, whose value is found by model fitting.
a) DNA with bound SeqA
c) Locations of probes (blue) in array
b) Fragments with
arrows to probe sites to
which they could bind
2 * Fragment length
d) Weightings applied to binding
probabilities to give probe intensity.
Figure 5-3 Mapping from binding sites to probe sites. a) A section of genome with bound SeqA,
which is then fragmented (b). Each fragment spans a number of probe sites which are marked in blue
(c) and could bind to any of the probe sites as marked by the arrows. d) shows the weightings applied
to the predicted SeqA binding in the region around a probe site in order to calculate the probe intensity
predicted by the model
5.2.6 Modelling of global residual parameters
The model so far is based around the probabilities associated with a single binding site.
Experimental data will be based on samples which contain many copies of the genome, which
is then subject to many additional scaling factors as the sample is processed and sequenced
and so the final values from equation (5.7) will need at minimum a global scaling factor to
map the model onto the experimental data from an experiment. Initial model fitting showed
that there were additional aspects which indicated that are more complex function was
required in order to fit the model predictions to the observed data.
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The first aspect seemed to correspond to a regional variation in the probability of
binding, with SeqA binding across some regions of the genome being slightly more likely
than others. The characteristic length of these regions was of the order of 100s of thousands of
nucleotides, such that a different scaling factor appeared to be needed for each of these
regions. The second was that the model fitting was improved by the addition of an offset to
the results predicted by the model. In many ways this is to be expected as there will a number
of experimental factors that will result in the zero point for fluorescence measurements being
slightly arbitrary. The final aspect was that while the model was successfully able to fit much
of the data, it was consistently unable to match the very strong peaks that were seen in the
results. A single parameter mapping based on an exponential function was incorporated which
added an additional boost to the higher values predicted by the model (see discussion). The
final fluorescence intensity predicted by the model is given by:
   2
1
g exp
where
y y y
y y
F y F c F
F F c
   
  
(5.8)
g(y) is a gain adjustment that is a function of the coordinate y where the value produced is a
constant for each region of 200,000 bases and optimised during the process of model fitting.
5.2.7 Model fitting
Model fitting was performed using an extension of the Amoeba optimisation algorithm
[34], based on the Nelder-Mead function minimisation algorithm [74] as this is another model
which is non linear and with large number of parameters. The model fitting minimises the
sum of squares error function E given by
 
2
0
L
y y
y
E S F

  (5.9)
Sy is the measured fluorescence intensity
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Figure 5-4 Two regions of the E. coli genome comparing the observed (red) and model (green) a) shows a region that is representative of the
majority of the genome. b) contains the OriC and one other region that is known to have significant levels of SeqA binding.
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It was found necessary to add additional terms to the error in order to keep the model
fitting well behaved. In particular it was found that some of the weightings for cooperative
binding between binding sites were slightly ill defined, possibly because there were
insufficient instances of particular inter binding site gaps for the model fitting to be able to
distinguish between the effect of different inter binding site gaps. As a result there was a
tendency for some parameters to drift in an indeterminate way during model fitting. An
additional penalty was introduced that increased with the size of the weighting as follows:
 d /1000E E x   (5.10)
This has the effect of causing the parameter to drift towards zero if a non-zero value has
no significant effect on the model fit.
5.3 Results
Figure 5-4 shows the degree of match achieved between the observed data and the
model after model fitting. It shows two regions, one of which is representative of a large
proportion of the E. coli genome, and the other which contains the two regions where it is
known that there are significant levels of SeqA binding. It can be seen that a good fit is
achieved, with the model able to reproduce in considerable detail both the number and relative
sizes of the peaks that were reported by the ChIP-seq process.
5.3.1 Regional gain variation
Figure 5-5 shows the variation in regional gains that was identified by model fitting.
There is no indication that the model fitting has used the additional freedom that these
parameters provide to improve the fit in the region around base pair coordinate 4,000,000
where the major peak in SeqA binding is found at the oriC. The model fitting achieved at this
point is due solely to the other model parameters such as the increase in binding predicted as a
result of cooperativity between nearby nucleotide sites.
To address concerns that the model fit and the associated parameter values were arrived
at partly as a result of over fitting, the process was repeated such that the fitting was done with
the data for each half or third genome in turn and the results compared. The initial conditions
for the two fitting processes were a set of residual global parameters (Section 5.2.6) that were
generated from an initial whole genome model fit.
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Figure 5-5 Regional gain variation in SeqA binding. The model includes a parameter for each
200,000 nucleotide region of the genome to adjust for apparent regional variation in the degree of
SeqA binding. Values shown were generated by a whole-genome model fitting.
5.3.2 Di-nucleotides adjacent to the binding site have a significant effect on binding
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Figure 5-6 Effect of adjacent dinucleotides on SeqA binding. a) The degree to which the
adjacent dinucleotide increases or reduces the probability of SeqA binding. The dinucleotides are the
pair XX, or the reverse complement of YY in the inset. The values shown are from independent fitting
of microarray data from the whole genome and each half genome. b) Correlation of dinucleotide
weightings from each half genome. Pearson coefficient = 0.905, p-value = 3x10-8.
Figure 5-6 shows the effect of the adjacent dinucleotide sequence on SeqA binding at
GATC locations (Section 5.2.3), comparing the results for the whole genome and the two half
- - Y Y G A T C X X - -a)
b)
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genomes. The good correlation that is seen between the values obtained by fitting to the data
from the two halves of the genome is an indication that the values are not as a result of over
fitting. The p-value of 83 10 indicates that the correlation seen between the results from the
two half genomes is not consistent with the values obtained from the two half genomes being
uncorrelated.
5.3.3 Cooperative effects between adjacent binding sites at specific site spacings
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Figure 5-7 Comparison of cooperative binding found by model fitting in each third genome.
a) Increase in apparent binding probability as a function of spacing from one GATC site to the next as
indicated by the values after model fitting of the vector c (Section 5.2.4). A cooperativity of two
indicates that the spacing results in additional SeqA binding equivalent to there being two extra sites
at each location. Values were determined independently from data for each third of the genome, and
also for the whole genome. b) p-values for the correlation between the data from each 1/3 genome. c)
x-y plots showing the correlation between the results from the first and middle third, and also from the
middle to the final third.
When the results for cooperative binding for GATC spacing of up to 25 nucleotides
were calculated for the two half genomes and compared, the Pearson coefficient was 0.388,
and the p-value for significance of the results was 0.04, only just significant at a 5%
a)
c)
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confidence level (data not shown). In order to understand this a little more the process was
repeated dividing the genome into thirds (Figure 5-7).
This suggests that there is clear information coming from the model fitting exercise
about the cooperative or lack of cooperative effect between binding sites at certain spacings,
particularly spacings in the region 7 to 10 nucleotides, and also 21 nucleotides. Data for other
spacings appears less well defined although it does suggest a degree of cooperativity exists
when the spacing between binding sites is between 10 and 20 nucleotides.
5.4 Discussion
These results can be considered from two angles: first there are general observations
about the use of data modelling techniques for the analysis of ChIP-chip data and second, the
interpretation of specific data on SeqA binding.
5.4.1 The application of model fitting to interpreting ChIP-chip data
The results of analysing this one dataset suggest that model fitting could be a very
useful tool in the bioinformatician’s armoury for extracting information from raw ChIP-chip
data. Rather than concentrate on locations where there is a strong signal, this technique makes
use of information from all of the probe sites, and with this additional information comes the
potential to extract more subtle information about the characteristic in question using the
microarray.
One lesson drawn from this initial study is the importance of validating the model
parameters which are obtained. Cross-validation techniques are particularly useful, and have
proven particularly effective in identifying the significance of the role of adjacent
dinucleotides and cooperative binding in this particular case. Cross-validation also showed
that the results taken as a whole for the cooperative effect between proximal binding sites
based on the modelling technique were only just significant (p-value = 0.04). Within the
results it appears that the results for certain binding site spacings are more significant. Such
results can be used to inform the process of modifying and improving the model, as was the
case during earlier stages in the investigation when the initial results were used to suggest
improvements that could be made to the model.
Cross validation showed that the results relating to the effect of the adjacent pair of
nucleotides were particularly significant and robust (p-value = 3x10-8), suggesting that this
may be a particularly useful tool for getting more detailed information about binding site
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preferences from ChIP-chip data. This was confirmed in a subsequent brief study looking at
MntR binding in E. coli (results unpublished).
Modelling can also provide a better understanding of how the general pattern of ChIP-
chip results arise. Many of the peaks in Figure 5-4 are the result of a small cluster of closely
spaced GATC binding sites, and the width of the peak is a result of the effect of the fragment
length causing fragment binding over multiple probe sites. This is catered for in the model,
which indentified an average fragment length of 1040 as being consistent with the results. The
fitting of this parameter will be driven in part by the fitting of the shapes of these peaks.
The model then predicts the extent of the effect of such a fragment length on the
smoothing of the results. The actual fluorescence measurements show significantly more
variation between adjacent probe sites than would be predicted by the model, which gives a
measure of the degree of noise that is introduced by the random variation in fragment binding
and the uncertainty in probe fluorescence measurement.
The results show the degree to which the information from individual binding sites is
distributed over a significant number of probe sites as a result of the fragment length being
significantly longer than the inter-probe distance. This suggests that even if only conventional
techniques were being used to identify SeqA binding regions, they could be identified with
more accuracy if the average fragment length was shorter.
There are, however, restrictions and limitations to this technique, some of which were
highlighted in the SeqA data which were examined. The technique relies on the contributions
of other effects being minimal or identifiable. In the case of the SeqA data one such
characteristic was an apparent regional variation in SeqA binding affinity across the genome.
It has not been possible to identify the cause of this effect, but it was possible to incorporate a
model component that will correct for this effect.
5.4.2 Adjacent dinucleotide sequence has a significant effect on SeqA binding in E. coli
Perhaps the most significant result of this investigation is the information about the role
of the adjacent pair of nucleotides in determining the probability of SeqA binding at a specific
site (Figure 5-6).
The model assumes that the contribution of the dinucleotides on either side of the
binding site is multiplicative, and independent. This means that SeqA is four times more
likely to bind to the sequence AAGATCTT than to the sequence CTGATCAG. This effect
has not been identified in any previous experimental work involving SeqA and E. coli.
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5.4.3 Cooperativity in the binding of SeqA to E. coli
Cross-validation of the results predicting cooperativity of SeqA binding from ChIP-chip
data suggest that, with a p-value of 0.04, the overall results only just warrant rejecting the null
hypothesis assuming the standard threshold of a 5% significance level. This means that
conclusions should be drawn from these data with some caution.
One general conclusion from model fitting is that an improved fit was obtained as a
result of adding cooperativity between sites that were spaced up to 24 nucleotides apart
(Figure 5-7). For some of the spacings (e.g. 11 to 15 and 17 to 19) there is a degree of
indeterminacy in the degree of cooperativity predicted by the model, suggesting that there is a
degree of over-fitting taking place. The resulting lack of correlation results in the poor p-value
that is seen for these results.
There are some locations where model fitting indicates that there is a consistent lack of
cooperativity, particularly for GATC spacings of eight nucleotides. There are other spacings,
most notably 10 and 21 for which there is consistent evidence of cooperativity. It has been
suggested that there is also some degree of cooperativity between sites that are spaced 16
nucleotides apart. The results for five nucleotide spacing are a little difficult to interpret, with
a strong indication of cooperativity present in data from the first third of the genome, and
virtually no evidence from the second third.
These general observations are consistent with previously published results derived
from the same data (Figure G-1). These showed that GATC spacings of 10 and 21
nucleotides are more frequently found in regions surrounding SeqA binding peaks. The
previous results also show that spacings of 19 nucleotides are found, and there is a slight
suggestion of this from the model fitting data as well.
It is already well established that SeqA binds cooperatively to DNA and extensive
information has previously been obtained on the effect of the spacing between binding sites
on the probability of binding in vitro, using artificially constructed nucleotides [15]. These
results also show a preference for binding when GATC sites are spaced in multiples of
approximately 10 and 21 nucleotides (Figure 5-8).
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Figure 5-8 Effect of GATC site spacing on GATC binding obtained using constructed
oligonucleotides [15]. This shows the relative SeqA binding on two hemimethylated GATC sites at
various spacings on short lengths of artificial double stranded DNA. The open circles indicate
methylated sites which are on the same strand, and the triangles indicate sites on opposite strands.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and further work
The conclusions and further work that arise out of the previous sections are divided into
a number of different categories and considered separately. The first relates to the use of
modelling techniques to draw more information out of microarray and high throughput
sequencing data. The next categories relate to sequencing bias results that were obtained using
this technique and the information about protein binding in prokaryotes. The final category is
the technique for obtaining more information about protein binding from ChIP-seq data.
6.1 The use of modelling to extract additional information from
genomic data
6.1.1 Conclusions
The sequence bias results in Chapters 2 and 3 and also the binding site information in
Chapter 5 shows that the model fitting technique that has been used is a very powerful tool
that can be added to the armoury of tools that is available to the bioinformatician. In some
respects this can be viewed as a combination of two existing techniques that have a long
pedigree.
The first is the principle of ensemble averaging where data is combined from multiple
locations in the genome such that information that common to each location will be correlated
and will combine additively, whereas uncorrelated random data from each location will not.
This increases the signal to noise ratio of the information associated with the sequence by a
factor of the square root of the number of locations used [13]. This principle is used to
combine fragment distribution information for each of the 8-mers in the genome in chapter 2
where it was shown that the values of Ys had a Poisson distribution with a standard deviation
was 1 Es and so the uncertainty or noise associated with the calculated value reduced in
proportion to the square root of the number of samples used. This principle also underpinned
the use of fragment information relating to the incidence of each potential binding motif in
Chapters 4 and 5.
The second technique is the use of modelling and model fitting in order to identify the
underlying common characteristics of the feature being investigated. This method is used to
identify the relationship between sequence and fragment start positions in Chapters 2 and 3
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and also further details of the relationship between sequence and the degree of protein binding
in chapter 5.
The power of these techniques when used in this way is that they are able to make much
more use of the data that are available. This is partly because this technique uses both positive
and negative information, e.g. information about the 8-mers which increase the probability of
a fragment start and the 8-mers which reduce the probability of a fragment start. While
techniques such as MEME also do this, in that they use information about regions where a
motif is present, and the background distribution where it is absent, they do so in a much less
powerful way. This is because the information is reduced to a binary yes/no value, e.g.
dividing the genome into ‘peak’ and ‘not peak’.
The modelling technique uses the full analogue measurement data such as peak height
or ChIP-seq binding strength, allowing subtler aspects of the property under investigation to
be drawn out through modelling.
6.1.2 Further work
The description of the Nelder-Mead model fitting algorithm suggests that it is well
suited to model fitting applications such as the ones described in this thesis. Potential
problems of any model fitting algorithm include non-optimal speeds of convergence, failing
to find a global minimum and getting stuck at a local minimum. During the investigation the
algorithm appeared to perform well in both regards, and consequently no time was spent
investigating other alternative parameter optimisation algorithms. In addition this algorithm is
still used at the heart of other optimiser software that is widely used such as EcosimPro [66].
It is nevertheless the case that it would be worth investigating alternative algorithms,
especially in view of the extensive work in this area since the Nelder-Mead algorithm was
published, to see if there might be other more recent algorithms that might give better
performance.
One possible algorithm that may give improved performance is the Direction set or
Powell’s minimisation algorithm [81]. As with the Nelder-Mead algorithm it does not rely on
the ability to calculate gradients and also uses a set of unit vectors. Its approach however is to
generate a set of non-interfering or conjugate vectors so that minimisation can proceed by
minimising with respect to each vector in turn.
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6.2 Sequence bias in next generation sequencing data
6.2.1 Conclusions
The main conclusion is that the pattern of DNA and RNA fragmentation that occurs
during protocols such as ChIP-seq and RNA-seq is considerably more complex than has
previously been recognised, and that this can provide information both on the process of
fragmentation that occurs during the procedure and also on the proteins that are bound to the
DNA.
Particularly significant is the finding that in both ChIP-seq and RNA-seq there are
multiple alternative patterns of sequence bias that coexist within the same experiment, and
that there are significant differences between experiments. While this information can be used
to correct for the bias, the results also suggest that any correction would not significantly
affect the existing use of such data to identify binding sites, gene expression levels and the
usage of alternative transcripts. They appear to be important when attempting to extract
subtler information from the ChIP-seq data, such as fragment distribution fingerprints in
regions associated with over-represented motifs that were described in chapter 4. It is possible
that there may be other equally subtle information that can be extracted from ChIP-seq data
after they have been corrected for sequence bias.
6.2.2 Further work
This work has led to the generation of a number of hypotheses about what happens at
the molecular level during the process of DNA fragmentation. These include:
 The existence of various mechanisms with different characteristics that occur to
varying degrees in different experiments (2.5.1-2.5.6)
 The potential role of double stranded DNA coming together to form
quadruplexes with other DNA and catalyse the creation of further fragments
which share similar end sequences (2.5.4).
 The relationship between sequences that are more likely to break during
sonication and the nucleotide distribution in the genome (2.5.7).
Further experimental work, such as deliberately introducing strands with specific
sequences in order to artificially bias the DNA fragmentation is required to verify these
hypotheses. For example, this more detailed understanding of the processes that occur during
the ChIP-seq protocol may create the possibility of deliberately biasing the fragmentation
process to obtain more information about specific regions or sequences when performing
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ChIP-seq experiments. Such biasing could also be used to influence the fragment distribution
in experiments using Arabidopsis in order to increase the number of fragments created in the
promoter regions and improve the quality of the data compared to that which is currently
available.
6.3 Obtaining information about protein binding from ChIP-chip data
6.3.1 Conclusions
The work with SeqA data from E. coli shows that the modelling technique that has been
developed allows significantly more information to be obtained about protein binding in
prokaryotes.
6.3.2 Further work
This thesis describes the successful application of this technique to one prokaryotic
transcription factor. This opens up the possibility of repeating a similar analysis on other data,
a process that has already started with the analysis of some ChIP-Selex data relating to MnTR
binding (unpublished).
Some of the more subtle information that has been found could have been obtained
using ChIP-seq, but it is also the case that applying the same techniques to ChIP-seq data
could allow even more information to be obtained from the raw data.
One of the reasons behind the success of this technique when applied to prokaryotic
data is that the pattern of binding is much simpler, with proteins able to bind to a roughly
equal extent at all locations with identical local sequences. In the case of eukaryotes the
landscape is much more complex, with factors such as the chromatin structure making some
regions inaccessible, so that proteins will bind to very different extents at two locations with
identical local sequences.
It may be possible to develop the model so that it takes such factors into account. In this
way, it would be possible to extract more detailed information about eukaryotic binding sites.
6.4 Obtaining information about protein binding from ChIP-seq data
6.4.1 Conclusions
Although this was the starting point for a great deal of this work, the time spent
investigating the other factors that influence DNA and RNA fragmentation means that the
study of this effect is still at an early stage. The initial results do however confirm the original
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belief that ChIP-seq data are able to provide more information about the binding of proteins to
DNA than is currently made available using existing techniques for analysing ChIP-seq data.
In particular, knowledge about how the presence of protein on DNA influences the probability
of DNA fragmenting during sonication may provide additional information about the nature
of the binding between DNA and proteins.
6.4.2 Further work
Considerably more work, perhaps combining this technique with the modelling
techniques that were applied to the ChIP-chip data, needs to be carried out in order to
understand the full extent of the information that can be obtained from ChIP-seq data using
this technique.
One factor that needs to be considered is that, at the point of sonication, the protein-
DNA bond is modified by the presence of formaldehyde which keeps the protein bound to the
DNA. The significance of this with regard to the results that have been obtained needs to be
explored further.
The work thus far has shown that correcting for global sequence bias makes a
significant difference to the apparent pattern of fragmentation in the region of a protein-
binding motif. More work is required in order to determine how appropriate such corrections
are in the immediate vicinity of a bound protein, as the mechanisms that cause the effect that
is seen globally may not apply to a region where a protein is bound.
The tentative conclusion that the NRSF fingerprint may provide information on its
action as a chromatin remodeler (Section 4.4.4) would appear to be a good example of the
information that could be made available using this approach. Further work would be required
to confirm that this is an indication of chromatin remodelling. If so, then the size of the peak
may be sufficient to allow the ChIP-seq data to be used to determine the extent of chromatin
remodelling at individual sites. Initial results indicate that the extent of the remodelling is
related to the match between the sequence and the binding motif. The ChIP-seq data may be
able to provide more detail as to which regions of the extended motif are more important in
order for chromatin remodelling to occur.
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Appendix A
A Method for locating non-unique regions in genomes
A-1 Introduction
Background: The problem of separating different mechanisms in model fitting
The motivation for the research described in this thesis is to determine whether there is
additional, biologically informative, information that can be derived from the non-random
distribution of fragments that occur when DNA and RNA is fragmented in high throughput
sequencing protocols. The challenge in any such investigation is to separate out the different
mechanisms that give rise to the non-random distribution that is seen. There are two reasons
for wanting to separate such mechanisms, which relate to the degree to which the variation
introduced by a mechanism is correlated to the variation introduced by the other mechanisms.
If the variations introduced by different mechanisms are essentially uncorrelated then
the variation introduced by one mechanism can be considered as being noise as far as the
other mechanisms are concerned. The presence of any noise will always have a detrimental
effect on the use of data to characterise the mechanism that generated the data, in that it
determines the precision of any results that are derived from the data. Any process that
reduces the noise will improve the way that the data can be used to characterise the
mechanism.
If the variation is correlated to any extent then it will more difficult to distinguish
between the effects of the two mechanisms. In such as situation the only option available is to
see whether some other approach can be used to separate the two sources of variance, making
use of some characteristic of the experimental design and analysis that allows the source of
variation to be removed.
The problem of non-unique regions
Any investigation into the way that the nucleotide sequence influences the DNA
fragmentation must take into account the problem of sequences which can be aligned to
multiple locations in the genome. A common convention is to discard such sequences rather
than introduce errors as a result of making assumptions about where the sequences originated.
The regions of the genome where fragments cannot be aligned in this way are often referred
to as unmappable. In order to locate where the DNA or RNA fragments originated in the
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genome, the first N nucleotides of each fragment are sequenced and then aligned to the
genome by programs such as bowtie [57] or SOAP [62]. Even if the genome sequence had
characteristics equivalent to a fully random sequence, at any given read length there would be
a certain proportion of sequences which occur more than once in the genome, and so it is not
possible to identify such sequences with a unique location on the genome. The regions in the
genome where these sequences are found are consequently unmappable at the given read
length. In practise, genome sequences are not random, for example there are significant
proportions of the eukaryotic genomes that consist of relatively repetitive sequences, and this
increases the proportion of the genome that is unmappable.
The approach that is frequently adopted, including in the work described in this thesis,
is to exclude or ignore all sequences that cannot be uniquely mapped to the genome, which is
done, for example, using the ‘-m 1’ option in Bowtie. The result of this decision is that one of
the reasons why the fragment distribution appears non-random in some regions is not because
there are no fragments in the region but because the region is unmappable.
As a toy example, consider a hypothetical case where the vast majority of 25 nucleotide
sequences beginning with the sequence ATGGATGG are unmappable sequences.
Consequently there would be very few sequences beginning ATGGATGG in the aligned
ChIP-seq data despite there being many instances in the genome. A superficial analysis that
ignored mappability would conclude that fragments that start with the sequence ATGGATGG
are underrepresented. In an analysis of the effect of genomic sequence on fragmentation the
incorrect conclusion that the sequence ATGGATGG somehow suppresses fragmentation
could be drawn.
This example demonstrates how there is the potential for correlation between the effects
of mappability and the potential effects of nucleotide sequence on fragment distribution, and
therefore the importance of correcting for the effect of mappability before making any further
analysis of the data.
Creating a map of non-unique regions
In order to compensate for the effect of unmappability, it is necessary to make a map of
all the non-unique regions in the genome being analysed.
At the time of the start of these studies there were no publically available tools that had
been created to identify these regions; tools such as GEM mapper [24] which was used to
generate the mappability tracks in the ENCODE genome browser [84] only became available
in early 2010. Based on published Bowtie performance measurements [57] it was estimated
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that such an approach would take approximately 120 hours, but would also require significant
development to create the appropriate input files, and analyse the output files in order to
create a mappability file in a suitable format. In addition, the intermediate file sizes would be
considerable as Bowtie was not engineered to perform such an analysis in a file efficient
manner and the transferring and processing of such files could in itself add considerable extra
time to the core processing time.
Consequently the decision was taken to create a software tool to create these maps. One
additional advantage of creating such a tool is the possibility of using the design as a basis for
performing other, similar analyses of the DNA sequences.
The approach adopted was to create a hash table of the complete genome sequence in a
form that was optimised for finding the maximal length of the region of DNA elsewhere in
the genome that aligns with the target DNA sequence, whilst at the same time minimising the
memory footprint of the index. The approach did not employ techniques such as the Burrows-
Wheeler [17] transform to reduce the hash table size as used by alignment algorithms such as
Bowtie. This transform works by converting the genome sequence into a more compressed
format prior to creating the hash table.
One of the other problems with sequence alignment is how to handle sequences which
do not map at all, but can be mapped if allowance is made for one or two mismatches. Such
mismatches may arise as a result of read errors, or may arise as a result of the presence of
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) within the sequence. However, this does not affect
the locations of regions that are unmappable in the genome. A sequence that can only be
mapped to the genome if mismatches are allowed for will still not map to an unmappable
region because, after mismatches, it would align to multiple locations and be rejected. In
addition, allowance for mismatches does not create additional unmappable regions. For
example, if a sequence maps to one location with no mismatches and another with
mismatches, the no-mismatch mapping takes precedence and the sequence is mapped, which
means that the first region does not in some way become unmappable because of the existence
of the presence of similar unmappable regions.
A-2 Method
The process of producing a listing of unmappable regions consists of three phases. The
first creates a form of hash table of the genome. This phase is split into two stages in order to
keep a manageable memory footprint, with intermediate results being written to file. This
hash table can be used for calculating mappability for any sequence size above a threshold.
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The second phase produces a semi consolidated list of mappings between regions of the
genome with identical sequences, ordered by the order in the genome of the A sequences. The
output of this phase forms a useful source of data about the way in which any specific region
might be unmappable. The final phase is then to process the list to form a consolidate table of
the regions in the genome that are unmappable.
The hash table design
The simplest hash table is an index that identifies the location of every instance of every
possible N-mer in the genome, with the length of the index being determined by the length of
the N-mer; increasing the value of N increases the number of indexes, but reduces the average
length of the indexes. The value of N is also determined by the combination of the minimum
sequence length that will be aligned to the genome, the maximum number of mismatches
allowed and details of the search algorithm that uses the indexes. Although the mismatch
feature is not required when making creating maps of non-unique sequences the search
algorithm was designed to cater for up to two mismatches so that it could be used in other
applications. The search algorithm was also designed to enable non-unique sequences with
lengths down to 25 nucleotides to be mapped. These requirements meant that the indexes need
to identify the location of 11-mers in the genome, although the algorithm was designed so that
an entry was only required for every 9th position. For each match, a record is then kept of the
sequence of eight nucleotides on either side of the 11-mere. There are therefore 411 = 4194304
hash tables, and for the human genome each contains a mean of 81 entries in each table. In
practise the figure of 81 will vary significantly with sequence, with there being significantly
more than 81 for sequences that are associated with repetitive regions.
These tables are only required for the DNA sequence in the forward direction.
Figure A-1 shows how the hash table is then used to identify the location of a sequence
in the genome. This could be in order to locate a sequence tag, or the sequence could be an
extract from the genome in order to determine whether this sequence has a match elsewhere in
the genome and is therefore non-unique. The search algorithm can locate one or more
locations in the genome that match a sequence, and can track each of the matches to see
which extends furthest. The algorithm has been designed to allow for efficient identification
of sequences that match for considerable distances, as is frequently the case when searching
for non-unique sequences, without having to store a complete copy of the genomic sequence
as well as the data required for the indexes.
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a) 400 409
# entry 1 A C C G G T C C C T
# entry 2 T C G G G T T A C G T C G T T
Genome A C G G T C G G G T T G A C G G T C C C T G A C G T C G T T T
b) 400
# entry 1 A C C G G T C C C T
Sequence A C G G T C G G G T T G A C G G T C C C T G A C G
being aligned
c) 409
# entry 2 A C G
A C G G T C G G G T T G A C G G T C C C T G A C A
Figure A-1 Sequence alignment using the hash table. a) Two hash table entries in different
indexes and their relationship to the genomic sequence. # entry 1 is in the index of all the locations of
the 11-mer GGTCGGGTTGA (orange) and indicates an instance starting at position 400 in a
chromosome. It also contains information about the adjacent eight nucleotides (blue). Also shown is a
second entry in a different index identifying the equivalent information for the 11-mer
GACGGTCCCTG starting at position 409. b) When aligning a sequence (which in this example
matches the genomic sequence in a) (green) an 11-mer (GG..GA in the example) is selected from the
sequence, and all of the entries in the associated index are searched to identify one or more entries
where the nucleotides on either side also match. A match is shown for the entry for location 400 in the
chromosome. c) For each match, the index for the 11-mer nine nucleotides along is searched to see of
there is an entry that corresponds to a position nine nucleotides along from the matches found in the
first index. For each match the information relating to the adjacent nucleotides is searched to
determine how far the match continues.
If a match is found that is longer than the sequence length S being considered (e.g. 25)
then an unmappable region has been located. The process of looking for further unmappable
regions can then continue with a seed that starts S nucleotides before the end of the region that
matches a sequence elsewhere in the genome.
If no match is found then the process repeats with the seed sequence starts one
nucleotide to the right of the previous sequence, and continues in this way until a match is
found. The hash table allows maps of mappable regions to be created with sequence lengths
down to 19 nucleotides. Below this length the use of entries for one in nine locations can
mean that there may not be a hash table entry that provides the required link between the
search and target sequence.
X
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Hash table memory footprint
Table A-1 shows the data requirements for each entry in the hash table, showing that a
total of 72 bits are required. An entry is required for every nine nucleotides which would take
18 bits to encode using a naïve encoding algorithm with no additional compression. This
represents a data expansion of a factor of four, and so the memory footprint for the core data
in the hash table for the human genome is approximately 3 GBytes. The implementation of
the algorithm gave a total program memory footprint of just under 8 GBytes, the additional
memory arising from the overheads of storing the data tables in memory. While not as
efficient as Bowtie, this is a not unreasonable requirement for current computing platforms.
Data type Range
requirement
Data stored as: Number
of bits
Chromosome identifier 0-256 unsigned char 8
Location in Chromosome 0-232 unsigned 32 bit integer 32
Preceding 8 nucleotide sequence 8 * 2 bits unsigned 16 bit integer 16
Subsequent 8 nucleotide sequence 8* 2 bits unsigned 16 bit integer 16
Total 72
Table A-1 Data requirements for each entry in the hash table
Phase 1: Creation of the hash table.
The first phase of operation is to step through the genome in nine nucleotide steps,
creating the hash table entries. These are sorted into 128 different groups, depending on the
first nine bits of the 22 bit sequence identifier. The entries are held in memory until a
threshold is reached for a specific entry when the results for that entry are transferred to a file,
one for each group. Once this has been completed, each of the files are then processed,
bringing together all of the entries associated with a single sequence, and then storing the file
in a binary format together with an index file that points to the start of the hash table for each
of the sequences contained in the file.
This data can then be used to create an unmappability map for any sequence length of
19 nucleotides or greater.
Phase 2: Identification of unmappable segments for a given sequence length
The second and third phases must be repeated for each sequence length S for which
unmappability data is required. In the second phase the complete genome is processed
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nucleotide by nucleotide, and for each position, the hash table index for the 11-mer sequence
starting at this position is used to search for matching sequences elsewhere in the genome.
At each position the match search algorithm looks backwards for up to eight nucleotides
as well as forward for as far forward as the match is found to continue. The algorithm
monitors the most recent match that extends furthest to the left (ML) and the most recent
match that extends furthest to the right (MR) with respect to the direction of the forward
strand. When a new match is found that exceeds N then the following is done:
 If the new match extends either of these matches in both directions then the previous
match is replaced with the new match.
 If the new match lies within either of the matches then the new match is discarded
 If the new match extends further to the right than MR then MR is logged to a file and
replaced by the new match information
 If the new match extends further to the left than ML then ML is logged to a file and
replaced by the new match information
This process is performed in two stages. In the first stage the whole genome is searched
looking for matches between the forward strand and the forward strand, and in the second
stage, the search is for matches between the reverse strand and the forward strand data. The
second stage steps through the reverse complement of the forward strand looking for matches
to the forward strand. The match information obtained is adjusted and recorded to file as a
match between the forward strand and the reverse complement strand.
The output from Phase 2 is two files, one containing forward to forward strand
mappings and the other forward to reverse strand mappings. Each mapping entry also
identifies the matching region elsewhere in the genome. There will be considerable overlap
within this information, e.g. there may be an entry indicating that nucleotides 100 to 150 map
to one region and another indicating that 120 to 190 map to another region.
Phase 3: Consolidation of mappings
The data in both of the files from Phase 2 are then consolidated to produce a single
file that contains information about the regions where the sequence is non-unique. The two
overlapping regions previously mentioned would be considered as indicating that the
nucleotides in the region from nucleotides 100 to 190 all map to regions elsewhere is the
genome with lengths of greater than N nucleotides.
This is then converted to a file that indicates the regions in the genome where it is not
possible to map a sequence starting at that location to a unique location in the genome. If the
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sequence length is 25 and there is a region 25 nucleotides long that aligns to a region
elsewhere in the genome then this results in a single location in the genome as being
unmappable. In the previous example, the region from 120 to 190 results in fragment
unmappability from nucleotides 120 to 166.
A-3 Results
The non-unique region mapper has been used to create unmappability data for a number
of different genomes for a number of different read lengths. For the human genome the
generation of the original indexes takes of the order of 40 minutes on a 3GHz Intel Xeon 5160
processor using one of the cores. The creation of a mappability file for a given sequence
length takes about 50 hours cpu time on the same processor.
Figure A-2 Comparison of published ChIP-seq data and unmappability. a) Distribution of
fragments starts in SL117 dataset with 25 nt read length b) Unmappable regions for 28 NT sequence
b) Unmappability: 28 NT sequence
a) SL117 forward strand reads
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Figure A-3 Comparison of published ChIP-seq data and unmappability. Nucleotides 32425020
to 32425103 of Chromosome 19. a) Distribution of fragments starts in SL117 dataset with 25 nt read
length b) Unmappable regions for 25 NT sequence. c) Fragment distribution for SL116 with 36 nt read
length and d) Unmappable region for 36 nt sequence.
The cisGenome software has been extended to allow the display of files containing
region information (Appendix G-2). This allows the display of the unmappable region data
and the comparison with the fragment distribution of ChIP-seq data.
Figure A-2 shows a fairly typical region with widely distributed fragments, where the
distribution is consistent with fragments not starting within regions marked as unmappable
Figure A-3 shows a region where an artefact in the process results in clusters of
sequence tags that are bunched together. The two datasets were sequenced to different read
depths, and in both cases it can be seen that the tags do not extend into the regions indentified
as unmappable, demonstrating the consistency between the mapping process performed by the
Myers/HudsonAlpha lab and the identification of unmappable regions.
A-4 Discussion, conclusions and further work
Although subsequently overtaken by the availability of other public domain software
such as GEM mapper [24] the development of the unmappability mapper as part of this
research made a vital contribution to the analysis performed in the research documented here,
b) Unmappability: 25 NT sequence
a) SL117 forward strand reads
c) SL116 forward strand reads
d) Unmappability: 36 NT sequence
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and also provided a source of mapping information for other bioinformatics research at the
University of Warwick. Its performance is comparable with other mapping algorithms, so
there as been no cause to switch to using alternative software.
The intermediate mapping data generated during the process is potentially of value for
investigating genetic sequence similarity characteristics, although this has not been pursued.
The algorithm was designed to be able to perform sequence alignment with up to two
mismatches, and this has been validated with one set of sequence tag data. The performance
achieved appeared comparable to that of many publically available aligners. This
development has not been pursued however as it did not appear to offer any advantages over
these publically available aligners.
A-4 Discussion, conclusions and further work
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Appendix B
Additional nucleotide bias results ‡
Section 2.2.4 introduced an information content based approach for determining the
degree to which each nucleotide in the region proximal to a fragment start site influenced the
likelihood of seeing a fragment start at that position. The average of the set of values
associated with the nucleotide position indicates the degree to which the nucleotide at that
position influences the likelihood. The standard deviation indicates the degree to which this is
affected by the neighbouring nucleotides.
The following figures show the average and standard deviation of this value for a range
of different sets of ChIP-seq input data. Positive nucleotide values indicate nucleotide
positions within the fragment and negative values indicate the nucleotides immediately
preceding the fragment.
In some cases the 8-mer either covers the four nucleotides on either side of the fragment
start position, and in other just one nucleotide before and seven inside the fragment. The
choice is dependent on the locations where it was found the nucleotide had most influence on
fragmentation.
These figures indicate a wide range of different patterns between experiments and
different labs. It is frequently the case that technical replicates which appear to have been
processed at the same time have very similar characteristics. There are also specific patterns
that occur in a number of different experiments. For example, there a number of experiments
from the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab in Figure B-2 which show a similar characteristic, which is
also seen in a set of C. elegans data from a completely different lab in Figure B-7c).
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Figure B-1 Two technical replicates SL117 and SL523 show very different characteristics.
These are the two datasets used in the main body of the thesis. a) and c) show the contributions for
the eight nucleotides centred around the fragment start site. b) and d) are for the eight nucleotides
starting from one nucleotide before the fragment start site so show the bias for the first seven
nucleotides of the fragment. Black lines give a measure of the contribution to the likelihood of
fragmentation using the average of the mutual information between the nucleotide and the probability
of fragmentation for each of the other sets of nucleotides at the other positions. The red lines give a
measure of the spread of the values. The green lines indicate the interaction intensity that would be
expected if the fragment starts were uniformly distributed in the genome. SL117 shows a peak in the
average around the fragment start position and also four and six nucleotides into the fragment. SL523
shows a peak at the first nucleotide of the fragment. In the pairs of graphs from each dataset there is a
four nucleotide overlap, and the results in the overlapping regions broadly align, which provides a
degree of validation for this technique.
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Figure B-2 Four early datasets from the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab show similar
characteristics. These all show distinctive peaks in the interaction intensity at nucleotide positions
one, four and six from the start of the fragment, which matches the results from the SL117 data.
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SL519
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Figure B-3 Later Myers/HudsonAlpha results differ significantly from early results. These
show a peak in the interaction intensity at the first nucleotide of the fragment and subsequently
dropping away. The intensities are all significantly larger than the earlier set, suggesting that the
nucleotides have a greater influence over the probability of DNA fragmentation. The spreads are
similar to that seen in the previous graphs. These results are very similar to the SL523 data in Figure
B-1.
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Figure B-4 Data from the Snyder/Yale lab show a variety of different characteristics. a) and c)
are centred around the fragment start location and c) and d) are the same datasets shifted by three
nucleotides to show that there is significant contributions to the sequence bias up to seven nucleotides
in from the start of the fragment. e) and f) are two further datasets and cover the region starting from
one nucleotide before the fragment start.
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Figure B-5 Log mutual information distribution for Y1109-1 shows a complex picture
underlies the simple interaction intensity and spread values The data shows the distribution of
the log mutual information for the eight nucleotides that generated the summary in Figure B-4f)
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Figure B-6 A second example showing similarity between coincident technical replicates and
differences between replicates from different dates. All four graphs are from input datasets using
the K562 cell line from the Snyder/Yale lab. a) and b) were done at the same time and show similar
characteristics to each other. c) and d) were also done together but at a later time, and show similar
characteristics to each other, which are very different from the first technical replicates.
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Figure B-7 Input fragments from C. elegans ChIP-seq experiments. These are four separate
sets of input data which show a range of different characteristics. c), with peaks at nucleotide positions
one four and six, is very similar to the characteristics seen in Figure B-2.
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Figure B-8 Input fragments from an Arabidopsis ChIP-seq experiments.
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Appendix C
Additional ChIP-seq model-fitting results
Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.7 introduced the method for representing the sequence bias at the
start of of DNA fragments from ChIP-seq experiments using one or more PCMs and section
2.3.5 and following examined a few examples of data obtained using this technique. This
appendix provides further examples to support the analysis in the main body of the thesis.
C-1 Early Myers/HudsonAlpha lab results ‡
These datasets all show a very similar GC-rich pattern starting one nucleotide before the
start of the fragment, similar to that seen for SL117 (Figure 2-11).
SL102: SK-N-MC
SL103: U87 input
Figure C-1 Two early datasets from the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab.
C-2 A second pair of technical replicates with contrasting characteristics ‡
This is a second example which is similar to the SL117/SL523 pair (Figure 2-11) where
the datasets are early (SL217/SL218) and later (SL516/517) input datasets using the same cell
line, and show very different bias patterns.
C-2 A second pair of technical replicates with contrasting characteristics ‡
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SL217: GM12878 input
SL218: GM12878 input
SL516: GM12878 input
SL517: GM12878 input
Figure C-2 Four input technical replicates from the same cell line with a significant range in
sequence bias as indicated by the variety of PCMs
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C-3 Late Myers/HudsonAlpha lab results ‡
These datasets all required a set of PCMs for optimal model fitting, as was the case for
SL523. There is considerable variation in the PCMs between datasets.
SL518: K562 input Rep 1
SL519: K562 input Rep 2
Figure C-3 Two later datasets from the Myers/HudsonAlpha lab showing a variety of multi-
PCM characteristics.
C-4 Yale/UC-Davis/Harvard lab ChIP-seq data ‡
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C-4 Yale/UC-Davis/Harvard lab ChIP-seq data ‡
This section shows the results of carrying out a model fitting exercise on a selection of
datasets from ChIP-seq experiments performed as part of the ENCODE project by the
Yale/UC-Davis/Harvard lab and deposited in the Encode repository.
Y633-1 K562 cell line, input DNA, replicate 1
Y633-2 K562 cell line, input DNA, replicate 2
Figure C-4 Two sets of experimental data from the Yale/UC-Davis/Harvard lab which show
CG bias around the fragment start side.
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Y787-1: HeLa-S3 cell line, input DNA, replicate 1
Y787-1: HeLa-S3 cell line, input DNA, replicate 2
Y864-1: K562 cell line, input DNA, replicate 1
Y864-2: K562 cell line, input DNA, replicate 2
Figure C-5 Four sets of Yale/UC-Davis/Harvard data which show strong A/T bias only in the
nucleotides within the fragment.
C-4 Yale/UC-Davis/Harvard lab ChIP-seq data ‡
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Y956-1: GM12878 cell line, input DNA, replicate 1
Y956-2: GM12878 cell line, input DNA, replicate 2
Y1066-1: HEPg2 cell line, forskolin treat, input DNA, rep 1
Y1066-2: HEPg2 cell line, forskolin treat, input DNA, rep 2
Figure C-6 Four Yale results with a range of different characteristics.
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Y1109-1: GM12878 cell line, input DNA, replicate 1
Y1109-2: GM12878 cell line, input DNA, replicate 2
Figure C-7 Two Yale results with a distinctive AG bias in the first two nucleotides of the
fragment
C-5 Cheung et al ‡ [20]
This is data that was used as part of an investigation into sequence bias in high
throughput sequencing. The DNA was extracted from C. elegans, and the smaller genome
meant that the fragment density is greater and there are fewer instances of each sequence in
the genome. A threshold of 1000 instances of the 8-mers in the genome was used.
C-5 Cheung et al ‡
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GSM706161
GSM706164
GSM727910
GSM727911
Figure C-8 A range of different nucleotide bias characteristics seen in C. elegans input data
Threshold T set to 1000 because the smaller C. elegans genome results in fewer instances of each
sequence compared to H. sapiens
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C-6 Arabidopsis dataset
Arabidopsis
Figure C-9 Nucleotide bias characteristics from one sample of Arabidopsis input data
Threshold T set to 5000 because the smaller Arabidopsis genome results in fewer instances of each
sequence compared to H. sapiens
C-6 Arabidopsis dataset
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Appendix D
Additional RNA-seq model-fitting results ‡
The following shows the result of fitting the model to a number of sets of RNA-seq
data. These provide additional examples which show similar, but not identical characteristics
to the results shown in Figure 3-3. In each case the results are shown when four PCMs are
used to fit the bias for the first six nucleotides and then a single PCM for nucleotides seven
onwards. The PCMs for the 3’ end are shown as their reverse complement to highlight the
similarity between the 5’ and 3’ biases when viewed in this way.
The model fitting and plotting of results uses the eight genes where there is the greatest
RNA fragment density. In each case there is a graph showing the correlation between the
measured number of fragment starts at each position within these genes (equivalent to the
black line in Figure 4a and b) and the counts generated by the model (the red line in Figure 4a
and b). In each case the data is matched to the full set of gene sequences rather than the
representative set to cater for the possibility that the a significant number of sequences may
have aligned to transcription variant that is not in the representative set.
The order of the PCMs that are generated by the model-fitting process is somewhat
indeterminate. The PCMs have been reordered to highlight the similarity that exists between
all of the sets of PCMs.
5’ end
Figure D-1 RNA-seq model-fitting: GSM484895 5’ end (Homo sapiens)
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5’ end
3’ end
Figure D-2 RNA-seq model-fitting: Mouse skeletal data - Wold lab (SRX000352)
5’ end
3’ end
Figure D-3 RNA-seq model-fitting: Mouse brain- Wold lab (SRX001866)
C-6 Arabidopsis dataset
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5’ end
3’ end
Figure D-4 RNA-seq model-fitting: Arabidopsis 24 hr: Replicate 1
5’ end
3’ end
Figure D-5 RNA-seq model-fitting: Arabidopsis 24 hr: Replicate 2
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Appendix E
Software architecture
A common software architecture was adopted for all of the analyses described in this
document.
E-1 General principles
The general design objectives that were met by this architecture were:
1. The core software should be efficient. It needs to be able to process large
amount of genomic data quickly and efficiently. This was achieved by writing
all of the core software in C++.
2. The core software should be multi-platform. This was to allow the
development and debugging of code locally on a PC and then the submission of
jobs using the same code on the various high performance computing platforms
available at the University of Warwick. The core C++ only used common
libraries such as the Standard Template Library [92] to ensure the code was
portable. The multi-platform Boost build software was used to build the
software as it can run on all the target platforms using a common build
definition file.
3. It should be possible to run the code using Graphical User Interfaces (GUI).
The nature of the investigation meant that it was frequently necessary to return
to using the software tools after an extended period of time. This is made easier
by the use of GUIs to set up the parameters, removing the need to remember
complex command line formats. The cisGenome software incorporates GUIs for
setting up the parameters for command line tools. These GUIs were extended for
additional code that was written which was an extension of the cisGenome
functionality. Microsoft Excel was used to create simple GUIs for running other
software. In both cases the GUIs were designed to allow easy access to the
command lines they had generated so that they could be used as templates for
running the same code on other platforms.
4. Code releases should be managed. This was done through the use of the open
source SVN versioning software which allows the changes to the source code to
be recorded over time. This makes it possible to reproduce if necessary the
E-2 Software architecture
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results that were obtained using early versions of software and investigate
unexpected changes that might appear in the way that the software runs. This
also provides a mechanism for transferring source code between platforms in a
controlled way.
5. It should be easy to visualise the results graphically. It is frequently the case
that patterns in genomic data become clearer when they are able to be visualised,
which is then the first stage of a more analytic analysis of the data. The ability of
the cisGenome software suite to display distributed genomic data was one of the
reasons why it was chosen for the project. Excel spreadsheets were also used to
display results in both tabular and graphical format.
6. There should be simple data transfer processes. The need to transfer data
between different applications and different processes, and the need for
flexibility in order to be able to test out alternative algorithms led to the use of
comma separated variable format text files for the storage and transfer of both
bulk data such as genomics data and also configuration and model fitting
parameters. The also enables simple transfer of intermediate results between
different processing platforms.
7. There should be a good software development environment. The Visual C++
development environment was used for the development and debugging of the
C++ code, prior to its use on both Windows and also Apple and Linux
platforms. The Boost build software was used to build the software on the
Windows platform prior to it being transferred and built on other platforms. All
of the GUI tools create the command lines for their associated tools in such a
way that the command lines could be copied and pasted into the development
environment for testing or into scripts to be run on other platforms.
E-2 Software architecture
Figure E-1 gives an overview of the program modules used for the analysis described in
this document. The usual pattern was that a problem was initially investigated in the
Microsoft Windows environment and then when the process had been established, the
analysis would be performed using the complete set of observed data files on the high
performance server platforms that are available at the University of Warwick.
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cisGenome
GUI
Excel
Applications cisGenome
browser
Command line
applications
Figure E-1 Interactions between program modules. Both Excel applications and the cisGenome
GUI are able to drive Windows command line applications and load the results from these applications
for display. They can also generate the command lines for running the programs on other platforms.
The cisGenome browser is able to load and display PCM files and genome sequence related data.
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Appendix F
Ancillary algorithms
The following sections provide additional background to some of the algorithms that
were used at various times within this research.
F-1 Assessing significance using Pearson’s coefficient and the Fisher
transformation
A frequent problem that arises when investigating correlation between two datasets is
assessing the significance of the result. One way of making this assessment is to consider the
likelihood that the correlation that is seen could have arisen given the null hypothesis that the
two distributions are unrelated and uncorrelated. This problem was addressed by Fisher [33]
who proposed a transform that could be applied to the Pearson product-moment coefficient
which provides a measure of the correlation between two sets of data
The Pearson coefficient for two datasets can be calculated as follows:
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xi and yi are the paired elements from the two datasets, each of length n, and x and y
are the means of the two datasets. The definition of the Fisher transformation F(r), and the
standard error for this distribution is then given by:
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This can be converted to a z-score which tends to a normal distribution with a mean of
zero and a standard deviation of one using:
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The cumulative normal function is then used to calculate a p value associated with a
value in this distribution, giving the probability of finding a value as least as big as the value,
either on one side (one tailed) or on both sides (two tailed) of the normal distribution.
F-2 Calculation of cumulative normal values for large z
A problem arose of wanting to calculate the p-value for a z-value that was more than
200 standard deviations from the mean of a normal distribution, such that the limited
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precision of the calculations in software such as Excel rendered the result as zero, rather than
an extremely small non-zero value. In some ways this is somewhat academic because it
corresponds to an extremely unlikely event. Nevertheless, the following was derived in order
to calculate the value to the nearest order of magnitude, rather than be limited to stating that
the value was essentially zero.
The normal distribution  x with a mean of zero and standard deviation of one is
defined by the following equation:
2 /21( )
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The 1 2 factor is a normalisation term to ensure that the total area under the curve
equals one. The probability of getting a value greater than x is then
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The first term in the series is the only significant term for large values of x , so this can
be approximated as
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The value of y can be calculated for values of x that are significantly greater than 200
without incurring problems with arithmetic precision.
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Appendix G
Co-authored journal publications
G-1 An alignment-free model for comparison of regulatory sequences [55]
This paper proposes a new method for aligning genomic sequences from different
organisms in order to identify orthologous regulatory regions and arose out of the PhD studies
of Hashem Koohy who completed his PhD at Warwick in 2010. The motivation for this
method is that other alignment methods that have been developed for other applications, such
as those used for the identification of transcription factor binding sites are not well suited to
the identifying orthologous regulatory regions. This is because regulatory regions are more
extensive, the sequence similarity is not necessarily as constrained, and there may be some
reordering of the sequences within the regions.
My contribution to this paper arose out of the work I had carried out as part of my PhD
to develop a computing infrastructure that allowed genetic sequences to be submitted to a
central server which was able to search for matches between the sequences and the
descriptions of transcription factor binding site sequences contained within the database.
These descriptions are in the form of Position Specific Scoring Matrixes (PSSMs) and
the experience of working with Hashem with these PSSMs greatly informed my
understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of using PSSMs which contributed to the way
that these are used in the modelling of bias in ChIP-seq and RNA-seq data.
In addition, there was some reuse of some specific software components and general
algorithmic techniques between the two developments.
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G-2 CisGenome Browser: A flexible tool for genomic data visualization [47]
At the start of the research described in this thesis a review was undertaken of the
various options for processing and visualising the genomics data such as ChIP-seq and RNA-
seq data. The conclusion of this study was that the cisGenome software suite [46] provided
many features that would support the analysis to be carried out. Some of its advantages
include:
a) It provides a flexible framework with a powerful Graphical User Interface (GUI)
for managing data files that are used and created when working with ChIP-seq
and RNA-seq data.
b) It provides a flexible visualisation tool that allows the results to be viewed
graphically and efficiently, including the ability to relate the results of an
analysis to genomic features such as the location of genes
c) It provides an integrated multi-platform set of software tools that can perform
many of the data analysis tasks required during this investigation.
The authors of the software kindly provided the source code which was then used as a
foundation for significant changes and improvements that were needed as the PhD progressed.
Changes introduced included:
a) The ability to import a wider range of data file formats
b) Improved smoothing and averaging of data during visualisation
c) Considerable GUI usability improvements
d) Software architecture changes to allow the visualisation component to be run on
operating systems other than Microsoft Windows®
These changes were done in collaboration with the original software authors and they
were sent copies of the new code after the changes that were made. Some of the changes and
principles behind the changes were then incorporated into the next major release of the
software for which this application note was published.
G-3 Dynamic distribution of SeqA protein across the chromosome of Escherichia coli K-12
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G-3 Dynamic distribution of SeqA protein across the chromosome of
Escherichia coli K-12 [86]
The analysis of SeqA binding in E. coli described in Chapter 5 arose out of an invitation
to examine some ChIP-chip data that had been produced to investigate the binding of the
SeqA protein to the genome in E. coli. Some of the initial results of this investigation were
included in this paper that was published in mBio.
The initial results published showed that there is a tendency for SeqA to be bound at
locations that are separated by 9 or 10 nucleotides (Figure G-1). The model fitting techniques
described in this document were subsequently developed to investigate this relationship in
more detail
Figure G-1 Spacing of adjacent GATC motifs. This is a histogram of the spacing across the
whole E. coli genome and in genomic regions bound by SeqA. The data show that, in vivo, a gap of
close to 10 or 20 nucleotides between GATC motifs is most favourable for SeqA binding.
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G-4 Variable structure motifs for transcription factor binding sites [82]
At various times during the period of this PhD there were a number of opportunities to
work with other teams on the analysis of ChIP-seq data. One such opportunity was to work
with John Reid and Kenneth J Evans, then at Birkbeck College, London on techniques for
identifying transcription factor binding sites where there are multiple conserved regions
within the binding sites.
This collaboration arose out of early investigations into transcription factor binding sites
that was carried out as part of this research. At this stage studies were made of the detailed
binding site data that is held in the TRANSFAC database [70] which are use to create the
PSSMs that are published in this database. The results of my work were then incorporated
into the paper (Figure G-2). The techniques used to generate the multiple sequence patterns
represented by these PSSMs in this thesis are very different to those used in this paper.
Figure G-2 Analysis of TRANSFAC binding sites . Realignment of sequences used within
TRANSFAC to define PWMs which incorporate optional gaps. Left: An alignment, a standard PWM
and a gapped PWM for the monomer transcription factor MEF-2. Additional gaps improve the
alignment right across the motif, especially the well conserved TA motif that is not apparent in the
ungapped alignment. Right: An alignment, a standard PWM and a gapped PWM for the homodimer
transcription factor POU. Additional gaps improve the alignment of the conserved ATA and TTA
motifs. The realignments show a significant proportion of sites both with and without gaps. The upper
logos show the original TRANSFAC motifs and their information content in bits. The lower logos show
the motifs after the addition of gaps, indicated by the percentage of sequences where a nucleotide is
present.
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